Listening In On FEMA’s Civil Defense Communications

- Secret Wartime Broadcast Codes
- Understanding “Tactical” Military Callsigns
- The Computer-Shortwave Connection
- Radio’s Historic Past
- Military Computer Security, and more!
Introducing scanners from the name that needs no introduction.

Cobra.
You’ve seen it on state-of-the-art CB radios, radar detectors, corded and cordless telephones and answering systems.
And now, Cobra excellence in personal communications systems comes to scanners.
With not just one model. But four different units, all equipped with the latest in user-friendly features including crystal-free, multi-band electronic digital tuning.

No matter which model you select, the top-of-the-line hand-held SR-12 with 16 programmable channels or the 10-channel SR-10; Cobra’s premium desk-top SR-925 with 16 channels or the SR-900—you’ll be getting the very same Cobra quality that comes from 25 years in consumer electronics.

Whether it’s police action, a three alarm fire, the weather, airport operations, etc., Cobra scanners bring you exciting, live coverage.

Contact your Cobra dealer or call us at 1-800-COBRA 22 for the Cobra dealer nearest you.
And get all the scoop much too long to scan here.
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**GILFER Shortwave Savers**

**GILFER**

**Filters**: .3, .5, .9 kHz

**Speaker**

**Computer interface**

Deduct $10 when ordered

**4910** $99.95

**2002** $215.95

**2010** Call

**Complete RTTY System**

**VHF/UHF** $359.00

**Demod** $119.00

For orders $250.00 or
more, we will mail
this book now.

**GILFER Computer Interface**

**Headphones** $69.00

**Speaker** $49.00

**Active Ant** $45.00

**VHF** $99.00

**FRG** $158.95

**SSB** $61.00

**Voice** $49.95

**R71A** Call

**Mod** $25.00

**R7000 Scanner** $949.00

**ICOM**

**R71A** Call for price

**Hi Stability** $63.00

**500 Hz** $85.00

**Infrared Remote** $67.00

**Speaker** $61.00

**SSB** $158.95

**Gilder** $23.00

**R7000 Scanner** $80.00

**JAESU**

**FRG-8800** $519.00

**VHF** $99.00

**Active Ant** $45.00

**Antenna Tuner** $58.00

**Speaker** $60.00

**Computer interface** $68.95

**Gilder** $25.00

**R7000 Scanner** $80.00

**GILFER-9600 Scanner** $499.00

**SONY**

**2010** Call for price

**2002** $215.95

**4910** $99.00

**AN-1 Ant** $75.95

**GILFER Portable Radio Cases**

**Deduct** $10 when ordered with portable

**Small**: fits Sony 2002 or 4910 reg. $29.95 ($2.50)

**Large**: fits Sony 2010 . . . reg. $32.95 ($2.50)

- Send #10 SASE for flyer
- Add $2 for 1st book, $3 for 2 or more
- Prices subject to change w/o notice.

**GILFER SHORTWAVE**

52 Park Ave. Park Ridge, NJ 07656 Ph 201/391-7887
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**THE RECEIVER BOOK THEY DON’T WANT YOU TO READ.**

"Radio Receiver—Chance or Choice" by Rainer Lichte. Published by GILFER, this is the book to read when you want to know about the receiver you have and the receiver you want to buy. Lichte says it straight, warts and all, about all the famous brands of receivers, making his own tests on the same set of instruments for direct comparability. This handbook has the engineering background to do the job right, the writing ability to communicate clearly, and the integrity to be objective on all points. Order this 256-page book now and get the straight stuff on 75 receivers plus the FREE NRD 525 review. $18.50

**Radio Hacker's Code Book** Computer-aided self-learn book for SWL; world of codes and ciphers, from Jicarilla, Cozumel, etc. 240 pp. $13.95

**The World is Yours.** Perfect entry into SWL; what it's all about, ways to understand basic code, great gift. $2.95

---

**DATONG**

**AD-270** Active 9 1/2" Indoor Antenna

**AD-370** Active Outdoor Antenna, listed as "best" in famous handbook $134.50 (+$4.50)

**SRR2** Automatic Woodpecker Blanker, removes Russian radar $169.95 (+$2.50)

**FL-3** Automatic Audio Filter, digs out weak sigs, removes interference $229.95 (+$4)

**DRESSLER**

**ARA 500** Active VHF/UHF Scanner Antenna, 50-650 MHz Vertical...

**ARA 30** Active HF Indoor/Outdoor Antenna, FET amp.

---

**EAVESDROPPER II** $66.95 (+$3)

45’ Dipole made the right way according to a famous handbook. Center-fed trapped dipole w. coax terminal. Best sensitivity for SWL bands.

---

**ISOTRON “60”** $75.95 (+$5)

OM omnidirectional antenna; no radial grounds needed; just 4’ tall; requires 50 ohm coax; performs like full half-wave dipole. Unassembled.

---

**LONG RANGE** $59.95 (+$3)

Broadbanded folded dipole, 9.5-20 MHz, with balun.

**INVERT** $19.95 (+$3)

Top quality long wire antenna, 50’ long with 75’ lead-in, 48’ nylon rope, and insulators. 2 lb.
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<ArrayList communication services>
Radio Shack Pre-Christmas Sale!

Just a Sampling of the Big Savings You’ll Find at Radio Shack—Your Communications Headquarters

Our 10-Channel Tabletop Scanner Radio Slashed $30

Hear news as it happens! Our easy-to-use PRO-55 features an automatic two-second scan delay to catch replies and an on-top speaker for clear sound. Individual lockouts let you temporarily bypass unwanted channels. Covers 30-50 MHz VHF-Lo, 144-174 MHz VHF-Hi and 450-512 UHF. UL listed AC. Crystals extra. #20-124

89.95 Reg. 119.95

Save $60 on Our Deluxe CB, Never Drive "Alone" Again

Priority Switch Gives You Easy, Instant Access to Emergency Channel 9

High-performance Realistic mobile CB is the perfect gift for anyone who drives. TRC-474 has tone and RF gain controls to optimize reception, public address capability, antenna warning LED, built-in speaker, plus jacks for optional PA and external speakers. With mounting hardware and instructions. #21-1539

79.95 Reg. 139.95

3-Channel, 1-Watt CB Walkie-Talkie Cut 25%

The rugged, reliable Realistic TRC-88 is great for staying in touch while fishing, camping, on the job or around the neighborhood. Get a pair and you can install TV antennas without shouting. No license needed—anyone can use. Includes channel 14 crystals, add optional crystals for 3-channel coverage. Uses standard or rechargeable batteries, extra. #21-1610

29.95 Each Reg. 39.95

CIRCLE 86 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

FREE Radio Shack Catalog
Mail to Radio Shack, Department 87-A-219, 300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth TX 76102

NAME _______________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________
CITY _________________________________________
STATE ___________________ ZIP _______________

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers. Sale ends Nov. 17, 1986
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As I write this, the fate of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act is still uncertain. That’s the legislation that’s now known as HR-4952 in its Congressional version and as S-2575 on the books of the Senate. There are some differences between the House and Senate versions.

The House version seems to have made it through Rep. Peter Rodino’s Courts, Civil Liberties, and Administration of Justice Subcommittee. The Senate version is headed towards consideration by Senator Strom Thurmond’s Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights and Trademarks where I suspect it will come through relatively unscathed.

These bills both seem to have been inspired by lobbyists for the Cellular Mobile Telephone (CMT) industry that is dying to be able to sell CMT users that the devices offer as much privacy as landline telephones. In an effort to disguise the rather preposterous concept of the notion, original versions of the proposed legislation sought to criminalize reception of virtually all signals with the exception of broadcast, Amateur, Police, and CB stations. For good measure, they blended in some hogwash about intending to prevent unauthorized federal electronic snooping into data transmission systems. This was done in order to scare the hell out of the public and further bury the commercial point of the whole mess.

After the original versions had been written down it became immediately apparent that those legislators who introduced the bills knew virtually nothing about communications practices, nor the enormously negative implications of their proposals. Looks to me like they’d been sold a bill of goods by a couple of fast-talking slickers who neglected to point out far too many salient facts.

Some amount of flap went up from various areas of the communications camp, but all of the talk about ending government snooping served to lessen the outrage that really should have shown. To many members of the general public, it didn’t sound like a bad idea to toss a couple of barriers in the way of Big Brother and his snooping. The ACLU supports this Act!

Eventually the Act had to be put into the form of a new draft when some within the fields of communications pointed out how patently absurd much of the bill was. In the most recent incarnation, it seems to mainly forbid the unauthorized reception of mobile telephone calls (including, but not limited to, CMT), FM subcarrier (SCA) programming, certain point-to-point data transmissions, deliberately scrambled transmissions, and reception of transmissions from remote broadcast pickup stations. This list could still be modified before a final version is put up for passage. They’re tossing around penalties of up to a year in jail and a $10,000 fine for violations, but half the jail time and half the fine for monitoring CMT calls.

During the Congressional hearings, Rep. Michael Dewine (R-Ohio) suggested that the jail sentence for CMT monitoring violations be dropped inasmuch as the Dept. of Justice said that it had no intention of enforcing that aspect of the law. His proposal was defeated.

The Electronic Communications Privacy Act is dumb, also it’s useless. If passed, even in its present diluted form, it would achieve its basic goal of permitting the CMT industry to make a hollow and misleading claim that the privacy of CMT calls is now protected and assured by a new law. In actuality, the same level of privacy that had already been assured under the Communications Act has been in effect for more than 50 years! But it would make them and maybe they’ll crawl back into the woodwork and leave us alone. Passage of such a law will also give Motorola a chance to peddle a few more of their overspriced scanners; late they seem to have once again trotted out their old “Let’s Stamp Out Scanners“ scare campaign.

Underbudgeted, understaffed, and already too overworked for some of its existing duties, it’s naive to think that the FCC can or will be doing very much enforcement of an Electronic Communications Privacy Act. Will they be sending engineers around to homes having shortwave and scanner antennas to randomly check on possible violations? They’d have to get a search warrant and then see that the receiving equipment was tuned to an “off limits” frequency while it was in actual use. Then, they’d have to somehow figure out how to turn that information into evidence before handing it over to the Dept. of Justice—hoping that the Justice Dept. was going to prosecute someone for listening to a remote broadcast pickup station. Do you see such a scenario ever taking place? Not likely! The Justice Dept. is already fighting a losing battle in enforcing immigration, drug, organized crime, and smuggling laws!

A Washington friend advises that the law books are brimming over with similarly useless and virtually unenforceable laws passed primarily to appease the politically connected. Once on the books, such laws are seldom heard from or of again, although every now and then somebody collects them for a humorous book—like those laws that forbid you to eat peanuts while tape dancing on an airplane wing.

The Act was not conceived with the intention of interfering with the normal monitoring habits of the average hobby listener; we seem to be little more than innocent bystanders caught up in someone else’s “thing.” Should it be voted into law, it will turn into a meaningless curiosity enforced only upon receipt of a formal complaint filed about specific persons charged with gross and highly publicized misuse of protected communications. Doubtful that it would ever directly interfere with your daily activities, or mine. But that’s really not the point.

Doesn’t it make you wonder about what the hell some of those Congressional legislators are doing to justify those $75,000+ annual salaries we are paying them to figure out ways to solve problems related to hunger, the MIA’s, education, the homeless, the national debt, drugs, pollution, environmental toxins, the balance of trade, public health, organized crime, continued injustices to Native Americans, the elderly, veterans, the disabled, farmers? When they get through with those and a few other problems such as national defense, then they can sit around and pass junk legislation that tells people what they can’t hear on their radios. They’ve already wasted far too much time on this boondoggle.

You and I are sitting here with our lakes and forests awash in acid rain; illegal immigrants crossing our borders in brigades; terrorists plot to kill American tourists and military personnel while these people are in deep debate over a law that relates to you hearing remote broadcast pickup stations—a law that can’t possibly be enforced!

If you’re telling yourself that they might as well vote the damned thing into law for all the difference it will make, think about how it is one more traditional freedom chipped away by an administration that makes much out of claiming that we have too much government in our daily lives. It’s one step closer to censorship of the many by the few who have already gone too far with classifying and restricting information from public view. It’s one more time and money-consuming project that keeps our legislators distracted and therefore unable to throw their full efforts into many serious and immediate national problems all on behalf of one more

(Continued on page 72)
 features include simple raised button keyboard pro- gramming of the following frequency ranges: 32-50 MHz, 100-199 MHz, 200-499 MHz, 500-999 MHz, 1000+ MHz. Vacuum fluorescent display, dim control, priority, count transmissions, non-volatile memory retains memory without power back-up, automatic search, scan speed control, automatic search, scan delay, lockout, service search, automatic squelch, crystalless, digital clock, external speaker & tape jack, auxiliary equipment control. More can be added. Built inside the rugged metal cabinet. Includes AC & DC cords, telescopic antenna, mobile mounting kit, and one year warranty. Many readers and operators have purchased the Z30 for only $239.99 and $7.00 shipping. (Optional extended warranty: 3 years $36, or 2 years $25.)

**BEARCAT 100 XL**
Handheld digital programmable, no crystal portable scanner. 16 channels, search feature, plus 8 frequencies 30-50, 119-174, 400-512 MHz, included in the package is the only hand-held portable scanner produced by Radio Shack. The Z30 scans approximately 15 channels per second. No one channel can be scanned automatically, or the unit can be set on manual for continuous monitoring of any one channel. In addition, the search function locates unknown frequencies within a band.

The Z30 is a compact, programmable 30 channel, multiband, FM monitor receiver for use at home or on the road. It is double conversion, super heterodyne used to receive the narrow band FM communications in the amateur, public safety and business bands: 30-50, 144-174, and 400-512 MHz Size: 10”x7/8”x1” HxWxD. Better than any other scanner on the market for $179.99. This is a limited edition scanner and is used by the FBI, DEA, NTSB, and others. Includes one year warranty from Regency Electronics (optional 3yr extended warranty only $35, gives you a total of 4 yrs complete warranty or 2 yr extended warranty only $25, gives you a total of 3 yrs complete warranty.)

**Ordering Information**
Call (518) 436-9006 to place orders by phone, or mail orders to Scanner World, 10 New Scotland Ave., Albany, NY 12208. Orders will be shipped same day received by United Parcel Service. Scanner World accepts VISA, MasterCard/EDC shipments by United Parcel will be for cash or certified checks only. Mail orders with personal or business checks will be held a 90 day bank clearance. Orders with cashiers checks or money orders shipped same day received. Prices, specifications and terms subject to change without prior notice. If items are out of stock we will backorder and notify you of delivery date. All shipments are F.O.B. Warehouse in Albany, NY. We are not responsible for typographical errors. All merchandise carries full manufacturers warranty. Bid Proposals and Purchase orders accepted from Government agencies. Free full color catalog available upon request. No minimum order. New York State Residents add 8% sales tax.

**Shipping Charges**
*(*) Add $0 per scanner, and $3.00 for all accessories ordered at same time. C.O.D. charges will be shipped charges will be an additional $3.00 per package. Full insurance is included in shipping charges. All orders are shipped by United Parcel Service. Shipping charges are for continental USA only. Outside of continental USA, ask for shipping charge per order.

**Scanner World, USA**
10 New Scotland Ave., Albany, NY 12208
(518) 436-9006

Most orders shipped same day received!
behind-the-scenes tidings anchored celebration, from the pants spectrum. MHz around selves tended based the center. The G-SKSA. The I world.

The August issue mentioned that we were out of stock on the August '83 issue and were running low on several others. Looks like many readers were inspired by our index to fill in the gaps in their POP'COMM libraries. As a result, we have now also gone completely out of stock on the issue dated February 1986. Those who are hoping to assemble complete libraries would be well advised to keep in mind that our supplies of back issues aren’t increasing and several issues are now on the threshold of being sold out. As for your loaned February '86 issue, Harry, better try to shake it loose from the creep that borrowed your copy! — Editor

May The Fourth Be With You

Living in the “Big Apple,” I thought I’d hear plenty of activity from the tall ships, international naval vessels, and blimps that attended the big Statue of Liberty celebration last July 4th. I did hear a few U.S. Navy vessels on 2716 kHz, a frequency often used around harbors. I didn’t hear any of the several blimps, although I listened on 132.0 MHz which is supposedly a frequency used for that purpose.

I was wondering where the international gabbing festivities took place in the shortwave spectrum.

Burt van Hoec, New York, NY

Frequency 132.0 MHz is the Goodyear Blimp’s frequency, but the major participants in last July’s activities were four craft from the British company Airship Industries (the company prefers the word “airships” to “blimps” to describe the craft). When I visited one of them (callsign: GSKSA), the pilot told me that they normally operated 122.85 MHz. As for the maritime aspects of the celebration, I had a scanner aboard my boat anchored in the general vicinity of the lower harbor. ‘I’d say that the most interesting frequency I monitored was 164.125 MHz. This was a security communications network channel with the net control station calling itself “1 Police Plaza” and participating stations aboard virtually all of the attending naval vessels and tall ships from around the world. The frequency was going full tilt all the time and offered a fascinating behind-the-scenes portrait of the activity aboard these vessels. A good frequency to keep handy for similar international shindigs in the future. — Editor

Batting .500 on Back Issues!
The August issue of POP’COMM contained a very helpful index of the contents of your publication. I have a library of issues of POP’COMM that I use for reference and your index more than doubled my access to information. Enclosed is my order for the July ‘85 and February ‘86 issues. I loaned them out and they weren’t returned.

Harry Wendt, Anniston, AL

The August index mentioned that we were out of stock on the August ‘83 issue and were running low on several others. Looks like many readers were inspired by our index to fill in the gaps in their POP’COMM libraries. As a result, we have now also gone completely out of stock on the issue dated February 1986. Those who are hoping to assemble complete libraries would be well advised to keep in mind that our supplies of back issues aren’t increasing and several issues are now on the threshold of being sold out. As for your loaned February ‘86 issue, Harry, better try to shake it loose from the creep that borrowed your copy! — Editor

Just For The Record

At one time, disc recordings were meant to operate at 78 RPM. In the late 1940s, 78 RPM recordings were replaced by 33 RPM discs. Not long after that they came out with 45 RPM discs. Don’t you think that it’s kind of funny that if you total up the speeds of the 33 RPM and 45 RPM discs, the total is 78 RPM?

Richard E. Wahls
Hannibal, MO

A coincidence? Maybe. Funny? No. A custard pie in the face, a guy slipping on a banana peel, that’s funny! — Editor

Wrong To Write?

I have been a POP’COMM reader for more than two years. During that time I have sent you at least eight letters that I demanded (and expected) to have printed in your reader mail column. I would have settled for six being published, the ones that were especially important. Not one of those letters has appeared in POP’COMM. Eight letters is my limit and with my last letter I gave up trying. This note is more in the way of a personal memo to you, Mr. Editor, to tell you that I’ll still be reading POP’COMM, but you won’t be receiving any more letters for use in the “Mailbag” column. But just for the record, I’d like to know what I did wrong?

Albie Franks, Carson City, NV

Some letters have “it,” some letters don’t. Obviously the “memo” you wrote (above) had whatever it took to add you to the glory roll. You’d be better off trying to figure out what you did right than where you went wrong. Right? — Editor

Guess Our Story Fell Flat!

A member sent me a copy of article in June issue ("The Flat Earth Radio Station"). Strangest thing I have ever seen or heard of! Steady stream of info has come from International Flat Earth Research Soc for 14 years! We are known world wide! Members in at least 30 countries. I have done dozens of live Radio interviews in England and Australia, and untold Hundreds and hundreds of them in USA! Ever major Newspaper in USA most minor, Science Mag Newsweek etc front page LA Times Examiner Washington Star etc etc etc, National TV severl times. Yest this article does not even mention us . . . VERY strange! I cant see how it could be by chance. The work did not die with death of Voliva . . . Samuel Shenton till his death, 1971 and mantle on me since then. We have at last brought the fake shuttle to a halt, we will be around when the Space hoax is long gone . You have did us a great diservice . . . leading reader to think Flat Earth work is dead! Or a JOKE! Sound like you are not in your right mind . . . or a ploy to damage this work. Your article was such a mess! Some real bum info you got. Right here is the only Flat Earth Society in existence! And let me tell you its not tongue in cheek. In fact the fact earth is flat is about the only thing that can be known for sure about earth! Enclosed is a copy of our newspaper, Flat Earth News.

Charles K. Johnson, President
The International Flat Earth Research Society of America
Box 2533
Lancaster CA 93534

It’s knowing that among your readers there are even a few of these people that gives extra sparkle to life. Years ago I could have (and some feel should have) sailed off to Tahiti to watch the coconuts grow, but then I’d miss out on receiving letters like this one; it was so priceless that I left the spelling and grammar intact. The quarterly Flat Earth News is, I can assure you, beyond your wildest dreams, offering articles proving that the planet is flat, plus stories about how “major TV networks are Nazi,” how “NASA really means Nazi,” plus other gems I don’t have words to describe without making them seem less than they are. Even Voliva (founder of the “Flat Earth Radio Station” described in the June issue) would finally have been left speechless if he was still around to see the current state of serious Flat Earth thinking. — Editor
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Be A Hero – Help Us Recognize A Hero

Your local firefighters, police, emergency medical teams, and other public safety officials deserve the recognition that only you can bring them. They are the heroes on the "front lines." They are the ones who risk their lives and the ones that must confront horrible human tragedies on a regular basis. Often they are paid far less than they deserve for the sacrifices they must make in their daily lives and in the lives of their families. They deserve public recognition and, by bringing them that recognition, you too can be a true hero. The Public Service Award winners you read about each month have all been nominated by SCAN members and readers of POP’COMM. It’s easier to do than you think.

To nominate someone for the Public Service Award you don’t necessarily have to know the person. You need not have been involved in the event that you are writing about. In fact, most of the nominations have come from stories spotted in the newspaper. There’s nothing stopping you from doing the same thing, and the rewards may surprise you. Though the person may have received local awards, your part in bringing national attention can be very important to that man or woman and to your community. If you wish, we can arrange to have you make the award plaque and cash award presentation. Often, members have been astounded to learn that the local press, the mayor, and other public officials will want to attend. Suddenly, they are celebrities in their own towns!

But if you don’t wish to do that, we can handle all the details by mail with the award winner. Both the award winner and you, as the nominee, receive a very handsome award plaque. Mounted on walnut, the solid brass plate is custom engraved ... a very special momento that only a few people have the privilege to own.

To make your nomination, send a newspaper clipping or written details about the person and why he or she deserves the award, together with your own name, address, and phone number. A glossy photo from the newspaper story and a snapshot of yourself will speed things along, but are not necessary to get the ball rolling. Each month the SCAN award committee meets to decide which of the nominations is most deserving. Often second place entries are held over for consideration in future months. You are invited to send us your entry! Just mail to: SCAN Award Nomination, P.O. Box 414, Western Springs, IL 60558

Antenna Time!

In many parts of the country we are reaching the season of the year when it is no longer practical to put up antennas ... the snow, ice and winter winds make the job uncomfortable and dangerous. But a cool autumn day is just about perfect anywhere in the country to put up that scanner antenna. There are lots of things to decide before you start, of course, including the question, “Do I really need one?” For most scanner enthusiasts the answer is eventually, “Yes!” Typical reasons include wanting to clear up the noisy communications sometimes heard from vehicles and especially portable units. Or you may want to be able to hear neighboring towns more clearly. Or you may have caught the dreaded “DX bug” — that insatiable desire to see how far away you can hear a distant (“DX”) signal. Each activity requires a different antenna strategy. Take “DXing” for example. You will probably want a directional antenna, similar to a TV antenna that “points” in the direction you want to receive. In fact, you can make a fairly good scanner beam by simply shortening the elements on a TV antenna a bit and feeding the coaxial cable line to your scanner. The reasons for wanting directivity include the need to capture the maximum amount of energy from weak, far-away signals (antennas work better when they concentrate reception from one direction) and eliminating overload and “intermod” problems (we’ll touch on that in a minute). On the other hand, if you want to just generally increase your noise-free reception coverage area in all directions, a good commercially available “ground plane” type antenna does the trick. By being both higher in the air and by directing its reception area close to the horizon, it will make a big difference over the whip antenna on your scanner. If you monitor more than one band, you’ll need a multiband ground plane. Several good brands are on the market. Watch the ads in POP’COMM or contact your scanner dealer for help.

Often scanner users are surprised that antennas can create minor problems. Usually this occurs when the new outside antenna brings in too much of a good thing. If there is already a very strong signal nearby and the antenna makes it even stronger, the scanner receiver may not be able to handle it properly. Then all sorts of strange things may happen, such as broadcast stations coming through or the same signal being heard on several different frequencies. The beam antenna tends to be self-correction in this regard, if the weak signals you want to hear are in a different direction from the very strong local ones. With either the directive beam type antenna or the all-direction ground plane type, there are easy solutions should a problem pop up. A scanner interference filter can be used to “notch out” (reduce the signal strength) of the strong local signal, for instance.

Don’t let potential problems worry you. Get one in the air and hear what you have been missing. Just be sure that you use low-loss coax cable, not the CB radio type. The white TV coaxial cable is a good choice. And don’t take chances near power lines — each year many learn that lesson too late. Other than that, the rule is generally “the higher the better.” Also, be sure to have a good multi-state frequency directory at hand. The frequency cross-reference list will be invaluable when unknown signals suddenly pop in. We’d like to see photos of your antenna installation along with your listening reports, so drop us a line after your antenna is up in the air.

Speaking Of DX ... One of the more fascinating hobbies of shortwave listeners and Amateur Radio operators is the collection of verification cards for reception reports or two-way contacts made. They are called “QSL” cards because in the international “Q” codes, “QSL” means “I confirm ...” Collecting cards is a fascinating hobby. It not only produces a colorful display (some cards are quite elaborate), but it is also a record of distant DX signals heard. There is a small, but growing, group of scanner enthusiasts who are also collecting verification cards, for instance. And as tough as getting a rare DX contact is for the Ham operator, or paying a card out of a clandestine broadcast station is for the shortwave listener, scanner QSLs are even harder to come by. For one thing, Section 705 of the Communications Act presents some problems in divulging the contents of communications heard on public safety and other land mobile frequencies. For another, almost none of these broadcasters knows what a verification or QSL is. Yet I have seen some impressive collections of verification letters on official city letterheads, or improvised QSL cards made from tourist postcards. We’d like to hear from members and others who enjoy this rare activity in scanning.

Charter Member Pins Again Available

If you’ve been a member of SCAN for some time, we are pleased to announce that the popular black/gold “SCAN Charter Mem- ber” pins are again available. The cost is just $5 postpaid. Add $1 for shipments outside of the United States. Many of you have written to us requesting a replacement for a lost pin, as a spare, or because you did not receive one originally. We have been unable to
NEW! Lower Price Scanners

Communications Electronics, the world's largest distributor of radio scanners, introduces new lower prices to celebrate our 15th anniversary.

Regency® MX7000-GP
List price $699.95/CE price $469.95
10-Band, 20 Channels + Crystal Restored $100-$150 coverage and 800 MHz, 1.3 GHz continuous coverage. The Regency MX7000 scanner lets you monitor Military, Space Satellites, Government, Railroad, Justice Department, State Department, Fish & Game, Immigration, Marine, Police and Fire departments, Broadcast Studio Transmitter Links, Aeronautical AM band, Aero Navigation, Paramedics, Air Traffic Control, etc. Designed to pick up all other radio frequencies most scanners can't pick up. The Regency MX7000 is the perfect scanner to receive the exciting 1.3 GHz amateur 800 band.

Regency® Z45-GP
List price $239.95/CE price $179.95/SPECIAL 8-Band, 6 Channels + Crystal Restored $100-$150 40-512 MHz. The Regency Z45 covers the public service bands plus aircraft and FM music for a total of eight bands. The Z45 also features an alarm clock and priority control as well as AC/DC operation. Order Today!

Regency® RH250B-GP
List price $565.00/CE price $329.95/SPECIAL 10 Channel + 25 Watt Transceiver + Priority The Regency RH250B is a ten-channel VHF/GMRS scanner with 10 watts of power. The scanner covers frequencies without battery backup. All radios come with CCCTSS tone and scanning capabilities. A monitor and night/day switch is also standard. This transceiver even has a priority function. The RH250 makes an ideal radio for any police or fire department volunteer because of its low cost and high power. A 60 watt VHF/150 MHz, version called the RH600 is available for $345.95. A UHF 15 watt version of this radio called the RH150B is also available and covers 450-482 MHz but the cost is $449.95.

NEW! Bearcat® 50XL-GP
List price $119.95/CE price $114.95/SPECIAL 10-Band, 10 Channels + Handheld scanner Bands: 26.974, 136.174, 406.512 MHz. The Uniden Bearcat 50XL is an economical, handheld scanner with 10 channels covering most frequencies. It features a keypad lock switch to prevent accidental entry and more. Also order part # BP50 which is a rechargeable battery and AC/DC power/charger, part # AD100 for $14.95, a carrying case part # VC001 for $14.95 and also order optional cigarette lighter cable part # PS001 for $14.95.

NEW! Scanner Frequency Listings

NEW! Bearcat® 800XLT-GP
List price $499.95/CE price $317.95
12-Band, 40 Channels + No-crystal scanner Priority control + Search/Scan + AC/DC Frequency range: 30-108, 118-136, 144-174, 225-269, 440-512 MHz. The Uniden 800XLT receives 40 channels in two banks. Scans 15 channels per second. Price 9/01 x49 + 12%. OTHER RADIOS AND ACCESSORIES

For credit card orders call 1-800-USA-SCAN

Communications Electronics Inc.
Consumer Products Division
P.O. Box 1045 U.S. 74
Arkansas, Michigan 48106-1045 U.S.A.
Call 800-USA-SCAN or outside U.S. 313-973-8885

NEW! Bearcat® 800XLT-GP
List price $499.95/CE price $317.95
12-Band, 40 Channels + No-crystal scanner Priority control + Search/Scan + AC/DC Frequency range: 30-108, 118-136, 144-174, 225-269, 440-512 MHz. The Uniden 800XLT receives 40 channels in two banks. Scans 15 channels per second. Price 9/01 x49 + 12%.


Paul, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1045 U.S.A.
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NEW! Bearcat® 100XL-GP
List price $349.95/CE price $203.95/SPECIAL 9-Band, 16 Channels + Priority + Scan Dally Search + Limit + Hold + Lock function + Frequency range: 146-420 MHz. The world's first no-crystal handheld scanner now has a LCD display for easy light reading and aircraft band coverage at the same low price. Size is 1/4" x 7/8" x 2-1/4". The Bearcat 100XL has wide frequency coverage. Tracks all public service bands (low, UHF and "T" bands), AM aircraft band, the 2-150 MHz emergency band, and all federal government frequencies. Wow... what a scanner!

Included in our low CE price is a sturdy carrying case, earphone, built in battery charger, six AAA nickel-cadmium batteries and flexible antenna. Order your scanner now.

Bearcat® 210WX-GP
List price $339.95/CE price $209.95/SPECIAL 10-Band, 16 Channels + No-crystal scanner + Automatic Weather + Search/Scan + AC/DC Frequency range: 30-136, 144-420 MHz. The Bearcat 210WX is an advanced third generation scanner with great performance at a low CE price.

NEW! Bearcat® 145XL-GP
List price $179.95/CE price $102.95/SPECIAL 10-Band, 16 Channels + No-crystal scanner + Automatic Weather + Search/Scan + AC/DC Frequency range: 29.5, 136, 144-420, 450-512 MHz. The Bearcat 145XL makes a great scanner. Its low cost and high performance are all the action with the touch of a key. Order your scanner from CE today.

TEST ANY SCANNER
Test any scanners or Communications Electronics* for 31 days before you decide to buy. If for any reason you are not completely satisfied, return it in new condition, and we will refund your purchase price, minus shipping charges. We also offer a prompt refund (less shipping) handling charges and rebate credits. Communications Electronics Inc.

Regency® MX7000
Regency® VX1500

Copyright © 1986 Communications Electronics Inc.
Secret Wartime Broadcast Codes

In Order To Get News Past Censors, American WWII War Correspondents Devised Elaborate Word Games

BY ANSON MacFARLAND, KVA4EX

When CBS Radio's news correspondent, H.V. Kaltenborn returned home after a visit to London he observed, "I found out more about the European situation here in the United States in one hour, than I was able to discover over there in a week!" Taking into account the American public's voracious appetite for news, it was no wonder that our news media has always figured out how to speed information into print and over the airwaves.

Just before World War II, despite heavy government examination and censorship of all news reports leaving Europe, some of the most important events made it into our headlines days before they were officially released for public consumption in Europe. Many times, information printed or broadcast here was over a week old and was still unreported in the European media. How the information got past heavy censorship was a constant source of speculation in the late 1930s when WWII was in its early stages.

It turned out that our ever-resourceful war correspondents had worked out a series of clever codes that enabled their reports to be filed with very little hassle, and left the censors scratching their heads at how "forbidden" information was being filtered past their watchful eyes. It took the outbreak of war in Europe to elevate broadcast news to heights never before dreamed of by the networks.

Weeks before the sparring nations officially announced that they were at war, radio had kept the entire world abreast of the events that were shaping into a situation with the potential for a worldwide conflagration. In the United States, the three radio networks that existed at that time, NBC, CBS and Mutual, scheduled hourly broadcasts from all of the European capitals. The crisis was covered in great detail from the very first days as each of the governments involved made all of their facilities available in an effort to have their political positions explained to the world.

When war was declared, however, unlimited access to radio facilities and the air of cooperation quickly dwindled as governments turned to more important radio activities of their own. Propaganda broadcasts of a fanatical and unprecedented nature soon followed. By the time the war was only a few days old, censorship and propaganda became the key words used to describe European radio. By then, many governments regarded foreign news correspondents with suspicion.

Censorship

Censorship is considered vital to a government at war. If propaganda is the presentation of factual or fictitious favorable information, then censorship is the opposite of propaganda. Censorship prevents the dissemination of information about themselves that nations feel is unfavorable. It serves as a handy check valve for the control of news matter, often being established under the guise of reducing espionage and protecting national defense information. Censorship, of course, is a convenient way
of controlling the truth at times when it may be unflattering.

News correspondents, right from the Munich crisis of 1938, knew that war was on the horizon and that strict censorship would soon follow. At that time they made elaborate arrangements for sending the actual news out of most of the European countries into the United States. They developed their own means of secret communication—a means that would be unsuspected by even the most suspicious foreign censor.

It was so effective that Americans knew of the signing of the Russo-German Non-Aggression Pact five hours before the news was transmitted over any European broadcaster. After war was declared and more severe censorship was imposed, the American broadcast public was constantly advised as to military activities of all warring nations.

The networks' major news commentators had the ability to analyze events being reported from individual areas, although reporters located in specific cities might not have access to information from areas outside of their own immediate region. For this reason, the networks recalled many of their best analysts from Europe, some even before the war broke out. CBS's expert, H.V. Kaltenborn, was on his way home days before war was declared. In his New York office he could keep in touch with every European capital with greater ease than he could had he been stationed in a European news bureau. NBC's expert, Baukhage, returned to America for the same reasons a few weeks after the war began.

From their New York offices, these (and other) news analysts for the American networks were able to sort through many reports arriving from the field and then combine the information giving a wide-ranging picture of the events taking place in Europe.

The eloquent "word pictures" from Europe were copiously supplied by lesser-known figures stationed in all areas, war correspondents employed by the networks, by magazines, and by news services—virtually all using the same type of secret method for confounding the censors, although there were individual versions of the codes in use.

The codes weren't used in each and every news story filed, they were used sparingly and only when necessary. Moreover, when a news story was filed using the code (as with many stories filed when not using the code) the text often contained at least one or two things that were certain to cause the censors to go into action, just to keep them off guard.

The Broadcasters' Code

The coding system used by broadcasters relied upon the substitution of complete words for other words, nouns for nouns, verbs for verbs. Although such a system required the use of a coding/decoding dictionary, it was easier to use than more exotic encryption methods and it was well suited to getting past the censors than something obviously encrypted.

In the broadcasters' code, "Troops now leaving Paris," could mean "Civilians soon buying gas-masks." The work in coding/decoding such messages was worth the effort as was quickly proven.

In an actual broadcast from Warsaw, an American correspondent filed the following story: "The civilians of Warsaw are determined to fight beside their soldiers. On my way to the broadcasting studio tonight I saw Polish airplanes flying westward. They were probably going to meet the invading enemy near the border. I also saw . . . ."

The network's staff in New York immediately went to their books and began extracting the hidden message: "The city of Warsaw is doomed to destruction within 24 hours. On my inspection tour tonight I saw German militia flanking in the west. They will soon commence firing there near the city limits . . . ."

Table I shows the broadcast code in ac-

Edward R. Murrow of CBS became a legendary figure in broadcast news because of his dramatic on-the-spot reports filed from the war zones of Europe.

The Mutual Network's distinguished war news analyst, Fulton Lewis, Jr. Dean of American broadcast network news analysts, H.V. Kaltenborn of CBS.

A late-1930's QSL from the German broadcaster at Zeessen. Their programming combined news and propaganda in a manner so insidious and effective that its methods are still in use by many nations. QSL courtesy Eileen C. Hofmaster.
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Words Spoken

**From Paris**

"All Paris is quiet tonight..."

"The moon sheds its glorious light here as in the States..."

"Behind thickly covered doors, the entertainment continues as before..."

"There seems little to tell that there is a war on, if you are to judge by the scene here..."

"Music cannot be heard through the doors which are covered by four thicknesses..."

"Many of the actors are using their old costumes such as we saw before the World War..."

**From London**

"Nothing much seems to disturb this determined people..."

"Chamberlain is standing firm on his statement..."

"In the suburbs, children are taking up their new residences with their usual casualness..."

"Postal cards and letters from the children indicate that they are not only enjoying their country stay, but are healthy and well..."

"The latest styles in gas masks are as follows..."

**From Warsaw**

"The Poles are standing firm..."

"In spite of stories to the contrary, the Poles are not disorganized..."

"The Air-raids do not seem to bother the populace which takes them in their stride..."

"We have not heard from Berlin today..."

**From Berlin**

"In Berlin tonight, nothing has disturbed the placid beer-halls..."

"I saw some soldiers moving to the East..."

"People are taking the war very calmly..."

"The Chancellory was quiet, a few people gathered around to see if they could see the heads of the government..."

---

**Table 1**

(Read across)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words Spoken From Paris</th>
<th>Approximate Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;All Paris is quiet tonight...&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Troops are consolidating their advances on the Western Front...&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The moon sheds its glorious light here as in the States...&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;An advance is planned for the morrow...&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Behind thickly covered doors, the entertainment continues as before...&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;A meeting of the heads of the Government is under way...&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;There seems little to tell that there is a war on, if you are to judge by the scene here...&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;An aerial raid on German centers has been unofficially rumored...&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Music cannot be heard through the doors which are covered by four thicknesses...&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;An attempted enemy air raid was repulsed about 40 miles (400 mi.) from Paris...&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Many of the actors are using their old costumes such as we saw before the World War...&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Colonial troops are being placed in the lines...&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 1.** American war correspondents were forced to make one thing mean another in some of the reports they filed. Sometimes it was the only way to get the truth past government censors. In the left-hand column are the spoken words; in the right-hand column, what they meant.

---

In London, in 1938 and 1939, the two American networks had news releases and bulletins in the air between three and eight hours in advance of the British stations.

**Propaganda**

American network rebroadcasts of foreign station programming were common during the days just prior to the war and up until the week after it had begun. During that period, NBC relayed more than 150 European broadcasts, CBS provided more than 100, Mutual more than 75. By the time the war got under way, censorship had reduced the amount of worthwhile programming from Europe to only two or three international rebroadcasts in a day.

Intense propaganda replaced what the censors had removed, with the European broadcast personnel keenly aware of governmental pressure upon their broadcasts. They were not permitted to divulge military movements or official news. With a war taking place, there wasn’t really much else to transmit except government-prepared texts or else their own rather boring descriptions of daily life in the various capital cities. Interestingly, some of these broadcasts nevertheless managed to conceal a certain amount of hidden information that appeared totally innocent to censors.

Basic propaganda broadcasting bolsters the morale of a nation’s own people by telling them how well they are doing. It contin-

---
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ally sings the hymns of self-glory, publicizing only its great victories and never its defeats. This was the type of propaganda going out over European stations.

In Nazi Germany, of course, shortwave propaganda had been a governmental monopoly for many years prior to the war. During the war, a devious twist to the basic propaganda approach was devised by the Nazi government. They evolved an indirect method, merely for its psychological impact on foreign listeners. German propaganda station, Reich Rundfunk, from Zeesen, openly sent out accurate news reports on the progress of the war, even referring to selected German losses and casualties! This would lead foreign listeners to believe that the Nazi government was not afraid to tell its people the truth. Of course, since the German people were unable to hear those broadcasts (it was a criminal offense for them to own shortwave receivers) it was all window dressing. Moreover, as the war progressed, the truthfulness of the Nazi war losses, as reported over its own station, became less and less complete and accurate while the station attempted to cash in on its reputation for providing reliable data.

Germany had also established several "black propaganda" stations that gave the impression of being undercover anti-Nazi broadcasters. These stations first built their credibility by providing accurate war-loss and sabotage information. Once their listeners had been convinced of the stations' reliability as sources of truth, the stations began feeding listeners subtle propaganda as well as disinformation. It was very effective.

Nazi Germany developed broadcast propaganda into more than a science; they turned it into an art form that worked so well that the techniques are still in use today by many governments on overt and covert levels.

One cannot help but wonder if the hidden-message technique first developed by American war correspondents during that era might still be in use today by TV and print media reporters stationed in nations where the news is heavily censored and controlled by governmental edicts. Some nations provide strict censorship on all news media operating within their borders, other nations have a government-controlled news media that may release partial news items, or else hold back on items for many days before announcing them. Yet the stories do manage to get out, one way or another. The nuclear accident at Chernobyl was being reported in near-hysterical terms by the Western media while the Soviet media was still treating the incident as a very minor and highly-localized occurrence.

There have been many instances of news stories "getting out" and crossing international borders against the wishes of host-governments. Did they get out by means of bottles tossed into the ocean? Maybe there's a better method! Only the scores of resourceful American news correspondents know for sure, and they'll never tell!
Tactical IDs and Military Authentication

Some Thoughts About These Two Communications Puzzlers

BY HARRY CAUL, KIL9XL

If you've got a communications receiver or a scanner and have monitored the frequencies used for military communications, you've probably come up against two elements that seldom cease to cause puzzlement. Don't fret, that's their purpose. Our purpose here is to provide some insight into the motivation and usage of these two things—tactical identifiers and authentication codes.

**Tactical Callsigns**

Radio stations use callsigns in order to let others know who they are. If you hear a broadcasting station telling you it is WLS or WGN, that instantly provides you with the information you need to know in order to determine if you're listening to the desired station.

With military communications, the need is also there for one station to let others know which station is transmitting, but not to let everybody in on the information as occurs with a broadcaster. Military stations therefore, take specific steps to prevent unwanted listeners (such as the enemy) from knowing very much about their exact location, type of mission, etc. One of the ways they do this is by assigning stations "tactical callsigns" or "tactical identifiers." These identifiers, which may be changed on a daily or weekly basis, can't be looked up in any directory or registry available to unauthorized persons.

Therefore, the station you hear today identifying as "Coliseum" could well be the same station you heard only yesterday as "Jackpot." Moreover, the same station may be simultaneously using several different tactical callsigns, one for each of its different frequencies, networks, or operating modes. By tomorrow, there could be an entirely new series of identifiers in use! So long as the other stations with which they communicate are kept updated on the changes, that's all that's important.

A tactical callsign can consist of a series or combination of letters and numbers, or it may be one or more pronounceable words. The amount of time a given station may use a particular tactical identifier will depend upon the level of security of the mission combined with the quality of the enemy's traffic analysis.

Stations operating in voice and also non-voice modes may be given short alphanumeric tactical callsigns such as 6E3 or B7V (in voice mode pronounced "6 Echo 3" and "Bravo 7 Victor"). Stations operating exclusively with voice (on a particular frequency) might be using a tactical identifier utilizing complete words, possibly combined with a number. Examples would be "Piccolo Pete," "Shark 655," "Doormat," or "Plead 02."

Sometimes a network of stations is assigned a tactical callsign that, when sent, alerts participating stations that communications affecting all stations are to be sent. A collective call is similar to a net call, but is used to group two or more (but not all) of the net stations. A collective call is useful when several stations must be called frequently on matters that are of no concern to other net stations.

In instances when a network's callsigns are to be changed periodically according to prearranged instructions, the scheduled list of alternative callsigns are given in documents circulated within the command. A change in tactical callsigns may also involve a change in operating frequency as an additional countermeasure against enemy interception and traffic analysis.
Sometimes members of a network are required to use authentication codes in order to pass traffic. This prevents entry into the network by enemy or other fraudulent stations. (U.S. Army photo.)

Those who assign callsigns to individual stations in the same network have to use care in their selection. During periods of interference, poor propagation, or malfunctioning equipment, one callsign could easily be confused with another. A station calling itself "School House," for instance, would probably not be participating in a net that already had a "Tool House," or a "School Yard." If that happened, the wrong operator, hearing only part of the call, might assume the call is from his/her own station and then tie up the frequency with an unnecessary response.

The use of a standardized phonetic alphabet reduces such confusion in alphanumeric tactical identifiers, but when full words are used it's still a problem. This can sometimes be noted in Civil Air Patrol networks as the stations often use words with numerical suffixes. Therefore, "Blue Fox 23" can be confused with "Blue Fox 25" under certain conditions. CAP stations generally retain their tactical identifiers so if there are any problems, they appear to have been taken in stride. Likewise, many U.S. Army, Navy, Marine, and Air Force tactical call signs retain potentially confusing formats that have been in use for very long periods of time.

Hobby listeners have long been fascinated with all manners of stations using tactical call signs, although it may require a bit of discrimination to sort out actual tactical call signs from ships using their vessel names (instead of call signs) for identification. Even airliners could possibly sound like stations utilizing tactical call signs.

A few non-changing tactical identifiers have been published along with locations, frequencies and other details of their opera-
New From Spectronics! The SONY AIR-8 Is Here!

Hand-Held Programmable PLL Scanner/Receiver For AIR BAND-2M/PSB-FM-AM (LW-MW-SW)

NOW ONLY

$269.00
Plus $4.00 UPS

HERE ARE SOME OF THE AIR-8's OUTSTANDING FEATURES!

- Computer controlled PLL tuning system
- 40 memory presets
- Multi scan system (manual and auto)
- 11" Helical antenna w/BNC connector
- Priority channel
- Squelch (auto and manual)
- Direct tuning

HERE'S TRUE SONY QUALITY! Feel the rugged construction, and listen to the high quality sound, and you'll know it's a Sony! The new AIR-8 can scan four different frequency ranges in either direction and can store a total of forty frequencies in its four memory banks. You can recall any memorized frequency with the touch of a key, and can scan the ten channels in each of its four memory banks in any order. The AIR-8 also has a delay function that prevents dropout enabling you to hear both sides of a conversation, and also a priority feature that samples a chosen frequency every three seconds for a signal. The quick-disconnect BNC connector allows different types of antennas to be easily coupled to the AIR-8 for maximum performance.
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Time was when hobby monitors had plenty of opportunities for QSLing military stations using tactical call signs. It can still be done, but it's getting increasingly difficult. This QSL letter from U.S. Army station JJ-4 dates back 38 years. Courtesy Tom Kneitel.

Apparently there is little concern that monitors hearing “Bearmat” on 126.2 MHz will know that it is at the Twenty-nine Palms USMC Base in California, nor is there much concern that anybody of sinister consequence will find out that “Raymond 31” is located at Myrtle Beach AFB in SC. These and many other tactical call signs have appeared in literature available to the general public. Those that remain “unpublished” tend to show up in POPCOMM and in some SWL club newsletters, often without any information as to their location or operating authority. Nevertheless, some listeners have been able to not only pinpoint a few of these stations but also get them to QSL—although this trick seems to have gotten increasingly difficult in recent years.

**Authentication Challenge and Reply**

Authentication is a security measure designed to protect a communications system or network against fraudulent stations attempting to participate in its operations. Depending upon the needs and desires of a particular command, there may be many circumstances in which authentication would have to be used.

Stations participating in a net requiring station authentication would each have a chart on hand giving the required codes. A simple authentication sample chart is shown along with this report; this is not one known to be in actual use.

In the chart, the letters A to Z are printed in sequence on the left hand side. These are the “row designators.” The numbers 0 to 9, next to the letters, represent those letters. For example, if either of the two test elements of the challenge is a number such as 4, the adjacent letter E is used.

Let’s assume that an operator is challenged with two test elements, 7L or HL. The correct method of authentication is to use the first letter to the right of the last test element. The following procedure is used to find the correct authentication:

1. Locate the first test element, H, in the column of row designators.
2. Scan across the row designated by H to find the second test element L.
3. The “first letter to the right” of L is A. Therefore A is the authenticator and

A sample authentication chart. This one uses a simple format.
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REMOTE ACTIVE ANTENNA

MFIJ-1225
$ 69.95

MFIJ-1202 New Indoor Active Antenna sits on
your desk ready to listen to the - Thrills, often
exceeds, reception of outside long wire. Unique
Tuned Active Antenna minimizes intermode, pro-
vides RF selectivity, reduces noise outside tuned
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54 inch remote active antenna mounts outdoor
away from electrical noise for maximum signal and
minimum noise pickup. Often outperforms longwire
hundreds of feet long. Mount anywhere atop
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homes, on board ship.

54 inch remote active antenna mounts outdoor
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minimum noise pickup. Often outperforms longwire
hundreds of feet long. Mount anywhere atop
houses, buildings, balconies, apartments, mobile
homes, on board ship.

MFJ-1024
$ 79.95

MFIJ-1024 New Indoor Active Antenna sits on
your desk ready to listen to the - Thrills, often
exceeds, reception of outside long wire. Unique
Tuned Active Antenna minimizes intermode, pro-
vides RF selectivity, reduces noise outside tuned
band. Also use as presellector for external antenna.
Covers 300 KHz to 30 MHz in 5 bands. Adjustable
teleceiling antenna controls. Controls tune, Band
Selector, Gain, ON-Off/Bypass. LED FET, bipolar
circuitry. Phone jack for external antenna. 6x2x5 in.
196 VDC or
9V battery. 110 VAC with
optional adapter, MFIJ-1312. $9.95

54 inch remote active antenna mounts outdoor
away from electrical noise for maximum signal and
minimum noise pickup. Often outperforms longwire
hundreds of feet long. Mount anywhere atop
houses, buildings, balconies, apartments, mobile
homes, on board ship.

54 inch remote active antenna mounts outdoor
away from electrical noise for maximum signal and
minimum noise pickup. Often outperforms longwire
hundreds of feet long. Mount anywhere atop
houses, buildings, balconies, apartments, mobile
homes, on board ship.

MFJ-1024
$ 129.95

Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted,
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping).
One year unconditional guarantee.
Order yours today. Call toll free 800-847-1800.
Charge Visa, MC. Or mail check, money order.
Add $4.00 each for shipping and handling.
Call 901-323-5869 in Miss., outside continental
USA, tech/repair info. 1-TELEX 53-4590
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A station log from a military station may be brimming over with tactical call signs from sta-
tions called and worked. The same station may use several different tactical call signs.

the challenged operator would reply
"Alfa."

If the second test element happens to be the
last letter in the row, the first letter in the
same row would be the authenticator. Thus,
if the challenge elements were HO, then U
would be the authenticator.

When a network is using authentication,
operators are warned to avoid repetition of the
same pair of test elements when challenging.
Unless this was done, the operator of a fraudulent station could
monitor the network and have no trouble in
determining the significance of the authentic-
tation test elements. Once the proper
response to a set of test or challenge
elements has been determined, the security
of the network can be broken by enemy or
other unauthorized stations.

Note, however, that while some
authentication operations may be very
similar in general format to our sample
chart, others are far more complex and may
well involve more than one step combined
with multiple-letter replies taken from a
chart with regularly changed reply
components.

Also note that some secure networks may
not require the use of authentication charts
because coded tones or data bursts are sent
automatically every time the transmitters
are keyed. Such signals can be used by
other stations in the network to determine
the identity of the station attempting to pass
traffic. They can also be used to prevent un-
authorized stations from activating a terres-
trial repeater or one located in an artificial
satellite.

These are some of the security elements commonly encountered by listeners moni-
toring military communications frequencies. Hopefully, this will remove some of the
confusion surrounding their use inasmuch as little has ever been written about such
matters, at least little that reaches the public.
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Military Computer Security

Protecting Sensitive Information In A Vulnerable Storage System

BY LOLA HOBBS, AISD OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Personnel in the Information Systems Security Branch of Airlift Information Systems Division headquarters are dedicated to protecting Military Airlift Command's computer hardware and software.

Microcomputers are now a common piece of equipment in nearly every office place. With the commonality of this equipment comes a greater need for awareness of the sensitivity of information stored on these systems and the physical security of the equipment itself.

According to Cindy Hicks, a Worldwide Military Command and Control Systems Automatic Data Processing System Security Officer assigned to the AISD office, "Our office gets involved in the security of the computer even before it is set up in the office place. We talk to the users and review contract specifications and proposals. Then we work with the local security officer in conducting a risk analysis in the area. From the very beginning we need to know what type of information (unclassified, sensitive unclassified, and/or classified) will be processed on the computer."

Contrary to general belief, computer security does not involve just classified information. In fact, this probably constitutes a small part of the computer security mission. It also does not deal exclusively with large mainframe computer security.

"The microcomputers in the office place are extremely vulnerable," said Ms. Hicks. "Managers need to assure that the area where the computer is housed is safe in order to preclude theft and tampering."

"Much of the information stored on computers is sensitive or proprietary, such as supply information or flight information. By itself it may not mean anything, but like a puzzle, when the pieces are joined together, they give an important picture," she said. "Another area of concern is personnel information and privacy act information."

"We also need to make sure people are aware of the sensitivity of passwords," said Ms. Hicks. "Passwords should not be stored on disk files or written down. They have to be treated as sensitive or classified the same as the data they access."

Another problem dealt with by personnel in the Information Systems Security Branch is use of computers for other than official business.

"There have been many documented cases of personnel using the computer to maintain listings of comic books or home video tapes, or using the office computer for managing an intramural sports program. These are obvious cases of fraud, waste and abuse," she said. "There are also many cases of unauthorized personnel gaining access to computer passwords and entering the system. Unfortunately, cases like these cost the government highly in terms of investigations and loss of data base integrity."

People from the AISD office attend Air Force-level computer security workshops and Worldwide Military Command and Control Systems conferences in order to keep abreast of the latest information involving computer security. Hicks is the chairperson of the WWMCCS ADP System Security Officer Committee. In addition, she is the MAC representative at the WASSO conference.

A checklist is available that assesses the vulnerability of an organization's small computer. It provides a means of insuring the safety of hardware and software. It is a good tool when it is used.

"Unfortunately, many of the checklists are never completed," she said.

"We need to make everyone aware of computer security," she said. "Unfortunately, our greatest threat comes from within. By working with local security personnel, management, and users, we hope to make everyone aware of potential problems and alleviate them before they start. One way of accomplishing this is with total communication from the very beginning of the information system acquisition process."
Fireman Saves Five From Auto Fire

A fireman driving home from his job pulled five people from the wreckage of a two-car crash moments before it exploded in flames.

According to an account of the incident in the New York Post, Firefighter John Sullivan II of Bronx, New York, gave his name to police as a witness to the accident but did not mention his rescue. Other witnesses informed the police about his heroic acts.

Kenneth Hughee, a policeman on the scene, said that a van headed south on Interstate 95 in New Rochelle, New York, collided with a northbound car that had entered the southbound lanes after going through the New Rochelle toll plaza. The van rolled over the car and landed on its side with its engine on fire.

The 53-year-old Sullivan saw the blaze as he drove by. "I was coming into the toll plaza and I saw a big ball of fire," he told the Post.

Sullivan jumped onto the van to try and help a woman passenger pass two children out of the van. "She was hysterical. They were all on top of one another."

After helping the children out of the van, Sullivan got the woman and the man who had been driving out of the van. With the four van occupants safely away from the accident, Sullivan went to the other vehicle that had been involved in the accident.

"I forced the door," he explained. "I released the seat belt and tried the door open with my hands." The van's gas tank exploded moments after Sullivan got the driver of the car out of his vehicle.

The van passengers were identified as Pedro Vicente of Jersey City, New Jersey, and Anna Berios of Waterbury, Connecticut. The two children, Juan Acevedo Jr. and Louis Berios, were also from Waterbury. All were listed in stable condition in New Rochelle Hospital shortly after the accident.

A 39-year-old man from Rye, New York, was driving the car and was charged with drunk driving and failing to keep right.

For making this heroic rescue, John Sullivan II will receive the SCAN Public Service Award. The award consists of a special commendation plaque and a $100 cash prize.

Harold Ort, Jr. of Staten Island, New York, will also receive a special commendation plaque for making the nomination.

Congratulations to both of you!

Send all SCAN Public Service Award nominations to SCAN Public Service Award, P.O. Box 414, Western Springs, IL 60558.

Best Equipped

Ed Pierce of Bel Air, MD shows how to display a large amount of equipment so that it can be used efficiently and easily. Ed has a Bearcat 250 scanner, SBE M255 78-channel marine transceiver, VIC-20 computer, Uniden CR-2021 digital receiver, MFJ 1224 teletype/Morse interface, Realistic DX-302 digital receiver and computer cartridges on the bottom two shelves of this display.


Best Appearing

This issue's best appearing radio shack belongs to Kenneth D. Holmes of Painted Post, New York. As this photo clearly shows, Kenneth uses a Bearcat 300 scanner, Motorola MH-10 transceiver, Realistic DX-300 communications receiver, GE World Monitor shortwave receiver, Navaho 40-channel CB transceiver, and a Realistic PRO-30 handheld scanner.

The Motorola transceiver is used for Kenneth's position as Chief Floor Forecast Officer for the Steuben County Emergency Management Office (formerly known as Civil Defense).

Kenneth also mentions that he enjoys the new "team" of SCAN and Popular Communications.
Here's your chance to win a complete monitoring package from Regency Electronics and Lunar Antennas. 18 scanners in all will be awarded, including a grand prize of the set-up you see above: the Regency HX1500 handheld, the Z60 base station scanner, the R806 mobile unit, and a Lunar GDX-4 Broadband monitoring/reference antenna.

55 Channels to go!

When you're on the go, and you need to stay tuned into the action, take along the Regency HX1500. It's got 55 channels, 4 independent scan banks, a top mounted auxiliary scan control, liquid crystal display, rugged die-cast aluminum chassis, covers ten public service bands including aircraft, and, it's keyboard programmable.

Compact Mobile

With today's smaller cars and limited installation space in mind, Regency has developed a new compact mobile scanner, the R806. It's the world's first microprocessor controlled crystal scanner. In addition, the R806 features 8 channels, programmable priority, dual scan speed, and bright LED channel indicators.

Base Station Plus!

Besides covering all the standard public service bands, the Regency Z60 scanner receives FM broadcast, aircraft transmissions, and has a built-in digital quartz clock with an alarm. Other Z60 features include 60 channels, keyboard programming, priority control, digital display and permanent memory.

Lunar Antenna

Also included in the grand prize is a broadband monitoring/reference antenna from Lunar Electronics. The GDX-4 covers 25 to 1300 MHz, and includes a 6 foot tower.

Contest rules: Just answer the questions on the coupon, (all answers are in the ad copy) fill in your name and address and send the coupon to Regency Electronics, Inc., 7707 Records Street, Indianapolis, IN 46226. Winners will be selected from all correct entries. One entry per person. No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited by law. Contest ends June 30, 1987.

1. The Regency Z60 is
   - [ ] a digital alarm clock
   - [ ] an FM radio
   - [ ] a scanner
   - [ ] all of the above
2. The Regency R806 is the world's first
   - [ ] controlled crystal scanner.
3. The Regency HX1500 features
   - [ ] 55 channels
   - [ ] Bank scanning
   - [ ] Liquid crystal display
   - [ ] all of the above
4. The Lunar GDX-4 antenna covers ___ to ___ MHz.

Name: __________________________

Address: _________________________

City: __________________ State: ______ Zipcode: __________

I currently own ________ scanners.

Brands owned: ___________________

Send in a photo (like this one of Mike Nikolich and his Regency monitoring station) and receive a free gift from Regency. Be sure to include your name, address and phone number.
If the United States were to come under military attack, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) would be the government agency faced with the responsibility of organizing the non-military activities in the aftermath of the attack. FEMA provides a single point of accountability for all federal emergency preparedness, mitigation, and response activities utilizing multiple resources at the federal, state, and local levels of government. In actuality, FEMA is prepared for responding to a full range of emergencies, natural, manmade, and nuclear, and integrating their response into a comprehensive framework of activities concerned with hazard reduction, preparedness planning, relief operations, and recovery assistance.

FEMA, headquartered at 500 C Street, S.W., Washington, DC, has 2300 employees. The agency operates through ten regional offices in order to facilitate disaster assistance to states and local areas.

FEMA was created in 1979, replacing the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA), however FEMA’s lineage goes back to the earlier Federal Civil Defense Agency that had its roots in WWII Civil Defense efforts. Among its activities are the Federal Insurance Administration (FIA), the United States Fire Administration (USFA), the FEMA Training and Education Office, the Mitigation and Research Office, the Plans and Preparedness Office, and the Disaster Response and Recovery Office.

These activities are responsible for the development, coordination, and maintenance of plans to assure the continuity of federal civil authority in areas such as resource assessment, post-disaster economic recovery, stockpiling strategic materials, population relocation, etc. This mechanism is, of course, suitable for dealing with floods, earthquakes, volcano eruptions, wide-area weather destruction, radiation and toxic material hazards in addition to enemy attack. Working with state, county and local civil defense and emergency preparedness agencies, FEMA stands ready to swing into action on short notice.

**Communications**

One of the earliest DCPA/FEMA communications efforts to become known to the general public was station WGU20 in Chevy Chase, MD. Operating on 179 kHz with 50 kW, this station has operated off and on for several years with voice and RTTY broadcasts of weather and other information. It is still used once in a while.

FEMA has an extensive shortwave two-way communications network in addition to a number of VHF facilities. Using SSB, RTTY and CW on its shortwave frequencies, FEMA networks are active on more than forty channels. In addition to stations operated by FEMA staff members, some participating stations are operated by state and local agency personnel (although the

---

**FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY**

**REGIONAL BOUNDARIES WITHIN THE CONTERMINOUS UNITED STATES**

This official FEMA map shows the areas included in the ten regions.
equipment is furnished, owned, and operated under the authority of FEMA.

In our call sign directory of FEMA HF stations, stations with WAR call signs are located at FEMA’s VIP relocation centers. Stations with call signs between WGY900 and WGY915 are at various FEMA offices and regional headquarters. Stations with KNC and WGY920 to WGY998 call signs (except WGY989) are those staffed by state and local agency personnel. VHF stations are FEMA-personnel staffed.

Station WGY915 is operated by the National Communications System (NCS) in Arlington, VA. The NCS is a confederation of federal agencies established to restore communications in the event of a national emergency. The September 1982 issue of QST magazine has additional information on the NCS.

Station WGY903 is FEMA’s Network Control Station, with WGY908 as the first alternate net control. Other alternate net control stations (in order of preference) are WGY906, WGY904 and WGY905. Station WGY903 conducts network drills on 10494.5 kHz, SSB mode, at 1600 UTC (1500 UTC during Daylight Saving Time). These drills take place on Monday, Thursday and Friday. Additional WGY903 drills are conducted at the same time the first Tuesday of January, April, July, and October. A similar drill is conducted at 1600 UTC by WGY906 on the first Tuesday in February, May, August and November. Station WGY904 conducts drills at 1600 UTC (1500 during DST) the first Tuesday of March, June, September, and December. Lastly, alternate net control station WGY905 runs a drill at the same time on the second Tuesday of March, June, September, and December.

On Wednesdays at 1600 (1500 during DST), all regional stations conduct an open network drill on 10494.5 kHz. Stations can also be heard exchanging traffic at other non-scheduled times.

While most of the communications to be monitored on HF are in SSB, some RTTY (85/75N) has been noted, as well as slow, encrypted, CW. Station WGY912 has been monitored with encrypted CW on 3338.5, 4781.5, and 18745.5 kHz. Similar transmissions from WGY908 have been reported on 3380.5, 14451.5, and 14886 kHz.

FEMA channels are usually referred to by “Fox Trot” identifiers such as “Fox Trot 22,” etc. In our station roster, we have shortened this down to “F22,” etc. Our roster, by the way, does not list any of the non-FEMA stations that have the capabilities of operating within the FEMA networks; this includes the ten stations operated by the Nuclear Regulatory Agency, the Department of Energy, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Previously presented data on FEMA stations has been vague and has implied that all such stations operated freely on all of the available HF channels. In actual fact, while stations may possibly pop up from time to time in unusual places, the ten FEMA regions are established on certain selected channels. In our presentation, we have attempted to delineate those specific channels, although we appreciate that we may have missed out on some (especially for FEMA Regions 2 and 7). All regions seem to operate on channels Fox Trot 15, 25 and 28, as these appear to be rather universal throughout the system, even if not indicated here as such. Undoubtedly, both channels designated for calling and emergency use would be the best ones to monitor (depending upon day/night monitoring).

FEMA coordinates its activities with hundreds of state, county, and local civil defense and emergency agencies (including the Red Cross), although no attempt has been made here to enumerate the frequencies used by such agencies (most are above 30 MHz). Through the activities of groups such as RACES and the ARRL’s ARES, many Amateur Radio operators also participate in emergency operations networks in cooperation with agencies that, in turn, are interfaced with FEMA.

Readers having additional detailed information on FEMA networks, stations, and operations are invited to pass along any information they have so that we can include the data in future updates.

The Department of Defense Civil Preparedness Agency

KCI609 Rockville MD 167.975 MHz
KCI610 Ft. Meade MD 167.975 MHz
KCI612 Ft. Belvoir VA 167.975 MHz
KCI614 Fairfax VA 167.975 MHz
KCI615 Arlington VA 167.975 MHz
KCI616 Alexandria VA 167.975 MHz
KCI617 Hyattsville MD 167.975 MHz
KCI618 Washington DC 167.975 MHz
KCI621 Falls Church VA 167.975 MHz
KCI624 Lorton VA 167.975 MHz
KCI625 Washington DC 167.975 MHz
KCI626 Andrews AFB MD 167.975 MHz
KCI627 Fairfax VA 167.975 MHz
KCI629 Washington DC 167.975 MHz
KPI93 San Juan PR F 18
KPI93 port in UT 167.975 MHz
KPB61 Washington DC 27.850 MHz
KGB63 Olney MD 27.850 MHz
KGD204 Olney MD 167.975 MHz

KNC28 Lorton VA F10 F22
KNC44 Augusta ME F18
KNC45 Concord NH F18
KNC46 Montpelier VT F17 F18
KNC47 Albany NY F18
KNC48 Framingham MA F18
KNC49 Hartford CT F18
KNC50 Providence RI F18
KNC51 N. Trenton NJ F10 F22
KNC52 Harrisburg PA F11 F14 F18 F22
KNC53 Columbus OH F10 F22
KNC54 Pikesville MD F10 F22
KNC55 Charleston WV F10 F19 F22
KNC56 Delaware City DE F10 F22
KNC57 Richmond VA F10 F22
KNC58 Frankfort KY F10 F22
KNC59 Raleigh NC F08 F11 F18 F20
KNC60 Nashville TN F08 F11 F18 F20
KNC61 Columbia SC F08 F11 F18 F20

www.americanradiohistory.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KNC62</td>
<td>F08 F11 F18 F20</td>
<td>Atlanta GA</td>
<td>Region 4 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC63</td>
<td>F08 F11 F18 F20</td>
<td>Montgomery AL</td>
<td>Region 5 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC64</td>
<td>F08 F11 F18 F20</td>
<td>Jackson MS</td>
<td>Region 6 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC65</td>
<td>F08 F11 F18 F20</td>
<td>Tallahassee, FL</td>
<td>Region 8 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC66</td>
<td>F11 F14 F18</td>
<td>Lansing MI</td>
<td>Region 9 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC67</td>
<td>F11 F14 F18</td>
<td>Madison WI</td>
<td>Region 10 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC68</td>
<td>F11 F14 F18</td>
<td>St. Paul MN</td>
<td>Region 1 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC70</td>
<td>F11 F14 F18</td>
<td>Springfield IL</td>
<td>Region 2 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC71</td>
<td>F07 F30</td>
<td>Conway AR</td>
<td>Region 3 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC72</td>
<td>F07 F13 F20 F22</td>
<td>Oklahoma City OK</td>
<td>Region 4 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC73</td>
<td>F07 F13 F20</td>
<td>Santa Fe NM</td>
<td>Region 5 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC74</td>
<td>F07 F13 F20</td>
<td>Baton Rouge LA</td>
<td>Region 6 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC75</td>
<td>F07 F13 F20 F30</td>
<td>Austin TX</td>
<td>Region 7 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC76</td>
<td>F07 F13 F20</td>
<td>Soldotna AK</td>
<td>Region 8 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPS310</td>
<td>F07 F31 F32</td>
<td>Moses Lake WA</td>
<td>Region 1 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPS311</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Bothell WA</td>
<td>Region 2 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPS312</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Salem OR</td>
<td>Region 3 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC91</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Olympia WA</td>
<td>Region 4 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNC92</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Boise ID</td>
<td>Region 5 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY67</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Agana</td>
<td>Region 6 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY68</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Helena MT</td>
<td>Region 7 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY69</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Phoenix AZ</td>
<td>Region 8 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY70</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Salem</td>
<td>Region 9 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY71</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Portland OR</td>
<td>Region 10 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY72</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Bothell</td>
<td>Region 1 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY73</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>Region 2 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY74</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Bothell</td>
<td>Region 3 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY75</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Bothell</td>
<td>Region 4 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY76</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Bothell</td>
<td>Region 5 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY77</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Bothell</td>
<td>Region 6 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY78</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Bothell</td>
<td>Region 7 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY79</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Bothell</td>
<td>Region 8 freqs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNY80</td>
<td>F06 F10 F12 F14 F20</td>
<td>Bothell</td>
<td>Region 9 freqs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FEMA Regions & Channels**

**Region 1**
J.W. McCormick Post Office & Courthouse, 4th Floor, Boston MA 20109.

Channels F09 F11 F13 F15 F18 F20 F22 F24 F26 F28 F30 F32 F34 F36 F38 F40 F42 F44 F46 F48

**Region 2**
26 Federal Plaza, New York NY 10278.
Channel F18 (others not yet known)

**Region 3**
Curtis Building, 7th Floor, 6th & Walnut Streets, Philadelphia PA 19106.

Channels F09 F10 F15 F17 F19 F20 F22 F24 F26 F28 F30 F32 F34 F36 F38 F39 F40 F42 F44 F46 F48
SHORTWAVE HEADQUARTERS

KENWOOD SALE

Kenwood offers a communication receiver to suit your listening pleasure. It covers the full spectrum: Long, Medium, and Shortwave, AM/CW SSB, FM, Wide-Narrow Selectivity, Noise blanker and more.

PANASONIC RF-B600 Sale $595.00 ($5.00 UPS)

- 1.6 to 30 MHz, FM/LWM/WMS
- Microcomputer multi-tuning system
- 6 memories stations, scan
- Slow/FAST rotary tuning
- 10 key direct access tuning
- Universal voltage

NEW DETAILED AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK

Elevate your listening experience with our detailed handbook. Suitable for beginners to advanced listeners, it covers various topics including wavebands, equipment, and station identification.

SONY SALE

SONY ICF 2010 NEW PRICING!! $319.95

- 150 kHz to 30 MHz AM/CW/SSB
- 76 MHz to 108 MHz FM
- 116 kHz to 156 kHz AM Air Band
- 32 Program memories
- Frequency memory
- A/C adapter included

SONY ICF 2002 $229.95

- Ultimate compact hi-tech at an affordable price
- 25% size of famous SONY ICF 2001, SONY's best seller
- 150 kHz - 30 MHz
- AM, FM, memories
- Keyboard entry
- 24 hour clock
- A/C adapter AC/DC Optional

SONY ICF 4910 SAVE $$

- Ultra small pocket size
- AM, FM, 7 SW most popular bands - 13, 16, 19, 25, 31, 41, 49 meters
- Safety lock
- Batteries (D)A not included
- A/C adapter AC/DC Optional

World Radio TV Handbook

New 1986 Edition

- Shortwave Listener's Bible
- All Worldwide
- SW Stations listed
- Schedules and Language
- Target Areas
- Equipment Reviews
- Every SWLer Needs One

ORDER TODAY! $19.95 Post Paid in US.

SONY AN-1 $79.95 + $6.00 UPS

- Outdoor active antenna
- Pull in hard to capture signals
- Perfect for SWL, no outdoor antennas allowed.

EASERVER SALE $59.95 + $4.00 UPS

- Balanced trapped Dipole
- Maximum performance, Minimum local noise
- All SW Bands 60-111 Meters
- Only 43 feet long - 100 Ft. field line
- Included - Everything you need

 MJF-1024 $119.95 + $5.00 UPS

- Outdoor active antenna
- Performs as well as units costing $180.00
- WRTHV rates it high

BUTTENWAL SWL 2.30 $49.95 + $4.00 UPS

- Tune the weak ones in
- Stub tuned Dipole Maximum SWL Ration
- 73 Feet long - 50 feet feed line

SONY's New AM/FM Portable Code Book

- Built-in microphone
- Records and plays back
- Easy to use

SONY ICF 2010 INTEGRATED AM/FM PORTABLE

- Digital readout
- Wide/Narrow Bandwidth
- 12/24 Hour Clock
- 2 Alarm Clocks
- 20 Preset Memories
- Scan
- BFO
- Noise Blanker
- A.C. Adapter

DIPLOMAT 4950

ONLY $59.95 + $4.00 UPS

LIST $99.95

- You'll never second look at this line 10 Band Radio
- It's a copy of SONY ICF 4910 - Same Size and Weight
- SW Band 2.3 to 5 MHz (not covered by ICF4910)
- SW Bands 120.90, 75.60, 49.31, 25, 19, 16, 13 MHz
- MW 530-1500 FM 88-108 (STereo Headset Output)
- Tuning Indicator
- The perfect gift for your loved one
- Let them enjoy the hobby of SWL
- Free Stereo Headset + 100 pg. SWL Book
- Optional A/C Adapter $9.95

SANGEAN ATS-801

Close-Out Limited Quantity

ONLY $84.95 + $4.00 UPS

LIST $199.95

- SW 5.6-15.5 MHz FM 688-108MHz
- 115-281 MHz 30-1500 kHz
- 25 Program Memories
- Digital Frequency & Clock Readout
- Analog or Digital Tuning
- Same Weight and Size as SONY ICF 2002
- Free Stereo Headset + 100 pg. SWL Book
- Optional A/C Adapter $9.95

CIRCLE 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD
THE BEST GETS BETTER AT EEB

The Most Exotic VHF-UHF Receiver Ever Offered To General Public

ICR 7000 ONLY $949 - $10 UPS

EEB introduces the new ICOM R7000 VHF/UHF receiver, which also is available as the R7000 HP (high performance) with EEB-designed modifications that remarkably improve the sensitivity, audio frequency response, selectivity, and more.

In conformance with their record as a responsible manufacturer, ICOM has done everything possible to hold down production costs while leaving open the potential for post-production modification (e.g., R71A) that can substantially improve performance and give the discriminating operator a more cost effective unit with enhanced specifications.

You have read about EEB's R71A modification in World Radio TV Handbook. Now we have done it again with the ICOM R7000 VHF/UHF receiver.

When you are making an investment in this kind of equipment, it only makes sense to maximize your options by selecting the ICOM R7000 and then to go that last yard toward ultimate performance by choosing the R7000 HP from EEB.

ICOM R-7000

Commercial Receiver

VHF-UHF 25-2000 MHz

- 25-2000 MHz coverage
- Precise frequency entry via keyboard
- 32 programmable memories
- Scan-memory-mode-select-memory-frequency
- 5 tuning speeds: 1, 10, 5, 10, 12.5, 25 KHz
- Narrow/width filter selection
- Memory back-up + Noise blanker
- "S" meter or center meter for FM
- AM & FM wide, FM narrow, SSB, CW

EEB HP Options

- Front end upgrade improves sensitivity
- Audio mod—better volume, less distortion
- Optional band pass filters
- Power supply cooling mod to reduce chassis heat
- Spike protection, on AC line
- IF output for spectral display 10.7 (STD) 21.4, 30 MHz others available
- 24 hour bench test and realignment for optimum performance
- Extended warranty to 6 months
- Final alignment and overall checkout
- Installation of ICOM options purchased with your new R7000 at no charge
- More details next month's add. Call or write for free flyer of EEB mods.

ICOM R71A

ONLY $799 - $8 UPS

- 100 KHz to 30 MHz + Keyboard entry
- 32 programmable memories
- SSB-CW-AM-RTTY (FM optional)
- Wide dynamic range + Digital PLL
- Memory scan + Band pass & notch tuning
- Computer interface connector via MEC 71A & C64 + See ICOM's ads for more details

ICOM Options Free installation when purchased with your R71A from EEB

- CK-70: DC Kit for 13.8 VDC operation
- CR-64: High stability oscillator
- CR-70: DC kit for VDC operation
- CR-64: High stability oscillator
- EX309: Computer interface connector
- EX310: Voice synthesizer
- FL32A: CW narrow filter (500 Hz)
- FL44A: Crystal filter (2.4 KHz)
- FL63A: CW narrow filter (250Hz)
- RC-11: Infrared remote control

EEB HP Options

R71 (HP) High Performance. EEB has the reputation of excellence when it comes to R71A modifications. Many of our modifications are proprietary and not offered by any other source. EEB now offers a package deal including our most popular option—known as the R71(HP) High Performance and includes the following:

- 24 hour bench test
- Narrow filter (choice of 3, see below). Replaces stock ceramic SSB filter. Improved selectivity and shape factor.
- Front end upgrade—to improve dynamic range (plus) preamp enabled below 1000 KHz
- 4 KHz filter replaces stock 6 KHz wide filter—improves AM selectivity.
- Audio output modification—increases audio output reduces distortion.
- AGC time constant changed to better suit SW listening.
- Spike protection added.
- RF line filter
- Installation of ICOM options purchased with your R71A HP.
- Final alignment and overall checkout.
- Free extended 6 month warranty.

R71 HP (MF) Mechanical Filter add $200
R71 HP (XF) 8 Pole, 2.4 KHz xtal filter add $250
R71 HP (XFS) Super 2.1 KHz filter add $300


ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT BANK
516 Mill Street, N.E.
Vienna, VA 22180

Order Toll Free: 800-368-3270
Technical and VA Orders (703) 938-3350
Radio In Days Long Past

A Look At The Development Of A Miracle

BY ALICE BRANNIGAN

A good place to begin a story is at the beginning, and you can't get much closer to that than the wireless station in Siasconset on the island of Nantucket, MA. That was the first wireless telegraph station in the U.S. to communicate with ships at sea.

The New York Herald (newspaper) opened the station using the callsign SC in 1901. The Marconi System equipment was used to receive the first message from the liner LUCANIA via the South Shoals Lightship (16 August 1901). It was on 23 January 1909, however, that the "S'conset" station made national headlines. That was when the station received a CQD distress call from the famous liner REPUBLIC (callsign MGC). The REPUBLIC reported that it had been rammed by an unknown steamer twenty-six miles southwest of Nantucket Lightship and was very much in need of assistance.

The other vessel, it turned out, was the Italian flag liner SS FLORIDA. The REPUBLIC's wireless operator ("Sparks"), Jack Binns won fame in maritime annals by being the first person to use wireless to summon help for a major liner. The nearby SS BAL- TIC altered its course and picked up the passengers and crew of both liners, thus saving more than 1600 lives!

History also notes that young David Sarnoff, at age 17, was a brashpounder at this station. Sarnoff went on to found and become the head of RCA.

Station SC was eventually sold to the Marconi Wireless Telegraphy Company and its callsign was changed to MSC. Later it was owned by the International Radio Telegraph Company and its callsign was changed to WSC. The station, as WSC, was ultimately moved to Tuckerton, NJ where it was operated by the Radiomarine Corporation of America, a service of RCA. The current station WSC in NJ is not a direct descendant of the original WSC.

At the site where SC first went on the air, a small white cottage still stands. It is the actual operating building and a wooden marker out front tells about the station. But most folks around Siasconset know nothing of this site or how to find the structure.

We have two views of station SC, one (dated 27 July 1909, six months after the SS REPUBLIC incident) is a postcard with a hand-written message telling of the rescue. This shows a close view of the operating building and one of the antenna masts.

The other view, dated 3 August 1910, is a picture postcard showing a more distant view of the rear of the operating building and two three-section wooden masts, heavily guyed and supporting an elaborate antenna sys- tem. By that time the station had become a tourist attraction. The postcard carries the printed inscription, "This station received the call for aid from the sinking steamship REPUBLIC."

Nothing Fancy, But Reliable

As I've mentioned before, I'm especially interested in hometown broadcasters. That's why I'm happy to share with you a look at an early view of hometown station WCDT, Winchester, TN. This station, running 1 kW on 1340 kHz (250 watts at night), went on the air in the late 1940s. The photo we have is how it looked at that time, revealing a plain rectangular building that appears to be whitewashed cinderblocks, punctuated by several windows made of "glass bricks."

Nothing at all fancy, and the only thing that distinguishes it as a broadcasting station is a modest sign above the entrance that possibly may have been electrified. A printed caption on this card, dated 21 September 1949, describes the scene as "WCDT, Winchester's New Radio Station."

WCDT remains active on 1340 kHz running 1 kW. A reliable old friend to area residents and businesses, it will soon celebrate its 40th year birthday.

Radio Applause Cards

The original "SWL cards" were known as "Radio Applause Cards." A selection of them appears on page 121 of Radio Station Treasury. Jerry Rappel, KA0BLE, sent us one that he located at a postcard show. This card was issued in 1924, during the very early years of broadcasting. Since all radio owners in those times were DXers, it became the prac-
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By 1910, when this photo of the Siasconset station was taken, the station was world-famous. This view shows both masts.

This close view of station SC, dated 1909, shows the transmitter and operating building. One of the masts is at the right.

The WCDT building in 1949. Not an original Frank Lloyd Wright design by any means, but it served its purpose. The station is still going strong!

Radio Applause Cards were the ancestors of today’s SWL cards although many modern DXers may not have heard of them.

Dodge’s Institute

Upon several occasions we have mentioned (and shown) Dodge’s Institute of Telegraphy in Valparaiso, IN. This school, now known as the Valparaiso Technical Institute, has been in operation since the earliest days of wireless telegraphy. Turning out many graduates who have distinguished themselves in broadcasting and telecommunications.

The last time we mentioned Dodge’s we received several letters from graduates, including one from James W. Grigg (ex-W6PK, W6FEA, W6XBD), who attended the school in 1919. He recalls Professor Packman, the school’s brilliant (but “crabby”) Code/Theory instructor. He also recalls a student hangout called Hardesty’s. After graduating, Mr. Grigg went to work for Marconi Wireless (which was later taken over by RCA). Last June, Mr. Grigg celebrated his 89th birthday. He’s a Life Member of the IEEE and the Military Order of the Purple Heart.

Any former graduates of Dodge’s or VTI might wish to drop Mr. Grigg a note to say hello. His address is: James W. Grigg, P.O. Box 2086, Montclair, CA 91763.

Radio Stamps

Our frequent references to EKKO stamps brought in an interesting letter from Adrian M. Peterson. Adrian, who hails from Marion, IN, tells us that when he was Director of AWR-Asia (in Poona, India) during the period 1975-1985, similar stamps were sent out with their own QSL certificates. These stamps were printed in India. They had blue designs with black overprinting on...
An abandoned radio tower gives up its mysteries in our text this month.

A close view of the insulated base of the Fire Island abandoned radio tower looks too modern to date back to 1918.

Alberta's own CJCA, operating since 1922. Here's how it looked in 1924.

The U.S. Navy's station at Point Loma, CA was one of many early wireless telegraph stations to dot the Pacific coast of the U.S.

white perforated stock. A sample sheet of the stamps we received shows them printed with transmitter sites and frequencies, 24 stamps to a sheet.

Wouldn't it be great if stations around the world would rekindle the practice of sending out verification stamps along with their cards and letters?

**Abandoned Tower**

Mark S. Foseller, Mamaroneck, NY submits a photo of an abandoned tower located near the recently restored Fire Island Lighthouse, Long Island, NY. Mark says he asked the Fire Island Lighthouse Preservation Society about the tower and they told him that they thought that is was built about 1918 by the U.S. Navy for direction finding purposes, then later used by Western Union for signalling in-bound ships regarding hotel reservations. Later, he was told, attempts were made to use it in connection with Voice of America operations. Mark's a member of the Lighthouse Preservation Society, but he doesn't vouch for the accuracy of this information.

Our own research tells a slightly different story. A station was established at this site at some point long ago (it was there in 1919, so your starting date may be correct). This was a "radio compass" station operated by the USN under the callsign NAH on 375 kHz. The callsign was later changed to NJY, although I strongly doubt that your tower was the original one used by NAH/NJY. After that facility was discontinued, the U.S. Coast Guard established a maritime radio beacon at this same exact location (200 yards south of the old lighthouse). This beacon operated on 291 kHz with the identification RT. About two or three years ago, the beacon was physically relocated roughly...
3 miles WNW to a spot on the dunes at Oak Beach (near an area popularly known as "The Sore Thumb").

Most likely, the abandoned tower is all that's left of radiobeacon RT when it was located on that site. I couldn't find anything that would verify Western Union use of the site, and the VOA story doesn't hold much water either. Mark reports that the Lighthouse Preservation Society wants to rip down this tower. What a pity!

From Alberta

Those of you who have monitored station CJCA in Edmonton, Alberta, may not realize that the station goes way back to the early days of broadcasting and was a DX favorite even in the early 1920s (they received reports from Key West, FL in 1924). The station was especially famous for its deep-voiced announcer, G.A.R. Rice, who used to say, "This is CJCA speaking—CJCA, Edmonton Journal, of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, the sunniest spot in Alberta."

CJCA first operated on 1 May 1922 using a Marconi Wireless Co., YC-3 transmitter running 500 watts on 666 kHz, grid modulated. A new transmitter was installed on 23 April 1923. Radio Station Treasury shows that in 1926, CJCA was on 580 kHz, on 930 kHz by 1931, on 730 kHz with 1 kW by 1936, and back on 930 kHz by 1942—a frequency still used by the station, although these days the station runs 50 kW.

In the early days, CJCA was one of the only links with civilization for residents and fur trappers located throughout Canada's more remote northern areas. Daily prices for furs from the St. Louis market were a programming staple, as were police bulletins, urgent personal messages, and other community services.

Our photo of CJCA is from 1924, showing the Edmonton Journal building with the CJCA antenna on the roof.

West Coast Wireless

The western shores of the United States, because of the need to communicate with ships sailing the Pacific waters, have been dotted with communications from the start. One of those early stations was operated by the U.S. Navy at Point Loma, CA. This station, which was operating before 1910, was originally identified as both TL and TM. Later on, when the Navy started using standardized callsigns conforming to international agreements, the station became known as NPL, a radio compass station on 375 kHz. This station operated into the 1920s.

Our view of the Point Loma station is dated 1909, and identifies the view as "Wireless Telegraph Station, Point Loma, San Diego, California." Two small buildings are shown along with the mid-section of a mast-type transmitting tower supporting a rope ladder.

Rio Rita Calling!

William Turner, Clearwater, FL gives us a peek at a QSL from station PRA3, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. This 1934 QSL from the station operated by the Radio Club of Brazil is what you earned if you heard the station on either 860 kHz or its shortwave version on 8185 kHz. Although the QSL gives no additional information, Radio Station Treasury indicates that in 1936 it ran 2.5 kW on BCB, 10 kW by 1946. The station was licensed to Dr. Roilhe Estevan de Siqueira.

This station is now part of history, and we thank William Turner for being thoughtful and sharing it with all of us.

Before We Hit The Road

Kenneth Eidnes, Eagle River, WI, sent along one of those priceless bits of radio humor from the era when it was little more than a novelty, and perhaps indoor plumbing was also making its first arrival in many rural areas.

This is a small box depicting twin towers supporting an antenna above the inscription, "The Original Receiving Set" was probably hilarious in 1921. Come to think of it, even today it retains a certain nostalgic charm. Bet it's worth a pretty penny as a collectable!

In 1934, Brazil's SW and BCB station PRA3 sent out these QSL cards.

Historic Ham QSL's

It's not that YI hasn't long been the callsign prefix assigned to Iraq, it's been listed that way for many decades. Present ARRL lists show it that way, as do all such listings going back into at least the 1930s. Problem is that Ham activity in this nation has traditionally been rather silent on the Ham bands.

In 1945, this rarely heard prefix suddenly appeared on the air. This caused no little ripple of excitement throughout the world of DX hounds. It was interesting because the Iraqi government didn't have any agency that could or would issue Ham licenses. Nevertheless, a chap named Talib Rifaat commenced operation without a license. The ruler of Iraq, King Ghazi I, heard about this unlicensed station and asked for a demonstration. The King was so impressed that he had Rifaat install his station at the palace and awarded the callsign Y15KG (stood for King Ghazal). Ghazi even sent Rifaat to radio engineering school in London on at least two occasions so that he could return and construct a larger and more powerful transmitter.

When King Ghazi died, Iraq quickly returned to the dark ages insofar as Ham radio went. By late 1946, Rifaat (according to the December 1946, QST) was hoping to someday return to the airwaves. In the meantime, his interest in radio was limited to selling and repairing receivers.

That makes our QSL from Y12AM all the more curious. It's dated 27 March 1947—a time when (as usual) there weren't supposed to be any Hams on the air in that nation. The fact that the QSL carries no return address, power, band, nor printed nor signed operator's name, would lead us to believe that the station wasn't overly anxious to be identified by local authorities. The anonymous operator simply requested to "PSE QSL VIA ARRL."

Can't say for certain if Y12AM's operator was ever identified. Car you?
AM DXing Across The Ponds

BY MARK MANUCY

So when was the last time you said, “I sure wish I could hear something besides the same ol’ AM stations.” Well, I am going to help you do just that. Now, it’s not going to be easy, but let’s give it a go and see if you can stand the excitement of hearing your first “real” DX station.

First, let me ask you what your best U.S. DX is. Have you managed cross-country yet? By that I mean 3,000 miles. Of course, if you live in the middle of the country, have you heard both coasts? Naturally, if you live on either coast you probably have a better shot at Europe or Asia. Have no dismay! I have had many write me to say how they jumped the ponds and that they live in Idaho or Michigan. It can be done! And that leads us to the second question. How good is your receiver? Now, just because you don’t have the latest whiz-bang multi-knob gizmo doesn’t mean you won’t hear Europe. It would be easier to use state-of-the-art electronic wizardry, but what I have accomplished with my R-70, I’ve duplicated with a small portable (3,000 mile DX).

The most important product in any MW DXing is patience. I feel the equipment, although important, is secondary to the operator’s patience and acquired skill. Anything you stick with can be improved upon, especially if you enjoy what you’re doing.

Now let’s lay down some ground rules for MW DXing. First, you can’t go to your receiver at any old time and expect to be able to log some DX. It just doesn’t work that way. If you have a light dimmer in the house, that light has to be off! If a TV set makes a racket in your receiver, no matter how little, the set also has to be turned off. The same goes for the neighbor’s TV and light dimmers. If you have a noisy power line (one) we might be able to live with that. There must be some time available, several hours at a stretch, to spend on just a few different frequencies.

To start our search for MW foreign DX let’s use English language broadcasts where possible. This will make identification easier. Also, for a start, pick frequencies that won’t have as much interference as the normal U.S. frequencies. To help you get started there is a list of English language broadcasts in a separate chart. There are no guarantees on this list but it will serve as a guide for the first attempt. All English language broadcasts are not shown, only the ones that are most likely to be heard in the U.S. There are a few stations that will be hard to catch just to make it interesting.

The best time to DX will be during darkness within the times shown in two columns marked EST and PST. Here is the catch: both the station and your receiver must be in the darkness of night, including sunset and sunrise hours. Actually, some of the best catches are apt to be just before sunset and just after sunrise, whether that is on your end or the station’s end. You can’t turn your radio on at 2 p.m. and expect to hear foreign DX. The times shown on the chart are the operating hours of the station’s English language broadcasts. Times are shown for the east and west coasts to make it easier to plan your schedule. Some times shown are not during a darkness path. Some Caribbean stations might be heard during daylight in certain areas, especially where water paths are available.

Some stations have a very limited English language service as their SW facilities can provide much better coverage than MW for English speaking people in most cases. Therefore, there may only be a few five-minute newscasts or a single fifteen-minute program each day. You certainly won’t waste much time listening for IDs on these stations! A few are 24-hour operations and one is even broadcasting in AM stereo.

One of the best DX times can be within about 45 minutes of sunrise or sunset at your location when the opposite is true at the transmitter. For example, when it is sunrise at your house, check the dial for stations where it is sunset at the same hour. Also there are days that conditions, due to a storm, will be better earlier than normal sunset or later than sunrise. And some of the stations can only be heard during the darkest winter months because it will be the only time that there is darkness between the station and your location.

So where do we begin? I will have to assume this is your first attempt at out-of-country MW DXing. Probably one of the easiest catches will be PJ8 on the Netherlands Antilles off the north coast of South America. This is especially easy in the southern half of the U.S. and most anywhere else a null on CKLW can be made. PJ8 is 800 kHz with 500 kilowatts. Around the southern tier of the U.S. you might try for ZNS in Nassau, Bahamas. This station runs 20 kilowatts on 1540 kHz. We all hear lots of Cuban and Mexican stations so I am discounting them. I’m working with English language broadcasts that are not stations rebroadcasting Radio Moscow. Two other Caribbean stations which seem to be heard by lots of DXers are The Valley on 1610 and St. Kitts on 825.

A few more frequencies that draw lots of reports but may not necessarily be English language broadcasts are: Grenada on 535; Venezuela on 670 and 750; Columbia on 700 and 760; Senegal on 765; Belize on 830; Spain on 855; Algeria on 891; France on 1206; Saudi Arabia on 1512 and 1521; and West Germany on 1593 kHz. These are in addition to those shown in the chart and, I repeat, may not be English language.

Winter is the best time for MW DXing since the hours of darkness are longer and static is lower. Some of the stations listed will require the long hours of winter darkness to provide the path for the signal to travel between your location and the station.

Foreign MW DXing is not an easy task. The signals being sought are not very strong but the signals on either side of the desired one generally are. The best ally for MW DXing is probably a tape recorder. Whenever you are listening have the recorder running. If something is heard that can’t quite be made out, make a quick note of the digits on the tape counter (which you reset to zero before starting). Don’t stop listening to check the tape as something else could be missed. Listen as long as you can if there is something being heard in the background that might be the station being sought. Only after the station is “off the air” or the darkness path has passed (if you’re listening near dawn) should the tape be listened to.

By the way, if the tape recorder is a reel-to-reel without a tape counter then have small bits of paper you can stick in the take-up reel as markers to go back and find the spot to listen to again.

Antenna Considerations

Unless you have lots of acreage the average type antenna is out of the question for most of us. This means we need some type of loop. The long or random wire might be great for domestic DXing, but we need to get rid of some of the hash and the only way we’re going to do this is with some sort of directional antenna. We need all the help we can get! The commercial loops will do the trick. They are also small and portable as well as having built-in preamps. If the budget is tight then you might consider “rolling your own” from some of the loops that have been described in past Broadcast Top-ix columns. The type of antenna advertised as an “active antenna” is not a directional antenna and, though will not doubt be able to receive MW DX, it will not bring the same degree of success that a loop should.

One other point, though I have no proof...
A Sample Of English Language Broadcasts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>kHz Freq.</th>
<th>Kw pwr</th>
<th>Local Hours: Mon. - Fri.</th>
<th>Notes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Kitts, W.I.</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0600-2300</td>
<td>Newcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England (Laser 558)</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0200-1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0130-1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand (2YA)</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0200-1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0200-1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2200-0500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica, W.I.</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0200-1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2205-1300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0600-2130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bophuthatswana</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0500-2100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Vincent, W.I.</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0400-2200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (JOIB)</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0730-1800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1600-2110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0100-0800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1400-1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1715-1842</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonaire, N.A.</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2129-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Kitts, W.I.</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0400-2300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (JOBB)</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0100-0600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Lucia, W.I.</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0415-2200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>0180-1945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany (AFN)</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0730-1800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (JOGB)</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0120-2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0400-1100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montserrat (ZJB)</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1700-1800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0310-1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England (Caroline)</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24 hrs. *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>1134</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0500-2115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antigua, W.I.</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0315-0350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1600-2310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1197</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0100-0800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Lucia, W.I.</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0415-2200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>1233</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0160-1630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1278</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0120-2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC</td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0130-1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1314</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0320-0350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1400-2200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaco</td>
<td>1467</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1700-1815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>1476</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0400-1100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anguilla, W.I.</td>
<td>1505</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0530-0830</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas, W.I.</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0100-0800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayman Island, W.I.</td>
<td>1555</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0700-2330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea (HLAZ)</td>
<td>1566</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0200-2200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>1575</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0300-0500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anguilla, W.I.</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0335-0700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermuda</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0020-0500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = May not be all English language. W.I. = West Indies.

Here is a list of stations to listen for outside the U.S.A.

February the back yard or back porch may be too harsh an environment for the most avid BCB DXer, not to mention the receiver! So we find a location as much in the clear as possible, then the nulls from the loop that help eliminate interference will be clean and deep.

Sometimes it works better to null (minimize) a station causing interference rather than peak (maximize) the desired station. This trick is also used to minimize noise from power lines and other sources.

To get started, listen on several of the frequencies outlined according to the time and see which one holds the best promise—that is the least noise, splatter, etc. Camp out on this channel with tape running. MW AM signals fade in and out so just sit and be patient for a while. If you’re using a directional antenna make sure the station desired is not in the null of the antenna. If you don’t hear anything in 15 or 20 minutes then try another frequency. If, after another 15 or 20 minutes, nothing is heard it could be that propagation is not favorable. This could be checked ahead of time by listening for a long distance station you hear on a regular basis. If it can’t be heard then you may as well not try for anything else. By long distance I mean 2,000 to 3,000 miles, at least, not 500 to 1,000 miles. Conditions can be very different from night to night.

As I said at the beginning, patience is the biggest factor. All other things being equal, the person with the most patience will log the most stations. (Well, almost.)
The Computer-Shortwave Connection

Decoding International Communications

BY DR. MARK WEIGAND

Many computer and radio monitoring enthusiasts are not aware that an exciting addition to their interest is pulsating through the airwaves at the speed of light. For the price of a shortwave radio (about $150 and up), an interface device and some readily available software, you can decode Morse code and radioteletype (RTTY) communications from ships at sea, military services, civil airlines, government, press, amateur radio operators, emergency broadcasters, even spies! Since you will not be transmitting anything over the airwaves, no license is required. Also, it is not necessary to know Morse code—the messages are displayed like a moving billboard as they arrive at your receiver.

Recent improvements in shortwave radios such as digital frequency readouts and microprocessor controls have led to an upsurge in the popularity of shortwave listening. A 1978 estimate indicated that 25 million Americans own shortwave radios, and roughly 18 million shortwave radios were sold between 1971-1981. The shortwave bands are crowded and there is always something to be heard, whether it is oriental music from Radio Peking, propaganda broadcasting, a search and rescue operation on the high seas, or news from some "hot spot" halfway around the world.

When I purchased my first shortwave radio in 1977, inexpensive home computers such as the Vic-20 and Commodore 64 were unavailable and the use of computers to monitor and decode radio messages was limited to various government and military agencies and a few dedicated amateur radio operators. Today, anyone can use a personal computer to decode Morse code (CW) and radioteletype (RTTY) messages. The message can be displayed on your monitor or television screen, saved to tape or disk, or printed out using your computer's printer.

Basically, the equipment you'll need is a shortwave radio which is able to receive Morse code and single sideband (SSB) messages, a computer-to-radio interface such as the Kantronics Radiotap or MFJ1225 (that operate similar to a telephone modem), and some software which will do the actual decoding for you. Most commercial software is available on tape, cartridge, disk, or a combination of these. Also, several computer magazines have published short programs that allow you to decode CW and RTTY signals, as well as circuit diagrams for building the interface required from readily available parts. Incidentally, owners of VHF-UHF scanner radios can also receive RTTY in most cities using the methods described here.

You should be aware that Section 605 of the Federal Communications Act of 1934 prevents you from discussing the content of non-amateur and non-broadcast stations with others, or using any information you may hear for personal gain. Actually, most transmissions of a sensitive nature are encoded to prevent reception by unintended listeners. However, you will find that there is a great variety of signals on the airwaves which you can monitor successfully. There are many books and magazines which provide up-to-date frequency lists and other helpful information.

Some of the most interesting listening on the airwaves includes the RTTY news transmissions by international press organizations such as UPI, AP, Reuters (London), USIA and the VOA, TASS, etc. In fact, most countries with radio facilities use RTTY to transmit news reports. Many of these transmit the news in several languages including English, and at regularly scheduled times. You will find that many of these reports have a strong political bias to say the least! The news stories reported over the airwaves are often one to three days ahead of local newspapers and television broadcasts, and some of them are purposely never reported for various reasons. If you have an interest in receiving news from a foreign country or improving your foreign language skills, or want to tune in on the latest crisis situation as the story unfolds, the RTTY press services make for fascinating listening.

Another source of CW and RTTY signals are the worldwide organizations that broadcast weather reports to ships and aircraft on
a round-the-clock schedule. These include gale and hurricane warnings, weather for airports worldwide, iceberg reports, and various ship-to-shore messages. Or, you may be interested in decoding the CW and RTTY messages sent by Amateur Radio operators to each other. Many amateur operators have become interested in computers in order to improve their transmitting and receiving capabilities, and regular “Ham nets” meet on the air at scheduled times (similar to a conference telephone call) to share information and details about their computers and programs. Since most computer interfaces and software that can decode RTTY and CW signals will also decode ASCII, it is likely that you will eventually hear some ASCII being sent over the air as the use of computer-generated signals increases. It is even possible to receive Morse and RTTY signals from amateur radio satellites orbiting the earth.

SWL combined with a personal computer can transport the listener over thousands of miles to behind-the-scenes, and provide new insights about countries with different political and economic systems. One of the most challenging computer uses might be to write programs for analyzing coded messages such as the groups of numbers which are sent by so-called “spy numbers” stations to their agents. These stations often operate on regular schedules, and the groups of numbers which are sent are usually in plain voice or CW. Who knows, you may be the first to unravel the meaning of a “spy numbers” message with the aid of your computer. For a modest investment in hardware and software, you can tune international intrigue as it happens and let your computer do most of the work for you.

An effective RTTY/CW monitoring station could consist of a decent shortwave receiver, a RTTY/CW computer interface, and the software cartridge, tape, or disk for use with your computer. As far as receiving antennas are concerned, my shortwave antenna (believe it or not) is a metal slinky stretched out along an outside wall of my radio/computer room. Although a separate article could be written about shortwave antennas, with even a simple longwire antenna such as this, mounted indoors, I have logged shortwave stations from every continent. Outdoor antenna kits are available from electronic stores such as Radio Shack.

**Figure 1.** Sample radio monitoring log developed using an indexing program. Note that the printer is in condensed mode for using this particular log format.

**Figure 2.** A sample monthly target list for radio monitoring.
for about ten dollars. Other listening post accessories that can be very useful are: a tape recorder, world atlas, 24-hour clock and a time conversion chart, frequency lists, a station logbook, reference books and magazines, etc. The tape recorder is one way of saving RTTY/CW messages which can be played back later through your computer interface to display received messages on the monitor screen. A better method is to use software which allows you to save radio messages to tape or disk. Of course, using a tape recorder is a good way to save your favorite shortwave broadcasts or voice communication intercepts as well. It is also a valuable tool for listening to or learning foreign languages.

A world atlas is very helpful in finding the geographical location of the cities and countries your monitor. If possible, find one which has latitudes and longitudes clearly marked, since ships and aircraft often give their latitude and longitude along with any messages. Or, you can mount a large world map on a nearby wall. A program which calculates distances using latitude and longitude would be a helpful addition.

A clock with 24-hour readout is another useful station accessory. Virtually all shortwave broadcasting schedules are given in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) and you will need to convert your local time to UTC in order to know when to begin monitoring a particular broadcast. Conversion charts are inexpensive or you can easily make your own. Some well-organized SWLs use an index card for this purpose.

Keeping a log of your most interesting listening catches is a good practice and lets you review what you have accomplished as time goes on. Logs designed for radio monitoring may be purchased or created, and should include information such as the date, time in UTC, the type of signal heard and its strength or quality, frequencies monitored, station callsign, remarks, and anything else of interest to you. With a computer you can go much further and design a log program that would save this information to tape or disk. How about writing a program which would sort your favorite radio frequencies by category (military, press, aviation, etc.), and put your favorite listening frequencies in order from highest to lowest? Your own needs and creativity will determine the best logging system. Along these lines I have used a simple “all-purpose” indexing/filing program to develop a logging system with excellent results.

Figure 1 is a sample log which can easily be created using many popular database and indexing programs. Note that the column labeled “CO” represents a user-defined numerical code for identifying different message sources—press, amateur, coast guard, civil aviation, military, etc. Many indexing and database programs also allow such categories to be sorted and then printed out. For example, the log can be printed out by lowest-to-highest frequency, UTC, date, and so on.

Figure 2 is a printed-out “target list” of stations to monitor which is a modified version of a magazine indexing program. Many indexing programs have been published in computer magazines or are available in stores which sell computer software. If you subscribe to several radio monitoring magazines as I do, you may find yourself with more listings of frequencies to monitor than is feasible. Each month I like to choose the frequencies in which I am most interested and enter them into a simple program which gives me a monthly “target list” by magazine and date. It is much easier to use than shuffling through stacks of magazines or hastily written notes!

Reference books are essential to an effective listening post. Books containing frequency lists help you tune into the signals which are most interesting to you and make identifying the stations heard and their locations much easier. Other books provide tips on improving your hand-held programmable receivers and antennas and accessories for your monitoring station, and on the basics of SSB, Morse code, and RTTY communications. It is exciting to tune randomly across the short-wave bands, but eventually you will want to be able to zero in on specific stations of interest. That’s where up-to-date reference books and magazines can help. Rather than listing the large number of manufacturers, books, and magazines which are available, I suggest that you simply visit your local radio electronics dealers. Many dealers serve the amateur radio community and have a full line of books, magazines, and product brochures.

Are you more than a little bored with the average listing available on television and AM/FM radio stations in your area? By investing a little time and expense in adapting your computer to process data which is beamed around the globe on the airwaves you can broaden your horizons and experience the real “global village.” And yes, you may be the one who unravels some of the radio mysteries which abound on the short-wave bands.
On The FM Band

A thoroughly revised 10th edition FM Atlas and Station Directory has been compiled by Bruce F. Elving, Ph.D. Nearly two years in the making, the newest book is designed to make it easier for FM radio-equipped travelers, or those who dial around from home, to tune in their favorite sounds between 88 and 108 MHz.

The book features 77 pages of FMMaps showing exact station locations, call letters and frequencies, as well as directories arranged by frequency and geography. The directories give full technical and programming data on some 5,000 FM radio stations of the United States, Canada and Mexico. Listed, too, are stations having an SCA subcarrier, and what they use this "hidden" closed-circuit service for. Low-power FM translators are shown, giving their frequency and call letters of the full-service station they rebroadcast. Educational, public and religious stations are shown, as are commercial stations.

Revised editorial content questions the continued longevity of AM radio, Canada's elusive stations that don't individually identify, and a look at what recent FCC rules changes might mean to the listener. Articles on "FM Piracy," improving reception, and FM DX listening round out this lively, informative reference.

First started in 1971 as the "FM Station Atlas," the FM Atlas and Station Directory has grown in size and reader acceptance to its presently big 164-page format. Data published includes official information, such as FCC daily news releases, as well as contributions sent in by broadcasters and listeners throughout the United States and Canada.

This book can be ordered from CRB Research, P.O. Box 56, Commack, NY 11725. Price is $8.95 per copy, plus $1 postage/handling to addresses in USA/Canada/APO/FPO.

The Hidden Signals On Satellite TV

Howard W. Sams & Company, a division of Macmillan, Inc., announced the release of the second edition of The Hidden Signals on Satellite TV.

This is the authoritative guide for the technically-oriented hobbyist who wants to tap hidden signals. The book details satellite services available and demonstrates how to access and use the non-video transmissions available on your satellite receiver.

The comprehensive coverage includes how to access such non-video signals as audio channels, news services, teletext services, commodity and stock market reports, and more, using readily-obtainable equipment. Anyone who has or will be installing a satellite won't want to pass up the hidden world illuminated in this valuable, 190-page, softbound book retailing for $19.95.

Author Bob "Coop" Cooper is the founder of SPACE, the satellite industry's trade show. He, and co-author Thomas Harrington, have been active in the industry since its inception.

Books are available through bookstores, educational institutions, computer retailers and electronics distributors.

The DXers Guide To Computing

The 3rd Edition of George Wood's useful 35-page booklet is here to fully update the earlier edition. This covers all aspects of using computers in respect to DX listening, including RTTY, packet radio, computer-controlled receivers, digital radio modes, computer bulletin boards, information utilities, and so on.

There's also an introductory chapter for beginners (written by Jim Grubbs) explaining the basics and giving plenty of source addresses for those getting started. This will be very useful to those who would like to get started but don't know about computers.

Even if you're already into computers and DXing, the book has plenty of hints, kinks, ideas, and new approaches that you can use to substantially increase your enjoyment. Plenty of telephone numbers, too, that you can use to dial up all sorts of information, computer bulletin boards, etc.

A fine booklet and at a cost of only $3 (postpaid), you can't go wrong! The DXers Guide To Computing can be ordered from Radio Sweden International, S-10510, Stockholm, Sweden. Please mention that you learned about it in POPCOMM.
The past few weeks have seen a real upswing in pirate activity, as evidenced by the fistful of reports being delivered to the Pirate's Den. So, what say we waste no space and get right into the news and loggings...

TNFM, reported earlier as CFTN-FM, is proving to be one of the more widely heard pirates this year. I must have received half a dozen copies of the station's informational sheet from readers. According to the TNFM information, the shortwave outlet actually began in November 1982 but was closed by Canadian authorities in May 1984. The operator, Alan, then started up KQRO which he ran until last winter when he put TNFM back on the air on both FM and shortwave. Originally, Alan claimed to know nothing about the shortwave broadcast, saying someone was relaying it on shortwave unbeknownst to him. Now, however, he admits responsibility for both outlets and says TNFM broadcasts will continue sporadically and also advises listeners to "watch out for some KQRO programs" too.

Garth Carman in Edmonton, Alberta heard the station from 0408 to past 0600 on 7370 with an apparent party in progress (later confirmed by a call to the station). Chris Hawk in Omahe had them on 7415 taking phone calls and requests and playing rock music to 0500 tune out. Dean D. McIntyre, VE6PBO, in Edmonton also had them on 7415 from 0500-0630 and says he hears the station nearly every Saturday and Sunday. Dean adds that the station operates from Ganges, a small town on Salt Spring Island in the gulf between Vancouver and Victoria, BC. Address is Box 1345, Ganges, BC V0S 1E0. FM power is 15 watts with an ERP of 240 watts, shortwave uses 100 watts from a B&W transmitter (specifically, a B&W 5100 according to the station's literature.)

Don Feldman in Penn Valley, CA says TNFM was his first pirate log. He had them on 7415 with a schedule announced as 7:30 to midnight (live broadcasts) and midnight onwards, taped. Elmer J. Cronkright in Wyoming, MI found them on 7440. Dirk Prado in San Francisco had them from 0300-0720 on 7415. Evan Anderson in Evanston, IL spotted the station on 7437 (he doesn't mention the time logged) and Charlotte Brooks in Ashburn, CA had them "via KQRO" at 0600 on 7415. So, 7415 looks like the most-used frequency and if you check around on weekend evenings chances seem pretty good you can bag this one.

Radio Dead Man was heard by Evan Anderson on 5 July from 0410 to 0440. He doesn't mention the frequency but I expect it was in the 7300-7500 pirate band somewhere.

Radio North Coast International was spotted by Chris Hawk on 8 June on 7485 around 0300 featuring comedy music. Also heard on 29 June from 0115-0159 by Phil Bekaika, Larrum, MI with rock and comedy requests. Phil notes that reports go to P.O. Box 245, Moorhead, MN 56560.

WHOT was logged by Joey Prego in Brooklyn, NY on 1620.5 on 23 May from 2100-0400 sign-off with a 50's rock format, taking phone requests and promising QSLs. Operators were Jim Nasiom, Hank Hayes and Pete Sake. Joey says WHOT was his first pirate logging. Jim Buchanan in Shrewsbury, MA had them from 0126-0259 sign-off. But wait! Jim tried to get through on the phone without success, then called the number two days later and this time did get through, only to be told that the station hadn't been on the air when he took his log and that someone else was rebroadcasting their programs. The WHOT rep said they are mostly on FM and when they are on AM it's 1630 kHz. Odd, since they've been long reported on AM - 1610 and upwards. William J. Fernandez in MA noted them on 1625 and William says the station told him they are on the air mostly weekend evenings with no specific schedule, though generally midnight to 4 a.m. and that the transmitter drifts from 1620 to 1645 kHz.

The Voice of Communism was caught at 2200 on 1 June on 7365 by Robert Stec in Warren, MI with TV themes, talks about the low crime rate in the USSR. Also heard by Mark Carlson in Brookline, MA back in April on 7370 to 2142 sign-off with funny skits involving such characters as "Marienne Rhuoff," "Vladimir Gilbert Stanovich," "Natasha Brocavich" and "Richard Nixon." The station claims to broadcast from the USSR.

Mark says that at about 2150 on the same...
date and frequency, a few minutes after Voice of Communism signed off, he heard a station sign on and ID as Radio Moravia which ran until 2219. Radio Mauser Worldwide, also ID’ing as Radio Mauser International was found on 7425 between 0148-0226 by an unidentified reporter in northeastern Indiana who says the signal strength was very good. WQNR Rock’It Radio in Selden, NY sends copies of the latest exchange of correspondence between it and the FCC, in which the FCC turns down an appeal by the station for a reduction or elimination of its $750 monetary forfeiture. WQNR believes its operations were legal and claims to have petitions from ‘thousands of our listeners, their parents, area merchants and business people demanding the FCC allow Rock’It Radio. WQNR to return to the FM dial.’ I’ll try to keep you posted as the situation develops.

James Dean of Unionville, IN sends a clipping from the Bloomington, IN newspaper about the efforts of former pirate operator Bruce Quinn (Jolly Roger Radio) to go legit. Quinn has two applications before the FCC now—one to get another FM channel assigned to Bloomington and another to put an FM'er in Delphi, Indiana. If granted, Quinn says the first of the two stations could be on the air in a year.

Radio Clandestine is still going strong. Bradley Lucken of Cincinnati heard them back in late April on approximately 7363 from 0203-0226, with comedy songs and some nautical stuff, with usual host R.F. Burns. Bradley also heard Canadian Club Radio in approximately 7454 from 0215-0240. Signal strength was poor and Bradley was unsure of the address he copied down so he put in a lot of detective work to confirm it. It’s P.O. Box 140, 3090 Danforth Ave., Toronto, M1L 1B1.

Still another Canadian is CFIP—Radio Free West, P.O. Box 124, 25 The West Mall, Etobicoke, Ontario, M9C 4W5. CFIP calls itself “Canada's only underground shortwave broadcaster.” Programming, according to info received from the station, is “various types of music and informative news-talk shows which are directed to North America and Eastern European Audiences.” The station says its schedule is “semi-variant” during the week but is scheduled regularly on Sunday evenings in the 41 meter band. The transmitter is a Viking Ranger with an output of about 40 watts.

CFIP wants to buy a linear amplifier if you happen to know of one that’s available. A letter sent by Eric Wilson of High Point, NC to Radio Nova International was returned, marked “no forwarding permit.” Does anyone have any fresh information about the status of this station?

WPBR was noted on 7438 at 0210 by Johnnie P. Harper in Albertson, NC broadcasting in sideband. Phil Bekkala caught Zeppelin Radio Worldwide from 0038-0059 on 7436 with advertisements and march music. Reports, Phil notes, go to the Moorhead, MN address mentioned earlier.

The Voice of Qubar was heard on 6 July at 0106-0137 on 7423, also by Phil Bekkala. Qubar claimed to be broadcasting from his “secret cave in the ICOM mountains on Asteroid R-71.” Programming was hard rock and messages such as “Love each other or your planet is doomed.”

An unsigned, no-return-address-letter arrived this month describing the fate of Radio Danny. It seems that “two burly FCC agents, armed with search warrants” broke into the facilities of Radio Danny, confiscating all the broadcast gear. “They took down his longwire antenna which he had cleverly camouflaged with diapers.” Well, I'd say Radio Danny has plenty of time to make a comeback. See the photo.

We are out of space. Please keep those loggings, clippings, pirate photos, QSLs, information sheets and what-have-you coming in to us, folks. Your contributions are the backbone of this column and they help others hear and QSL more pirate stations. Until next month, 73 and keep prowling the pirate bands!
A
other loop antenna? Here is a simple loop antenna which comes ready-made and is designed to be used with a portable radio which only has a built-in antenna.

You never know what you'll hear on the radio! While listening and loop factured band General Hardware store you want to boost knob telephone number plus Kirkland, Herrington, is order Hardware store near you can check table radio very loop, my connected antenna had back porch, this got the best of me so I hiked over to a U.S. General store and dropped down $39.80 in plastic to bring home the "Select-A-Tenna."

This turns out to be a small round plastic box, ten and one-half inches in diameter and two and a quarter inches thick with a single knob in the center of the front and a BC band scale (530-1700) around it. It is manufactured by Intensitronics Corp., P.O. Box 562, Hales Corner, WI., 53130. Best of all — it works! So, if you have a portable radio such as the Sony SRF-A100 and need a boost for the weak stations, then this gizmo will do just that. It requires no batteries as it is a passive device... just set it within six inches of a radio, adjust the radio to the station you want to hear and peak the Select-A-Tenna to the same frequency. Then, turn the antenna and radio for the best reception, repeating each one again for best reception.

Those of you that have a U.S. General Hardware store near you can check it out or order it from their catalog. The part number is 53512 and they call it a "radio bridge." Herrington, a mail order catalog store in Kirkland, Ohio, 44094, sells it for $39.95 plus $4.50 for postage and handling. Their telephone number is (216) 256-1446. This small loop is not quite as good as a larger loop, but it will be hard to beat for portability and price unless you build your own. Also be reminded that it will not work with a radio that does not have a built-in antenna.

With an antenna like this DXing becomes very portable. Using a loop with a small portable radio and a pair of headphones the world of the elusive stations is brought home to the log book. A friend of mine, Mack Green, was visiting a few weeks ago and had his Sony 2001 under his arm. This also a nice DXing receiver and it has a pair of antenna terminals on it! Well, we had to see how it would do with my four-foot loop connected to it. Setting up the four-foot loop on my back porch, we had no trouble hearing WDMV, our 500-watt daytimer on 540 kHz way down on the eastern shore of Maryland. We also heard WNBC, WOR and other New York stations.

This Sony has five LEDs used as an 'S' meter and a three-position RP gain or sensitivity switch. As I recall, WNBC lit one or two of the LEDs with the sensitivity at the maximum position. That's pretty good from Baltimore for a New York station. We connected the four-foot loop and the Sony lit up like a Christmas tree. We couldn't believe it! Backing the sensitivity to the middle position the LEDs were still all lit. Sliding the switch to minimum sensitivity, four of the five LEDs were still illuminated! We were both amazed! It would have been nice to try the Intensitronics loop with the 2001 but I didn't have it at the time. I'll tell you what though, I'm saving my beninos for the Sony 2010... the son of the 2001, and the 2010 has a synchronous detector to boot.

By the way, Mack is on his way back to North Carolina with a set of plans for the four-foot loop tucked right beside his Sony! You can get yours for $5.50 postpaid. The ferrite loop plans are $7.50 and they include a preamp. We didn't have time to try the ferrite loop on his Sony. Maybe next time. My suggestion for the operation of any loop is a small plastic "lazy susan" pantry can turn on which the radio and/or loop may be placed and turned to adjust for best reception. For more info on loops write to me including a SASE.

Oh where, oh where have all the clears gone? In a conversation I had the other day with Pucky Pickrell we thought it might be a good idea to mention to all the DXers once again about how the clears are becoming unclear in a fast hurry and it wouldn't hurt us all to write to the FCC and tell them how this distresses us, which indeed it should.

Let me give you a few examples. The lowest U.S. clear is 640 kHz which has been the home of KFI in Los Angeles for years with daytimers in Ames, Iowa and Akron, Ohio. You can see what 640 kHz looks like today in Table 1. Not much of a clear channel anymore! Others are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>New stations</th>
<th>Previous stations</th>
<th>Unl day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>830</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1030</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1160</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1180</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Well, I could go on and on but I think you can get the picture of what is happening to our clear channels. These new stations, for the most part, are unlimited time stations, approximately 99, the rest are daytime only with about 50 or so new ones thrown in. The daytime stations are not too much of a problem and I admit most of the fulltimers are low power at night but, even so, the frequencies are becoming cluttered.

The basic FCC reasoning is to provide more local programunlining. My feelings differ somewhat on this. Is the AM band the place to provide the space for additional stations? The AM stations are in serious trouble now. With so many stations on the air now coverage has been severely reduced, especially on the high end of the dial. Now we are cutting into the clearer (?) channels. Many folks enjoy lisitening to distance stations for reasons other than DXing. This is going to be more and more difficult as each month goes by and these new stations are approved and come on the air.

BY MARK MANUCY, W3GMB

THE MONITORING MAGAZINE
Table 1 – 640 kHz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>hrs.</th>
<th>power</th>
<th>Antenna</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KFI</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td>1A</td>
<td>un</td>
<td>50/50</td>
<td>nda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLWJ</td>
<td>R. Palm Bch, FL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10/5</td>
<td></td>
<td>DA-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPMA</td>
<td>Wildwood, FL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td></td>
<td>DA-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>2C</td>
<td>50/1</td>
<td></td>
<td>DA-2 (cp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOI</td>
<td>Ames, IA</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>5/1</td>
<td></td>
<td>DA-N (cp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTIB</td>
<td>Thibodaux, LA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4/1</td>
<td></td>
<td>DA-2 (cp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLDI</td>
<td>Westfield, MA</td>
<td>2C</td>
<td>50/1</td>
<td></td>
<td>DA-2 (app)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>Berrien Spg, MI</td>
<td>2C</td>
<td>5/25</td>
<td></td>
<td>DA-2 (app)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>Kingsley, MI</td>
<td>2C</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td></td>
<td>DA-2 (app)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>Zeeland, MI</td>
<td>2C</td>
<td>1/25</td>
<td></td>
<td>DA-2 (app)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The abbreviation "un" stands for unlimited time operation or license to operate 24 hours a day. "cp" means a construction permit has been issued and the station is being built and "app" means an application has been made to the FCC for this facility.
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Several people have already mentioned to me the additional "noise" in trying to hear WBZ and other cities that they normally listen to at night. The noise they refer to is not the summer static! Bear in mind the above stations are not any of the low power stations operating with less than 250 watts. I've mentioned in a previous column how two frequencies in Baltimore are gone for night-time DXing because of low power stations. WINS will not be heard again at night in Charm City!

Make your thoughts known to the FCC at 1919 M Street NW, Washington, D.C., 20554. If you don't like the clears being cluttered and you say nothing, I can assure you the situation will get much worse. Many people that buy and/or build radio stations do so for only a couple of reasons. One, it's a way to make a lot of money and two, it's a way to promote their ego. Concern for the clear reason for having a broadcasting station as outlined by the FCC years ago never enters the mind of many owners. As a result the general public suffers. Of course I'm generalizing, but I want you to know I'm upset about the current situation. Enjoy the clears while you can, it won't be long before they're history!

Congressional action will create a problem next April for daytime-only stations. Daylight Savings Time will begin the first Sunday in April in 1987 and this will force darkness upon the face of many daytime-only stations for an extra hour for the balance of April. For many this will mean extremely low power during a normal "drive to work time," which is normally the most listened time on the radio and therefore makes the most money for the stations. The DXer it means an extra hour to DX in the morning without having to get up quite so early!

I haven't heard much comment about the low-power stations from readers. Are you listening to these new stations in your area or logging any which are not near you? Perhaps they can't be heard because their power is so low. Tell me what you're hearing.

Phil Stevens asks why we are not hearing more low power AM/FM stations rebroadcasting the big guys like is done on TV. Well,
Phil, must not be much money in it. Although, just recently, several U.S. short-wave stations have come on the air. Most are religious in nature but some do offer other types of programming. The long wave frequencies below the broadcast band are not allocated for broadcasting in this hemisphere by the frequency coordinators of the world. The answer to the noise problems of the world, other than moving, Phil, is a loop antenna... or, get rid of light dimmers, TV sets, fluorescent lighting, fish tank heaters, automatic night-lights and need I go on!

A letter from Christopher Sweitzer, now living in Gainesville, reminisced about when he lived in this area. I remember when WDVH came on the air in 1954, Chris, I lived 70 miles east of G-ville and listened to them a lot. Thanks for the letter. Glad to see they have kept the same call letters all these years. In Jacksonville, the letters WK2Z have been around many years also, but have moved from station to station according to Richard Boekel, Sr., who writes to say it is still the best sound in town! From Mike Burmeister of KIHX-FM in Prescott Valley, AZ comes word the station plans to run by...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>Pwr</th>
<th>Ant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKLW</td>
<td>Paintsville, KY</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>5/0</td>
<td>NDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KURV</td>
<td>Edinburg, TX</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>1/91</td>
<td>DA-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WNYC</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>50/10</td>
<td>DA-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRIN</td>
<td>Atkin, MN</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>1.5/0</td>
<td>DA-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCHZ</td>
<td>Gulf Breeze, FL</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>2.5/1</td>
<td>NDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMAK</td>
<td>Pittsburg, KY</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>5/0</td>
<td>NDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNXX</td>
<td>Los Ranchos, NM</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>DA-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMUV</td>
<td>Conroe, TX</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>5/0</td>
<td>DA-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZBR</td>
<td>Amory, MS</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>5/0</td>
<td>NDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAYD</td>
<td>Ozark, AL</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>10/0</td>
<td>NDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWVC</td>
<td>Wilkesboro, NC</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>NDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRCF</td>
<td>Providence, RI</td>
<td>1290</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>DA-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJNY</td>
<td>Watertown, NY</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>449'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITC</td>
<td>Cazenovia, NY</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>33'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFXI</td>
<td>Marlow, OK</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>428'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTKA</td>
<td>Groves, TX</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>312'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOEL-FM</td>
<td>Oelwein, IA</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMJS</td>
<td>Prince Frederick, MD</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>564'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSCD-FM</td>
<td>Duluth, MN</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>603'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMCM</td>
<td>Rockland, ME</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>612'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLJA-FM</td>
<td>Ellijay, GA</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>278'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDJC</td>
<td>Birmingham, AL</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1006'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMEV-FM</td>
<td>Marion, WA</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1418'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WNVC-FM</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1418'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDBN</td>
<td>Medina, OH</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>879'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAYV</td>
<td>Atlantic City, NJ</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>331'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEBO</td>
<td>Ardmore, OK</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>328'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSCZ</td>
<td>Greenwood, SC</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>390'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCSC</td>
<td>Clifton Park, NY</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>299'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WVVJ</td>
<td>Orange, VA</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>320'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPCV</td>
<td>Winter Haven, FL</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>986'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCAV</td>
<td>Brockton, MA</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>276'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWZM</td>
<td>Fredericstown, OH</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>390'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTHP</td>
<td>Thomasville, NC</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>429'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCSY-FM</td>
<td>South Haven, MI</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>364'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTKT</td>
<td>Crystal River, FL</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1322'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WVHT</td>
<td>Elkins, WV</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>328'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEZT</td>
<td>Bridgeport, CN</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>669'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVU</td>
<td>Pueblo, CO</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>2000'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPIN-FM</td>
<td>Plymouth, NH</td>
<td>100.1</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>364'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WYFA</td>
<td>Waynesboro, GA</td>
<td>100.9</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>410'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIXM-FM</td>
<td>Dixon, IL</td>
<td>101.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>328'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZBO-FM</td>
<td>Edenton, NC</td>
<td>102.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>286'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKHT</td>
<td>Hendersonville, NC</td>
<td>102.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1781'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTOJ</td>
<td>Carthage, NY</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>.535</td>
<td>620'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOOV</td>
<td>Copperas Cove, TX</td>
<td>103.1</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>630'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLMO</td>
<td>Okeechobee, FL</td>
<td>103.1</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>288'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKNE-FM</td>
<td>Keene, NH</td>
<td>103.7</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>689'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSOC-FM</td>
<td>Charlotte, NC</td>
<td>103.7</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>1059'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKTC</td>
<td>Tarboro, NC</td>
<td>104.3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>605'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KUUK-FM</td>
<td>Wickenburg, AZ</td>
<td>105.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>266'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKDE-FM</td>
<td>Altavista, VA</td>
<td>105.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>328'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFMX</td>
<td>Statesville, NC</td>
<td>105.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1517'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KXOF</td>
<td>Bloomfield, IA</td>
<td>106.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>300'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHAA</td>
<td>Port Sulpher, LA</td>
<td>106.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>982'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL</td>
<td>Casper, WY</td>
<td>106.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1834'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHit</td>
<td>Bremerton, WA</td>
<td>106.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>819'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KKB</td>
<td>Klamath Falls, OR</td>
<td>106.9</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>675'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WERZ</td>
<td>Exeter, NH</td>
<td>107.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>352'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRJT</td>
<td>Monterey, TN</td>
<td>107.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>486'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLOZ</td>
<td>Paragould, AR</td>
<td>107.1</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>409'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WQLT-FM</td>
<td>Florence, AL</td>
<td>107.3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAKS-FM</td>
<td>Canyon, TX</td>
<td>107.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1353'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY: D = Daytime, N = Nighttime, DA = Directional Antenna, DA1 = Same Pattern Day & Night, DA2 = Different Pattern/Power Day/Night, O = Omni Antenna Day and/or Night, * = Special Operation or Critical Hours, N/C = No Change.

solar power, not as an experiment as have others, but all the time. I hope it works out, Mike. Keep us informed.

Mike Vickers updates us on the story earlier this year of KERG, which had to reduce power due to proximity to a fire tower. The station is off the air and it seems permanent at this time.

And, as we run out of space, let's quickly update you on AM Stereo. Kahn has added four new stations to his list. Two on 1400 kHz with 1 kw are WSTC in Stamford, CT, and KART in Jerome, ID. Next is WLEO in Ponce, PR with 250 watts full-time on 1170 kHz. The biggie is WJXW, 50 kw daytime on 1530 in Jacksonville, FL. For a complete listing of AM stereo stations send $2.50 to me. See the address at the end of this column.

Sony has a new boom box which looks very nice. It has dual cassettes with dual recording (new) and AM stereo, multi-mode reception. It also has high-speed dubbing and a graphic equalizer. Model number is MW 250. I've seen Sony's boom box model CBS-6000 for under $100 and their new multi-mode AM stereo car radio, XR 237, is out. One of Sansui's home stereo receivers with multi-mode AM stereo has been seen for under $150. They have several other models as I've mentioned before.

That's about it for this month, keep those cards and letters coming, folks. My address is P.O. Box 5624, Baltimore, MD, 21210.
Depot personnel at the U.S. Army's Tobyhanna Army Depot in Pennsylvania have participated in the successful test of a new system that allows communications between tactical and strategic satellite terminals.

During early June, a team of depot personnel and representatives of the U.S. Army Satellite Communications Agency (USASATCOM) operationally tested the Ground Mobile Forces (GMF) Gateway system. It was the first time that a tactical terminal at the depot was linked with a strategic gateway via satellite.

The test consisted of an active, secure satellite link between an AN/TSC-85A tactical terminal at Tobyhanna and an AN/FSC-78 strategic terminal at Fort Detrick, MD. The link-up was achieved via the Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS) Eastern Pacific satellite.

The test confirmed that the GMF Gateway will offer enhanced communications for operations in remote areas, improve long-haul communications for force management by rear-area commanders and meet other previously unfulfilled requirements for strategic-tactical communications by deployed forces, says Jim Mangino of the depot's Production Engineering Division.

The actual test consisted of an operational check of the TSC-85A, a loopback test of the 85A where a signal is "bounced off" the satellite and received by the transmitting terminal, and the live link between Tobyhanna and Fort Detrick. The link was maintained for two days as test personnel passed traffic over the hook-up.

Three depot personnel were at Fort Detrick during the test period to configure the GMF Gateway equipment for various test scenarios, ensure equipment operation and monitor testing. The three employees are technicians in the depot's SATCOM/Data Systems Section.

The GMF Gateway is designed and built at Tobyhanna for USASATCOM. It was designed to augment the Digital Communications Satellite Subsystem, another major project performed by the depot for USASATCOM. Eventually, 15 GMF Gateways, each consisting of several telephone booth-sized racks of equipment, will be installed at sites around the world, says Ed Hutchko, depot project coordinator for GMF Gateway.

USASATCOM-designed tactical terminals are highly-mobile systems for rapid deployment to the most remote regions of the world. Strategic terminals are normally located at fixed sites, are larger and have greater capabilities.

The TSC-85A is installed in a shelter and is truck-mounted. It uses an 8' diameter dish. By comparison, the FSC-78 strategic terminal utilizes a 60' diameter dish.

The successful test of the GMF Gateway is the latest achievement in the long and fruitful relationship between Tobyhanna and USASATCOM, which is headquartered at Fort Monmouth, NJ, and maintains a field office at the depot.
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(In Virginia: 800-572-4201)
Store Hours: MT: 10 am - 6 pm
WF: 10 am - 8 pm
Sat: 10 am - 4 pm
Order Hours: MT-Fri 9 am - 7 pm
Sat 10 am - 4 pm

NEW ENGLAND

8 Stiles Road
Salem, New Hampshire 03079
New Hampshire Orders,* Information & Service: (603) 898-3750

New England Orders & Quotes:
800-237-0047

NEW Store Hours
MTWinSat: 10 am - 4 pm
ThF: 10 noon - 8 pm
Sun: Closed

*Order and we'll credit you with $1 for the call.

LACOMBE, LOUISIANA

Our Associate Store:
Davis & Jackson Road, P.O. Box 293
Lacombe, Louisiana 70445
Information & Service: (504) 882-5355

Terms: No personal checks accepted. Prices do not include shipping. UPS COD fee: $5.25 per package. Prices are subject to change without notice or obligation. Products are not sold for evaluation. Authorized returns are subject to a 15% restocking and handling fee and credit will be issued for use on your next purchase. EGE supports the manufacturers' warranties. To get a copy of a warranty prior to purchase, call our customer service at 703-643-1063 and it will be furnished at no cost.

Hard to get through on our 800 numbers? Call before 10 a.m. or after 5 p.m., or call one of our regular numbers. If you pay for the call and order, we'll credit your order with $1.

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Sensitivity And Selectivity
What To Look For In A Good Scanner Receiver

This month let's take a look at two technical figures that always accompany the specification sheet on a scanner receiver. The terms “sensitivity” and “selectivity” indicate the scanner's ability to pick up extremely weak, distant stations while at the same time discriminating against local strong stations on an adjacent channel. A scanner that lacks either sensitivity or selectivity may not give you the reception you desire, but I'm happy to say that modern name-brand scanners usually feature top-notch receivers that boast good sensitivity and selectivity figures.

**Sensitivity Measurement**

The ability to pick up extremely weak signals is measured in the sensitivity figure “microvolts per meter,” simply abbreviated “μV.”

Two methods of rating sensitivity are available, either SINAD or the 20 dB quieting method. SINAD is usually used for FM scanner monitors and FM transceivers because we use a modulated carrier which gives an indication not only of sensitivity but receiver bandwidth to audio power output. The word SINAD stands for signal, noise, and distortion. The Electronics Industry Association (EIA) defines SINAD sensitivity of a scanner monitor as the minimum value of a modulated RF input voltage that will produce at least 50 percent of the receiver's rated audio power output, with a SINAD ratio of 12 dB or better, where the SINAD ratio is:

\[
\frac{\text{Signal} + \text{Noise} + \text{Distortion}}{\text{Noise Distortion}}
\]

If the signal input level is advanced, the amount of signal required to produce full-rated audio output can be determined. If the audio output of a scanner is rated at 1 watt, the voltage across a 4-ohm output (with a speaker or 4-ohm dummy load connected) will be 2 volts. The voltage is equal to the square root of the power times resistance. At 10 mW, the voltage is 0.2 volts; and at 50 mW, .45 volts.

Another way of determining sensitivity is the very simple “20 dB quieting” method. A test carrier is slowly increased until the unmodulated RF input voltage reduces the unsquelched scanner output noise by 20 dB—or 1/10th of its original voltage.

If the literature indicates a receiver sensitivity of .5 microvolts or 20 dB noise quieting, it means that the reception of a 5 volt signal will be 20 dB (or ten times) less than the noise present without any incoming signal. This is why we use the word “quieting.” As sensitivity figures drop to lower values, it means that the ultimate scanner receiver sensitivity is better. In other words, a scanner rated at 1 microvolt sensitivity per 20 dB quieting is far better than a receiver rated at 2 microvolt sensitivity. Most scanners are rated well below 1 microvolt sensitivity, so .5 would be better than 1 or 2 microvolt sensitivity—25 would be better yet! Some of the very latest scanners now give us selectivity figures of .1 microvolts for 20 dB quieting. This is extremely good.

When looking at sensitivity figures, look for figures at .5 microvolt for 20 dB quieting, or better.

**Selectivity**

Selectivity is the ability of your scanner to pick out weak stations on the desired channel from very strong local stations on an adjacent channel or nearby frequencies. This is a tough task for your scanner if you live in a large metropolitan area with thousands of transmitters all on the same band. Using an outside antenna—and we hope that you all do—also adds to the job of the scanner to exclusively receive and pass through to the speaker only those on-channel calls.

You may recall the early days of citizens band when radios weren't very selective at all. A CB set with poor selectivity might pick up channels 8, 9, and 10 as well as 13, 14, and 15 when the receiver was actually set on channel 11. Those early “super regenerative” CB sets had great sensitivity, but absolutely no selectivity!

CB and scanner radios now feature superheterodyne circuits which feature extremely narrow RF and IF amplifiers that allow the reception of the emission bandwidth of a single channel to come through to the audio amplifier section. In other words, when you are listening to an ambulance company operating on 155.60, a good selective receiver won't pick up the other nearby ambulance company operating on 155.175 and 155.145—15 kHz adjacent channels.

Today's modern scanner receiver offers top selectivity through superheterodyne single, double, and triple conversion receiver techniques. Selectivity figures are expressed in minimum decibel reception to an adjacent channel frequency. Selectivity measurements are usually listed 7.5 kHz and 18 to 25 kHz from center band frequency. A scanner rated with maximum selectivity at 50 dB (±18 kHz) can be interpreted to mean that signals beyond 18 kHz away from the center frequency will be reduced and rejected at least 50 decibels below the carrier. It's the shape factor of the selectivity crystal filter that ultimately determines how sharp a scanner receiver tunes. It's also important to look at the minimum selectivity figures for splinter frequencies that are separated very close to your desired channel. A good minimum selectivity figure might be 6 dB at ±7.5 kHz.

When looking at the spec sheets, always look for the very highest dB rejection number for a specific kilohertz frequency. Selectivity rated at 7 dB for ±7.5 kHz is a better figure than 5 dB or ±7.5 kHz. A selectivity rating of 50 dB or ±25 kHz is not as good as a 70 dB rating at ±25 kHz. The higher the dB rating, the greater the amount of selectivity to reject adjacent channel strong signals.

**Specs or Fantasies?**

There has always been the joke that radio receiver manufacturers simply copy each other's sensitivity and selectivity figures when making out the sales brochures. While I doubt that this is entirely true, you will find that the majority of sensitivity and selectivity figures found on sales brochures are almost identical. Compare them for yourself.

Where you will find a real difference in sensitivity and selectivity is directly dependent on the price of the receiver. More expensive receivers generally feature additional stages of filtering for increased selectivity. The more expensive scanner monitor may also utilize more expensive field effect transistors (FET) for added sensitivity. The old “you get what you pay for” certainly holds true for scanner monitors—buy a cheap one, and it may not have the sensitivity and selectivity of more elaborate and expensive scanners.

I have found that most scanners offer a minimum of .5 microvolts per meter sensitivity throughout their tuning range. On pocket scanners that require crystals, it should also be noted that this .5 microvolt figure only applies to a very narrow band of frequencies within the main frequency spectrum. In other words, a pocket crystal scanner may indicate that it tunes all frequencies between 30 and 50 MHz—but for maximum sensitivity, the receiver must be “peaked” within 3 MHz of the desired crys-
tal channel. If you have an old crystal pocket scanner receiver, and it's not doing very well on sensitivity, chances are you can dramatically improve reception by letting a technician "peak" the receiver section for the crystal frequencies installed.

On programmable scanners, a very special receiver follows the tuning of a VCO and always presents the very best of sensitivity all the way out to the edge of each band. In Electra Bearcat scanners, this patented tuning system is called "track tuning" and it works well. No matter what frequencies you program into the scanner, "track tuning" peaks the receiver instantly to the desired channel.

More stages of filtering add to better selectivity. More filters are usually employed in physically larger scanners—which means that you may suffer a slight loss of selectivity when you use a pocket scanner as opposed to a regular programmable home scanner. While crystal filters are small, they still take up a lot of room in a scanner—and this is why most pocket scanners are indeed sensitive, but may suffer slight amounts of adjacent strong channel bleed-over.

Add-on Devices

Accessory manufacturers provide preamplifiers to boost scanner sensitivity. While the preamps boost both signal and noise by as much as 10 or 20 dB, any preamplifier used on an FM scanner receiver generally does not produce a dramatically stronger signal as opposed to background noise. Quite simply, turn on the preamp and everything simply gets louder—not necessarily clearer. If a simple preamplifier really boosted the intelligibility of a weak signal, you can be sure that scanner manufacturers would simply include this type of preamplification inside their product. I'm not saying don't buy a preamplifier—just don't expect that it's really going to help out on weak signal reception when in the FM mode.

An adverse side effect of an external preamplifier to a scanner receiver is the introduction of "intermod"—out of band signals that are injected into the scanner receiver because of over-sensitivity to the scanner's normal RF input section. If you use a scanner with an external preamplifier and are plagued by random signals that you know aren't on the frequency you are receiving, turn off the preamp, turn up the volume, and use your scanner as it was originally intended. Again I repeat—if there was a simple preamp solution for better weaker signal reception, manufacturers would have surely included it in their design.

Same thing with selectivity add-on devices—these will sometimes help if you are plagued by a local FM music broadcast station coming through on selected VHF channels, but no add-on selectivity device will cure the problem of adjacent channel selectivity. That can only be achieved by the internal crystal filters already added by the manufacturer to the scanner. Again, if there was a simple way of going to a better filter or more filtering, manufacturers would have done it. You're getting the utmost from your scanner as it was originally produced by the factory.

If you're looking for the best, buy the best model that is available. Take those extra dollars you were going to invest on add-on devices and put them into a good antenna system for added sensitivity. If you have problems with one local company and adjacent channel selectivity, consider the very popular scanner beam antenna that will allow you to "null out" the interfering adjacent channel signal.

Today's scanners have never been more sensitive or selective. Buy the best, and you won't ever have to worry about these two figures again.

---

**SIGNAL ENGINEERING's High Performance CB Antennas**

- **SUPERHAWK** $114.95
- **WHITE LIGHTNING** $199.95
- **DPX 2000A** $149.95
- **LIGHTNING 6** $359.95

**THE most POWERFUL CB base in the world today!**

---

**LOOP ANTENNA**

- **AM broadcast at its best!**
  Palomar's shielded ferrite loop rotates and tilts to eliminate interference. Desktop amplifier has 20 dB gain and sharp tuning control. Plug-in BCB loop covers 550-1600 KHz.
  Model LA-1 Loop Amplifier $84.95. BCB Loop $62.95. Add $4 shipping/handling in U.S. & Canada. California residents add sales tax.

---

**PALOMAR ENGINEERS**

2624 Fayette Drive, Mountain View, CA 94040
Phone: (415) 948-3833

---
EEB INTRODUCES THE NEW MARANTZ PORTABLES

PMD 430 Save $104  SALE $409.95
- Monoaural Line 3
- Dolby B Noise Reduction
- 4-Way Power
- Built-in Speaker/Channel Select
- Astonishing High Frequency Performance

PMD 221 Save $70  SALE $259.95
- Monaural Location Recording
- 3-Head off-the-tape monitoring while recording
- 4-Way Power
- Direct Telephone Connective Jack
- 2-Speed (1-7/8 & 15/16 IPS) allows up to 2 hour unattended recording (on C-120 tapes)
- Built-in Speaker with Volume Control
- 3-Position mic attenuator
- Line IN/OUT

PMD 201 Save $70  SALE $209.95
- Many features of the PMD 430 such as Illuminated VU meter but without off-the-tape monitoring

Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORTABLE CASSETTE</th>
<th>PMD 221</th>
<th>PMD 430</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Response (VU/10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal tape</td>
<td>40Hz—12.5kHz (40Hz—0.5kHz)</td>
<td>35Hz—14kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GY tape</td>
<td>40Hz—14kHz (40Hz—7.5kHz)</td>
<td>35Hz—15kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal tape</td>
<td>40Hz—15kHz (40Hz—8.5kHz)</td>
<td>35Hz—17kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal to Noise Ratio, NR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby B NR on</td>
<td>57dB</td>
<td>51dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dpx NR on</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>75dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where Oh Where Do I Send . . .

There still is understandable confusion about what to send to SCAN and what to send to Popular Communications. Even we were confused at first, so don't feel alone! Here's a brief rundown you may want to save for reference.

Change of Address: If you're a SCAN member, your old mailing label and new address should be sent directly to: SCAN Address Change, P.O. Box 414, Western Springs, IL 60558. Sending it to Popular Communications will cause delays if you're a SCAN member. On the other hand, if you're not a SCAN member, address changes should go to Popular Communications.

Communications Shop Ads: These should go directly to: PC Communications Shop, 76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801. Please, please type your ad or print very clearly.

Membership Renewal: Please send your SCAN membership renewal (which includes subscription to Popular Communications) only to SCAN, P.O. Box 414, Western Springs, IL 60558. Popular Communications subscribers who are not SCAN members should continue to send renewals to Popular Communications.

Photo Contest Entries: Send to SCAN Photo Contest, P.O. Box 414, Western Springs, IL 60558.
Public Service Award Nominations: Send to SCAN Public Service Award, P.O. Box 414, Western Springs, IL 60558.
Co-Op Service Orders: Send to SCAN Co-Op Service, P.O. Box 414, Western Springs, IL 60558.
SCAN Insurance Claims: Send directly to Hartford Insurance using the address shown on the policy.

Comments and Suggestions: Always welcome at either Popular Communications or SCAN (or both!)

SCANNING TODAY

fulfill those requests until now. Supplies are limited, and we are reserving the right to limit orders to one pin per member if necessary (in which case a refund will be issued if additional pins were ordered). We suggest that you order promptly to avoid disappointment. Address orders to: SCAN Member Pin, P.O. Box 414, Western Springs, IL 60558.

Legislative Alert — We Need Your Help!

Finding out about proposed state and city scanner laws is one of the most difficult problems we face in protecting our right to monitor the airwaves. Often, misguided proposals aren't called to our attention until it is very late in the game. After there are many endorsements and sponsors, it is very difficult to have a politician change his or her public position. We've done it in several cases, but the drain in resources is enormous. When we find out about it early on, such as when a state senator or city council member has stated that he/she intends to draft legislation, then we have a much better chance. If we can quietly deliver our arguments and documentation on the issue, the legislation is often quietly withdrawn or drafted in a way that does not affect us. Because we reach them early on, there is no public embarrassment in a position change. After positions are hardened and co-sponsors lined up and on record, it is a much different story. Then we are asking somebody to admit they're wrong in public... not an easy task. That is why we need you to be our eyes and ears. We need to be alerted at the first hint of a problem, such as a criminal act involving a scanner. Then we'll step in and supply the facts before emotions and politics get out of hand. Because all of our mail goes to the same address, it is very helpful if you will put "legislative alert" on the outer envelope so that it doesn't get lost in routine mail processing. You'll be helping to protect your rights and the rights of your fellow SCAN members.
How good are you at being a frequency finder? When a service vehicle drives by and you see a six-inch whip antenna on top of the truck, do you know where to search to find the driver’s radio frequency? When a police officer picks up a walkie-talkie that has a six-inch rubber antenna, do you know how to tell whether it is on VHF high-band or UHF?

One of the best clues in determining a user’s radio frequency is to get a good view of their antenna, whether it is base, mobile or handheld. Because there are so many different antenna designs, it is impossible to determine the user’s operating frequency on all occasions. The antenna manufacturers are constantly coming up with new designs to go up against the competition, thus, there are always a few weird looking antennas out there in use.

However, antennas generally fall into specific antenna designs, particularly for mobile use. The length of an antenna determines on what frequency it will operate best because the antenna is cut to the wavelength of the operating frequency. Mobile antennas are generally cut to a quarter-length of the operating frequency’s wavelength. Quarter-wave antennas usually do not have a coil at their base, although some may have a spring to absorb jolts from overhead objects such as tree branches.

A simple formula will tell you the user’s approximate operating frequency if you measure or guess the length of a quarter-wave antenna, providing the radio technician cut the antenna to the proper length. Divide 234 by the length of the antenna in feet (round off inches to tenths of inches) and it will give you the approximate operating frequency. For instance, if you saw a quarter-wave antenna on a police car that was about 18 inches long, divide 234 by 1.5 (that’s the length of the antenna in feet) and you get 156 MHz. Chances are that the police department is using a frequency around 155-156 MHz. At least you know where to search. A listing in a local frequency directory might also help you find the exact frequency. Every serious scanner user should purchase a scanner directory from their local radio store.

Some general rules for quarter-wave antennas follow:

- **VHF low band (30-50 MHz)** — whip is 5 feet to about 8 feet tall.
- **VHF high band (148-174 MHz)** — whip is 16 to 18 inches.
- **UHF (406-512 MHz)** — whip is about 6 inches.
- **800 MHz** — whip is about 3 or 4 inches.

If the quarter-wave antenna is just a mere 2 inches, chances are that you’ve stumbled across a Ham operator who uses the 1296 MHz band.

Another popular type of communications antenna is one that has a coil at the base. The coil contains wire that is wrapped around inside the plastic housing and electronically makes the antenna longer than it actually is; in essence, it fools the radio in making it think the antenna is a half-wavelength or full-wavelength. The longer the antenna, the farther the radio will transmit. Here’s what to look for when determining the band a coil antenna operates on:

- **VHF low band** — 35-inch whip with a 5-inch coil at the base of the antenna.
- **VHF high band** — 40-inch with a 3-inch coil at the base.
- **UHF** — 32-inch whip with a 3-inch coil in the center of the antenna. (There also is a type of UHF antenna that is about 35 inches long and looks like a car’s AM-FM radio antenna, except that it has a gray band in the center.)

- **800 MHz** — 18-inch whip with a coil in the center of the antenna.

Base antennas come in so many different types and designs, we really can’t cover all of them here. There are omnidirectional antennas, also known as ground planes in some instances; dipole antennas (they’re the stick antennas that look like they have “ears” on one or both sides all up and down the antenna), and directional antennas such as yagi antennas, which are beam antennas that are pointed in the direction they are intended to transmit to. To learn about the various types of base antennas, it might be best to get your hands on a catalog put out by a major manufacturer on commercial two-way antennas or look at the ads in some of the magazines published for two-way radio users and dealers (some can be subscribed to for free if you have a good reason for receiving it).

The majority of antennas on handheld radios are rubber-coated and are known as “rubber duckies” these days. A big, long rubber antenna on a walkie-talkie would indicate low-band usage. A six-inch rubber antenna would indicate high-band usage, and a skinny six-inch rubber antenna would indicate UHF usage. A short, stubby rubber antenna also would indicate UHF usage. Handhelds operating on the 800 MHz band aren’t in widespread use, but you can’t miss it if you see one because the rubber antenna seems to be two sections, a thick base with a tapered skinny top section. There are other variations of handheld antennas, but these are the most prevalent.

There are other ways to determine frequencies. The easiest method is to use a portable frequency counter, though the cost of the equipment may be prohibitive. I have, however, seen handheld units selling for as little as $50 that do nothing other than read out the frequency of the closest transmitter. With such a handheld unit, you could walk right up to a mobile unit while the driver was transmitting and the frequency would read out on the display—simple and painless.

The most direct method of discovering a frequency is to call up the dispatcher and ask. Explain that radio monitoring is your hobby and give a good reason why you want to monitor their communications. If you demand the information, the dispatcher will most likely exercise his or her right to hang up. One time I wanted to find out a particular hospital’s new paging frequency. I called up the hospital’s switch-
TRUE HIGH PERFORMANCE RECEPTION

The AR-33 is a fully synthesized FEATHERWEIGHT VHF/FM portable receiver covering 140-170MHz in 5 kHz steps. It employs the latest microprocessor technology, along with a multitude of features and performances. The AR-33 has proven its performance in the world of professional communication including a great number of Federal/Local government agencies.

The AR-33 is the TRUE HIGH PERFORMANCE type monitor-receiver, from professional, to high-end users at a reasonable price.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Employs 1 microprocessor, 6 integrated circuits, and 13 transistors in slim housing.
- 2 Memory channels for instant recall of pre-set frequencies.
- Receiver employs 4 varactor tuned stages which track with the frequency selected for optimum performance over the entire band.
- Super wide range (30MHz minimum).
- Easy-to-use thumbwheel frequency selector dial.
- Super high sensitivity (0.2uV for 12 dB SINAD).
- Microwave grade GSM miniature coaxial antenna connector.
- Large diameter (50mm) and extra thin (5mm) speaker generates clear, crisp audio.
- Inexpensive AA battery operation (2 are required).
- Earphone jack for private listening.
- Concentric type squelch and volume control.
- Furnished with complete set of accessories.
- Quality crafted and assembled in Japan.
- High impact ABS case.
- Size - 130mm (H) x 63mm (W) x 26mm (D).
- Weight - Approx. 200g with batteries.
- Full 1 year limited warranty.

The AR-33 is available factory direct or through selected dealers...

**$229.50**

ACE communications, inc.
22511 Aspian Street  Lake Forest  California  92630  (714) 581-4900  Telex 29-7385 ACE UR

**CIRCLE NO. 178 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD**

THE MONITORING MAGAZINE

Another way of learning a new frequency is quite a simple one. In most areas of the country, before a public agency (such as a police department or highway department) can purchase new radios, they must seek competitive prices by a process of public bidding. In many instances, an agency has already determined that they want to purchase a particular manufacturer's radio equipment. Subsequently, they will write up the bid specifications for that particular manufacturer's gear. For instance, the bid specifications may request that the mobile units transmit with a power output of 45 watts. The already chosen manufacturer's mobile radios might be the only ones on the market that have an output of 45 watts. They don't want a 30-watt radio or a 50-watt radio. Thus, no one else is able to submit a bid except that particular manufacturer. These bid specifications are public information and you have every right to walk into your town hall and ask to see the specs. Sometimes these bid specs are more general in specifying the operating frequency, such as "radio must be capable of operating on two channels in the 450-470 MHz band." With that knowledge and the knowledge that police departments generally operate in the 453 and 460 MHz bands, you'll know where to search when the new system is bought and put on the air. Other bid specs might be more specific. Not only might they mention the operating frequency, they might also mention the tone squelch (CTCSS or PL) frequency to be used in the system. Public info can be used to your advantage here.

Another trick to learning frequencies is to befriend a radio technician who repairs two-way radios. Chances are you'll find one who is also a member of your radio club, or if you're a volunteer with a fire company or rescue squad, one of the members might be a radio tech. There actually are radio techs who are diehard scanner nuts; they're out there if you look. I know of one person who has contact with several radio techs and, through them, has access to their computer-generated frequency lists in exchange for some handwritten notes and codes used by some agencies. You also might want to monitor some radio repair companies' own radio channels as they discuss the frequencies used by their clients. A lot of the radio techs are Hams and they'll be yakking away on a business band repeater just as if they were chatting on the Ham bands.

We'd like to hear from you here at POPCOMM. Tell us how you found a frequency (short of looking it up in a directory or FCC files). We can also use photographs of your monitoring posts, dispatching consoles, towers and two-way radio users. If you have ever received a unique QSL from scanner listening, we'd like to publish it for others to see (a good photocopy would suffice). We also welcome your questions, frequency lists and comments. Write to: Chuck Gysl, NZ2DUP, Scanner Scene, Popular Communications, 76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801-2909.
A POP'COMM reader from Michigan who wishes to remain anonymous (because he's a law enforcement officer) furnished us with details of the recently implemented Michigan State Police communications system.

This system differs from the earlier system that had utilized only four frequencies. The new system uses eight frequencies, with three of those frequencies in use throughout the entire state.

The mobile units operating in the MSP system are established according to a formula. MSP vehicles use identification consisting of the Post number followed by digits representing the individual unit (Unit 462 would be the second mobile unit of Post 46 in Battle Creek, for example). When digits between 1 and 59 follow the Post number, the vehicle is an MSP unit. Local agencies operating in the MSP system are numbered with 60 through 89 after their area's MSP Post number. Numbers 90 through 99 after a Post number are Motor Carrier officers. If you hear mobile units identifying with numbers between 9900 and 9999, they are federal agency vehicles.

Readers are invited to send in state and major metropolitan area law enforcement agency station rosters and/or signal codes used by those agencies.

### Michigan State Police

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>MHz</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-1</td>
<td>42.74</td>
<td>Car to Base (Dept. of Natural Resources, Motor Carrier Officers &amp; those local agencies dispatched by MSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-2</td>
<td>42.58</td>
<td>Base to Car (paired with F-1, also statewide frequency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-3</td>
<td>42.48</td>
<td>Distinct (all posts) Posts (see list for frequency assignment)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MSP Posts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post #</th>
<th>Distr. #</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>F-4 (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lansing</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Brighton</td>
<td>42.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ionia</td>
<td>42.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jthaca</td>
<td>42.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Owosso</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Northville</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Romeo</td>
<td>42.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>St. Clair</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>New Baltimore</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Flat Rock</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ypsilanti</td>
<td>42.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pontiac</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>42.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Freeway Post</td>
<td>42.02/42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bay City</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>East Tawas</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bad Axe</td>
<td>42.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td>42.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Flint</td>
<td>42.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>West Branch</td>
<td>42.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bridgeport</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lapeer</td>
<td>42.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Caro</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td>42.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Coldwater</td>
<td>42.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Tekonsha (closed)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Jonesville</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Battle Creek</td>
<td>42.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Paw Paw</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>White Pigeon</td>
<td>42.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Niles</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>New Buffalo</td>
<td>42.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>South Haven</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Wayland</td>
<td>42.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>St. Joseph</td>
<td>42.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rockford</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Read City</td>
<td>42.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mt. Pleasant</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Grand Haven</td>
<td>42.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Newaygo</td>
<td>42.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hart</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Lakeview</td>
<td>42.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Traverse City</td>
<td>42.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Cheboygan</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Gaylord</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Alpena</td>
<td>42.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Houghton Lake</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Cadillac</td>
<td>42.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Manistee</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Petoskey</td>
<td>42.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Negaunee</td>
<td>42.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Newberry</td>
<td>42.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>St. Ignace</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Manistique</td>
<td>42.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Gladstone</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Iron Mountain</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Wakefield</td>
<td>42.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>L'Anse</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Stephenson</td>
<td>42.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Calumet</td>
<td>42.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Munising</td>
<td>42.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Iron River</td>
<td>42.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sault Ste. Marie</td>
<td>42.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The "I" (Intelligence) Squad and Detectives (all areas):

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>165.65</td>
<td>&quot;Red&quot;</td>
<td>154.92</td>
<td>&quot;Green&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155.46</td>
<td>&quot;White&quot;</td>
<td>155.505</td>
<td>&quot;Blue&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Michigan Emergency Public Safety Radio System (MEPSS):

155.685
There are some interesting items on the shortwave news ticker this month.

As we alluded to last month, Radio Japan has reached an agreement with Radio Canada International whereby Radio Japan programs will air via one of RCI's "big guns" - 250 kw transmitters at Sackville, NB. This was due to take effect on October 1st so be watching for increased strength and clarity on some Radio Japan broadcasts and remember, if it's that clear, it's probably Canada and not Japan, that you're hearing.

Adventist World Radio was once more testing in July, and again doing so on 15460 - as early as 1800 and as late as 0100. The tests don't seem daily, nor are they being heard with much strength. A number of DXers have picked this one up already (not us, yet!). The address announced for reception reports is P.O. Box 1777, Alajuela, Costa Rica.

The still-not-on-the-air KVOH in California had this tentative schedule beginning with the September transmitting season: 0600-0800 on 6005, 0300-0600 on 9852, 0100-0300 on 11930, 1400-1700 on 11940, 2200-0100 on 15250 and 1700-2000 on 17775. Tests were to have begun in late June (but apparently did not) using 17775 from 1700-2200.

Meantime, High Adventure Ministries, which operates KVOH, is sending out appeals now to begin the funding for their next project - the radio ship "China Clipper." The organization says it is due to be launched soon and will then be anchored off Singapore. The ship will have powerful shortwave transmitters intended for broadcasting to China, India, Japan, Australia, the Philippines, Indonesia and the rest of Asia. An on-air target date has been set for next spring. We'll keep you up-to-date on the progress of this one.

A new station is rumored to be going on the air from Honduras using 4780, a frequency formerly used by Radio Juticalpa in Honduras, as well as 6310. Tentative station name is Estacion Cultural y Educativa, operated by the Comite Internacional de Radio from La Ceiba, Honduras.

Various groups have toyed with clandestine broadcasts to or from Colombia over the past couple of years. Now it seems there may be something a bit more permanent happening. Details on this one are still sketchy. It could even turn out to be the legitimate licensee, who knows? Anyway, La Voz de Libertad heard on 6093, though apparently not on an everyday basis. In contrast to previous Colombian clandestines, this one is rightwing and is being heard around 1200 and 2330 on 6093. That frequency is very near to one formerly used by La Voz del Centro in Espinal (6095) a couple of years ago.

Speaking of clandestines, you can have yourself a pretty entertaining evening if you keep a close ear on the area around 6545-6565. The El Salvador word war is in full throttle most nights. Radio Venceremos is active for much of the evening, while the fake Radio Venceremos is sometimes to be heard, as well as the other FMLN station, Radio Farabundo Marti. If that's not enough, there's a strong music jammer floating around and one, possibly even two additional music jammers of lesser strength, according to expert DXer David Potter in Florida. One of those cases where 12 hands and four pairs of ears would come in handy.

Has someone taken a page from the Radio Earth Book? Sunsplash Radio International announced a new, all-reggae music station on shortwave. But, really, it's to be a program and not an actual station with its own transmitter. "Reggae Radio" will use the transmitter of another station, as yet not chosen. There's no indication in the Sunsplash press release as to just when the broadcasts will begin. They are also seeking reggae bands who'd like to get their music on the air. Sunsplash Radio International can be reached in care of Daniel J. Miller, 1604 Plover Springs Drive, Plover, WI 54467.

Belatedly, but no less sadly, we must report the passing on April 29 of Dr. Clarence Jones who was the co-founder of HJCJB. Jones, along with Dr. Reuben Larson was a pioneer missionary broadcaster. The pair started HJCJB in 1931. Dr. Jones was 85 years old.

Ah, the mail! Kevin Story of Midland, Texas asks us a quart of questions. We'll try and work in just a few of the answers. The Radio Malaysia you heard in English was probably the outlet on 4985 and is in Kuala Lumpur, not Sabah. Storms and other bad weather don't really affect DX per se, except for the increased static level. Most listeners wisely unplug receivers and antennas during local storms. As for the reply time for some of the stations you mentioned, it's impossible to provide concrete answers. A reply from any one of them may range from a few weeks, to several months, to not at all. Put together the best report you can, enclose IRCs or mint stamps of the country in question and keep trying.

John Maxwell of Wichita, Kansas says he's received a QSL from the Voice of Nicaragua, despite the fact that we said recently that they weren't replying. Yes, replies seem to be coming through now. John. Could it be that the answer to tough verifiers...
Dear Compañero Listener:

From all of us at the Voice of Nicaragua—Short Wave International— I would like to thank you for your reception report.

Your report is very important to us, and we value the interest that you have in the revolutionary process evolving in this Central American country.

Despite the brutal aggression that Nicaragua suffers from the North American government, which generates a very critical situation, we make every effort to emit the message of the Sandinista Popular Revolution, as well as that of neighboring Central American countries, the Caribbean and all of Hispanic-America.

As a souvenir from your companion broadcaster, we are sending you a small banner, sticker and some information, in the hopes that you continue listening to us, and that the solidarity between our countries continues to grow.

I urge you to write to us again at Post Office Box 248, Managua, Nicaragua Libre. Our transmission frequency is at 6.015 kilohertz—international band of 49 meters. We broadcast at 05:00 until 12:00, and again at 16:00 until midnight (local time). Our time is 6 hours behind GMT or UTC.

P.S.

Rodolfo García G.
Director of International Short Wave
The Voice of Nicaragua

John Maxwell landed one of the first replies from the Voice of Nicaragua.

is simply making mention of them in this column? John also got a banner, sticker and a booklet entitled This Is The Truth which is a copy of a speech made by Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega.

Bruce Gilson in Silver Spring, Maryland wonders how to report relay stations to the column. Preferably, they should be listed for the country in which the relay is located, but we know a lot of readers are unsure which is which sometimes, and frankly, we get confused too, at times. A good log such as Radio Database International helps immeasurably. So, if possible, report loggings by country of transmitter location. If not, we'll try and work with what we receive.

Andrew Crowell in Nashville, TN would like to hear from still more readers who like the big and heavy shack warmers—those great old "boat anchor" receivers. His address is 721 Devon Lane, Nashville, TN 37211. One Listening Post reader responding to Andy's last request for contacts, gue Andy two old HRO-60's! Can't beat that price!

Len Kaminski in Marshfield, WI is looking for an address for Radio Vilnius. Try this one, Len: Radio Vilnius, 49 Konarisky St., Vilnius, Lithuanian SSR, USSR.

Interference to Radio Australia's 9580 frequency has Peter R. Vermeer of Sherwood Park, Alberta upset. He asks, "Are there international regulatory bodies that can stop the interfering?" Would that it were so, Peter. But it is mostly in name only. The International Telecommunications Union has no enforcement powers so all you can do is write to the offending station with your complaint and hope they move. Incidentally, we haven't had any other reports of QRM to Australia on 9580.

If you DX from the Des Moines, Iowa area, then David A. Turpin, 6204 Franklin in Des Moines, zip code 50322, would like to hear from you about the possibility of forming a local/area listening group.

Robert Barron in River Ridge, Louisiana wonders if the VOA African feed on 15445 is still via the Liberian relay station as listed a couple of years ago. That's how it's carried in the 1986 World TV Handbook and the 1986 Radio Database International listings, Robert, so as far as we know it is, indeed, via Liberia.

Robert is also curious about the South African service he heard on 4835. Radio South Africa is one of the other government broadcast services, indented for domestic use, and different from the Radio RSA external service, although both use the transmitting facilities at Meyerton.

Let's keep those cards and letters coming in! We need your loggings (by country with space between and your name and state abbreviation after each) along with QSL copies or originals if you have extra, schedules, clippings, shack and station photos—just about anything related to shortwave!

The following deserve your applause: William L. Peterson, Muskegon, MI; Greg LaValle, Korea; Robert Barron, River Ridge, LA; Larry Remapa, Pompano Beach, FL; Ray Hafeli, Mission, BC; Michael Loftus, Springfield, OR; Mark A. Northrup, Ann Arbor, MI; George R. Neff, Niles, OH; Ed Janusz, Bricktown, NJ; Sheryl Paskiewicz, Manistow, WI; Andrew Crowell, Nashville, TN; Bruce R. Gilson, Silver Spring, MD; and K.J. Hobbs, Hamilton, ONT.

'Til next month ... good listening!
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It won't be long before stations begin sending out 1987 calendars. Radio Budapest sent this one in 1986.

HUNGARY: Radio Budapest, 9635 at 0225 w/Discourse & staff (Northrup, MI); 0315 w/DX program (Northrup, OR).

IRELAND: Radio Baghdad, 5170 at 0300 w/answering & AA, na, listeners' letters in EE (Janusz, NJ); 5170 at 0300 to 0330, local, na, ID around 0315 (Rempala, FL).

ITALY: Rai, 9710 at 0355 in EE, w/answering, vocal vs. internet in Pannonia 11955 at 0188 w/s/ & a April 141 (Italian, Crowell, TN).

ISRAEL: Kol Israel at 7410 on 0100 in EE, w/mail program (Baran, LA).

IVORY COAST: Radiodiffusion Ivoirienne on 11920 in Pm, 1931 to 1935 w/a, ID & ID, address (Paszkiewicz, WI); 7215 at 0623 w/highlife, commercials, pops, FF commentary at 0630 (Crowell, TN).

JAPAN: NSB Radio Tokyo, 9595 at 1155 in J1 w/talk to OM, ID by YL, 1 tone, na (Paszkiewicz, WI); 9595 on J1 (Leftus, OR). Radio Japan, at 0745 in EE at 7135/7165 w/Issues Commentary (Northrup, MI).

LIBERIA: VOA Relay at 15445 on 2218 w/Issues in The News (Baron, LA).

MEXICO: Radiomexico International, 15420 at 0143 in J1 w/sports coverage (Paszkiewicz, WI); 0119 in S5 w/talks over jazz mx (Crowell, TN).

MONACO: Trans World Radio, 11735 at 0341 in EE & into AA. Splitter from Vatican at 11740 (Crowell, TN).

NETHERLANDS: N. Netherlands, 9695 at 0223 w/Talks to OM and OM. NETHERLANDS ANTILLES: N. Netherlands Bonaire relay 6165 at 0301, also 9590 at 0305 (Leftus, OR); 9590 at 0245 (Northrop, MI). Trans World Radio, Bonaire, 11815 at 1225 w/program (Northrop, MI).

NICARAGUA: Voice of Nicaragua, 6015 at 0340 w/speech by Ortega translated into EE, EE mx at 0545 (Leftus, OR).

NORTHERN MARIANAS: KYOL, Saipan, 11900 at 1133, rock mx (Leftus, OR). Pops & Super Rock KYO1 ID at 0531 at 15160 (Crowell, TN).

NORTH KOREA: Radio Pyongyang in Korean at 0247 on 4275, 7521 at 0311, 5221 at 0305, 4558 at 0230, 4550/4620 at 0242, 5498 at 0606, 9662 at 0400, 11679 at 0404, 15140/15157 at 0411, all in Korean (LaValle, Korea). Suspect your frequency readings may be off a bit in a Gregorian-Ed.


PORTUGAL: Radio Radio Veronica, 15254 at 0200 in EE w/world mx (LaValle, Korea).

PORTUGAL: Radio Free Europe, 11815 w/DX program at 0100 in Portuguese, 2015. Portugal listed as site (Paszkiewicz, WI).

ROMANIA: Radio Bucharest, 5990 at 0204 w/frequencies, ID, address (Crowell, TN).

SEYCHELLES: FEBA, 11865 at 0301 to 0331 s/off w/highlife, pops, highlife commentary, na (Paszkiewicz, WI).

SOLOMON ISLANDS: SIBC on 9455 at 0526

IN EE w/U.S. pops, commercials (Leftus, OR).

SOUTH AFRICA (REP. OF): Radio RSA on 6010 w/ID to NA at 0200 (Baron, LA); 9619 at 0215 (Northrop, MI). SPAIN: Spanish Foreign Radio on 6930 at 0015 w/Issues & World News (Northrop, MI).

SWITZERLAND: Swiss Radio International on 11255 at 0400 w/DX program in EE, also 9725 at 0225 in EE (Janusz, NJ).

SWEDEN: Radio Sverige International, 11675 on 0200, also 11755 on 13435, 19330 (Northrup, MI).

SYRIA: Radio Damascus, 12085 at 0135 w/A, FF, FF, diary. rtl QRL plus splitter from Kols (same). TAJIK: Radio Tadjik, 8122 at 0151 on 12160 w/rtl, pops, FF/OM (Crowell, TN); 0526 in EE w/highlife (Leftus, OR).

TUNISIA: VoicF (via VHF, Florida) on 5985 about 0130 w/C, Russian pops (Northrop, MI); 2300 in EE at 0100 in EE (Habbs, ON). UNITED ARAB EMIRATES: UAE Radio Dubai, 1300 on 11775 in AA (Gils, MI).

UNITED STATES: AFRTS on 5995 w/rtl, features, w/rtl on 7970, 1214, 1245 on 11805 (Northrop, MI). RADIO OWNERS!
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Winter is about to settle upon us. But if you live in the northern tier of states, you may wish it wouldn’t.

You have sudden flashes of the past summer entering your mind. Golden skies, balmy breezes. Laughter and play on the beach.

All those images remain in your memories as you glance at your video monitors with a sigh and watch lines of words pour forth from the many RTTY messages being sent by those aboard cruise ships in the Caribbean, Gulf of Mexico, and the Pacific.

Outside, the night air is becoming crisper; the temperature brings a chill to the body.

“I sure wish I could be aboard one of those ships instead of here,” you tell yourself as the first snowflakes of the season drop lazily from the sky. You put on a sweater or add another chunk of wood to the flames in the fireplace and return to your video screens.

“You don’t have to pine any longer. Your dreams can be fulfilled for the price of a postage stamp and the following listing of cruise lines. After you monitor RTTY messages from various ships, send QSL cards and letters to them and request pictures of the vessels for your reply. Then, when you receive the pictures, you can sit back and dream of golden skies, balmy breezes, laughter and play on the beach.


Bahama Cruise Line, 4600 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL 33609. Ships: Bermuda Star and Veracruz.


Clipper Cruise Line, 7711 Bonhomme Ave., St. Louis, MO 63105. Ships: Nantucket Clipper and Newport Clipper.

Commodore Cruise Line, 1007 N. America Way, Miami, FL 33132. Ships: Boheme and Caribe I.

Costa Cruises, One Biscayne Tower, Miami, FL 33131. Ships: Carla Coasta, Costa Riviera and Daphne.

Crown Cruise Line, P.O. Box 126968, San Diego, CA 92112-6968. Ship: Viking Princess.


Delta Queen Steamboat Co., 30 Robin St. Wharf, New Orleans, LA 70130. Ships: Delta Queen and Mississippi Queen.

Dolphin Cruise Line, 1007 N. America Way, Miami, FL 33132. Ship: Dolphin IV.


Holland America Westours, 300 Elliott Ave., W. Seattle, WA 98119. Ships: Nieuw Amsterdam, Noordam and Rotterdam.


Norwegian Caribbean Lines, One Biscayne Tower, Miami, FL 33131. Ships: Norwegian, Skyward, Southward, Starward and Sunward II.

Ocean Cruise Lines, 1510 S.E. 17th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316. Ships: Ocean Islander and Ocean Princess.


Premier Cruise Lines, P.O. Box 573, Cape Canaveral, FL 32920. Ships: Royale and Oceanic.

Princess Cruises, 2029 Century Park East, Suite 3000, Los Angeles, CA 90067.

NPX, the U.S. Navy’s South Pole Station at Antarctica also can be monitored easily in the months ahead. The sign beneath the American Flag reads, “Geographic South Pole. Average temp. minus 56° F. Altitude 9186 feet. Ice thickness over 9000 feet.” Notice the radio transmission tower behind the flag. (Photo courtesy U.S. Navy.)

The winter months are an excellent time for monitoring distant RTTY stations such as this one – the U.S. Navy station at McMurdo Station, Antarctic. Look for its callsign, NGD, in the vicinity of 11025 kHz. (Photo courtesy U.S. Navy.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Name of Ship</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Name of Ship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UZRC</td>
<td>Aleksy Tolstoy</td>
<td>ELBE5</td>
<td>Liberty Bell Venture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENXA</td>
<td>Alexandr Nevsky</td>
<td>OXMA</td>
<td>Louis A. Maersk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHLDF</td>
<td>American Spirit</td>
<td>SYYQ</td>
<td>Mari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6ZUP</td>
<td>Antarres</td>
<td>SVDE</td>
<td>Merini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNIE</td>
<td>Apollo (Royal Navy frigate)</td>
<td>BLH2</td>
<td>Ming Universe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICDE</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
<td>PBCM</td>
<td>New Amsterdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCYL</td>
<td>Atlantic Ocean</td>
<td>LITA</td>
<td>Northern Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JXRU</td>
<td>Bow Fagus</td>
<td>WFJK</td>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3ELR3</td>
<td>Daphne</td>
<td>WRGO</td>
<td>San Juan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELYN</td>
<td>David Gas</td>
<td>KFTU</td>
<td>Sea Drift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGGK</td>
<td>Dzieci Polskie</td>
<td>9HCP2</td>
<td>Seawind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NXRDA</td>
<td>USCGC Evergreen</td>
<td>UFXF</td>
<td>Svoboda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFPU</td>
<td>Freedom</td>
<td>SDVQ</td>
<td>Titanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAAO</td>
<td>USCGC Glacier (ice breaker)</td>
<td>56CX</td>
<td>Viking Eagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVCU</td>
<td>Golden Flag</td>
<td>5LGB</td>
<td>World Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCBT</td>
<td>Isla Baltra</td>
<td>UDNS</td>
<td>Zento Ozora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBBM</td>
<td>Island Princess</td>
<td>SQMM</td>
<td>Zienia Suksa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSG</td>
<td>Konkar Victory</td>
<td>SQMG</td>
<td>Zienia Suksa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations Used in The RTTY Column:

- **AA**: Arabic
- **ARQ**: SITOR mode
- **BC**: Broadcast
- **EE**: English
- **FEC**: Forward Error Correction mode
- **FF**: Freeform
- **fox**: "Quick brown fox..." tape stop
- **GG**: German
- **ID**: Identification
- **MFA**: Ministry of Foreign Affairs
- **nx**: news
- **PP**: Pronounce
- **RTRY**: "RTRY..." tape stop
- **SS**: Spanish
- **traffic**: w/ traffic
- **w/ with**: wx weather

Greek-flag cargo vessel with VS3212 callsign - Ed.

9164: HBD, MFA, Berne, Switzerland s/off in ARQ at 1349 (Peter, England). Knott's "Guide to Embassy Espionage Communications" notes that the official call sign here is HBD-20 - Ed.

9190: Wx data from Moscow Metro, USSR at 1231, 850/664 (Peter, England). Knott's book lists the call sign here as JUVB-1 - Ed.

A TEST tape at 1549 from KINERIA, Beijing, PRC, 425/646 (Braille, MI).

9687: Nx in AA from INA, Baghdad, Iraq, 425/646 (Hetherington, FL). I'm not sure to see the unusual iraqi QSL in Al-A-Braghain's appendix in this issue of the QST - Ed.

99945: RTRY DE CSY, Santa Maria Aerodato, Azores, 850/646 at 2112 (Braille, MI).

10164: Encryp ZT BUZI MFA, Havana, Cuba to Cuban Embassy in Panama, 500/100N at 1490 (Ed.).

1070A: JAG30 w/RTRY at 1727. At 1730 they sent QCA JAG-44 followed by PRENSA LATINA TOKIO JAPAN (Dailly Williams, CO). An interesting bit I'm puzzled by the QCA code abbreviation indicating a change in an aircraft's flight level. Maybe they meant QRA (my station home is ... instead of QCA? JAG30 is the call registered here, but could be saving airmail for relay of PL nx to Philippines where SS is spoken -- Ed.

10960: Nx in EE from CNA, Taipei, Taiwan, 902/668 at 1035 (Williams, Ed.)

11117: OLOT, Prague Podebrad, Czechoslovakia w/mg in EE at 1432 to RFG23 in Moscow at 1436 encrypted as "RRAW77 GENEL M00D" in 425/66R. The mag to RAW77 may have been 2 coded mags in 1 because of alternating lines of 3L SF Hx (Ed.).

12723: TTL, ASECA station at NJ/19949, Chord w/RTRY at 1645, 170/664 (Wolfgang Palmberger, FRG).

12492: GRUT, the British arillo Biritish WYE w/ Partisland at 1800 in ARQ (Daryll Simmonds, NY).

14306: OS239, a Belgian yacht, the SHAW w/mg report at ARQ at 2318 (Hartung, MD).

13131: Meteo w/"USRAIO" at 0525, 425/646 (Albin Magliano, Tahiti). I'll venture a guess on this one: UFN, Novorossik, USSR, which is listed on 1219 & 119 kHz. I find one list and it provides RTTY on this freq. Vietnamese, Guam, and London (England), none of which would be sending Soviet wx-based traffic. - Ed.

13457: Lihge (Liberia) mentioned in Telex in FF from RY, United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland at 170/770 at 1338 (Ed.).

13592: HMMWV at RTRY at 1154. Was 425/664. It's sharing inability to get service? KCONA (Williams, CO). No, it's PTT, Pyongyong was on 1327 kHz, which is also used by APF, Paris. May we use PAPA to the FF nx at 1327 kHz. Because of interference HFV48 & caused them to leave - Ed.

13563: CNA, Taipei, Taiwan, w/EE nx BC at 0510/66R (Einbinder, MI). Hope this be a xxmax to logging at 1097 kHz. - Ed.

13458: An Un-ID GQ station w/mg with RTTY and a QSO with "TKS EDI FUERU NICE QSO..." in ARQ at 1344. No GQ-long stations registered here. Any ideas? - Ed.

1384C: HRK52, U.S. Embassy, London, w/faxes of 2100, 850/100R (Simmonds, OH).

14371: 4RRP at 0853, 425/131R. Is it ROW247 (Palmberger, FRG). Yes, in Moscow - Ed.

14647-A: The creek embassy in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada w/"Creek hcf to MFA in Prague at 1817. Was followed by in "creek writers found in Canadian press (Ed.).


16100: FF mag from Noumea, New Calodonia to Barde, Dominique at 2110/660F. Teresa Adele was 425/646N at 2300 (Magliano, Tahiti). Must be FF naval hcf. Teresa Adele is a part of Antarctica - Ed.

16300: NNNPRO, USN MARS at Rata, Spain, at 1748 to NNNPRO, Puerto Rico, 170/100N (Simmonds, OH).

1668P: UFXX w/xx at 1519, 170/66N (Carol Kirk, CT). This is the SAMEYON ROSSUH, a Soviet freighter arriving in Estland - Ed.

17607: UDEE calling UBH, 170/64N at 1534 (Kirk, CT). UDEE is the CHOHULYNALES, a Soviet freighter - Ed.

2005C: CTXX, Montevideo Novard, Uruguay, w/fcss in SF to PW, PZ to Jano de Brazil, rear, 850/100N at 1930 (Tomi Adams, WI).

20697: BXXM, a list where somewhere in 0736 was 425/646N (Palmberger, FRG).
**The Weird Windom**

The windom antenna has long been a mystery aerial and I offer no confirmation or denial of its theory of operation. It does work! The windom is a half-wave antenna with an off-center feed point, Fig. 1A. In the original design by Windom, a single wire line is connected from this point to the receiver or transmitter. Theory of operation, often disputed, explains how it also operates well on the harmonics of the fundamental cut. It was used widely for Ham operations and one cut for 80 meters would also perform well for 40, 20 and 10 meters. A proper match often required some cut and try with the length of the single-wire transmission line if operation on more than one band was intended. The proper matching of the antenna to the receiver is, in general, less critical for shortwave broadcast reception only because the various shortwave bands occupy wide spans of frequencies and some mismatch often encourages better wide band reception. Furthermore, the efficiency of transmitter operation is more dependent on a precise match and transmitter mismatch can also result in equipment damage. No such problems exist at the receiver input.

A long time ago the windom was one antenna style that fit a cramped location for me with a 40-meter half-wave wire going from the chimney to a tree. The off-center feed point was right above the entrance window, an ideal situation for using a single piece of wire for a feed line. The end of the wire was connected to the top of the untuned secondary of the parallel resonant output circuit of a CW tube transmitter. Those were the simple days when you made the match by adjusting the number of secondary turns. I remember how the 40-meter band came alive with DX signals and I was able to communicate with far away stations for the first time.

How about a windom antenna for shortwave broadcast (SWB) listening? Let's take a look at its possibilities. First of all, there are a number of SWB bands and only a few are harmonically related. However, practical results indicate a broad receiving bandwidth. For example, a windom cut for 49 meters (6 MHz) as a receiving antenna does just as well on 41 meters (7.2 MHz) and is down but acceptable on 60 meters (5 MHz), too. When one begins to double such a wide span of frequencies other SWB bands fall into place over a range between 10 and almost 15 MHz (bands 31 through 19 meters). Actually, the antenna assembled here did perform very well on the above bands and only began to fall apart on 13 and 16 meters.

The antenna erected here is better called a "pseudo-windom," Fig. 1B because 300-ohm TV line is used instead of a single wire line for better matching into a modern receiver as well as a more favorable situation at the antenna feed point. There is a possi...
Figure 5: Use of TV line connector at base of mast.

bility the line choice also improves bandwidth although this point has yet to be confirmed. An optional addition is a Flexo switch that offers versatility and, on occasion, compensates for angle of signal arrival. Flexo plan was detailed in the September 1986 Better Signals and in other columns. Wiring is repeated here, Fig. 2, just one more time.

Windom Construction

Our pseudo-windom was erected in an inverted-V style, Fig. 3, and on several bands shows limited directivity off the sloping end. Bolt/nut terminals were attached to the top of a PVC mast, Fig. 4, and the antenna wires as well as the TV line wires are joined here using eye-ring solder lugs. The TV line is taped down the mast and, at an appropriate point, you can attach at TV connector, Fig. 5. A second TV line of appropriate length can be connected here for the run to the radio room.

If you are looking for additional directivity in some favorite quadrant, erect a sloping pseudo-windom as in Fig. 6. At our location the directivity of this version was especially pronounced on 19, 41 and 49 meters. Again, the Flexo switch is helpful in making the system more omnidirectional by making limited compensation for the bearing angle of signal arrival.

You may wish to give the windom a try. It may surprise you. It won't cost very much, only the price of a couple of insulators, some #16 vinyl covered hook-up wire for the antenna and a section of 300-ohm TV line. Be sure you have another antenna for comparison.

Figure 6: The windom sloper.
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Celebrities Are Not Free From The Long Arm Of The Law

Robert F. Kennedy Jr. did not have to appear in Yorktown Town court (NY) recently because he paid a speeding ticket and sent in a copy of his Massachusetts driver’s license by mail, said Court Clerk Kim McClary.

"Just like any other citizen it was a cut-and-dried infraction," said Mrs. McClary. The town received Kennedy’s guilty plea on a speeding charge with a check for the $35 fine and a copy of his license.

Kennedy was one of several drivers netted by a speed trap operated by Yorktown Officer Frank Ganung within a mile of the Yorktown Police Department. The posted speed limit in the area is 40 mph. Police would not reveal the speed of Kennedy’s vehicle.

Senator Edward M. Kennedy was also pulled over for speeding at 80 mph by a state police radar team in Duxbury, MA. He was fined $50 plus another $25 for not carrying his license.

Kennedy, the state senior senator, was clocked near his mother’s residence on State Route 3.

Late-night television talk show host David Letterman recently paid a $40 fine for using a radar detector in his home state of Connecticut.

Letterman was not speeding when he was stopped police said.

Small Town In Illinois Is Very Big On Tickets

Despite what the police chief may tell you, if you ever drive through the little town of National City, IL on Illinois Route 3 it’s a good idea to drive under the speed limit. For if you don’t, the odds are stacked against you.

In other words, you probably will get a traffic ticket.

It’s a fact that police in this southern Illinois stockyard town wrote 26 times as many traffic tickets last year as the place has people.

Fewer than 100 people live in the village, located across the Mississippi river from St. Louis, and home to the huge National Stockyards Co. livestock complex and related businesses.

But it has 11 police officers, seven full-time, to patrol a mile-long stretch of Illinois Route 3 and a few side streets where the speed limit is 35 miles per hour. And last year they wrote 2,647 citations for speeding.

Of every $50 fine levied, $23 goes to the village coffers, but officials say revenues have nothing to do with the tough policy.

St. Clair county State’s Attorney John Baricvic said he knows National City issues a lot of traffic tickets because his office prosecute them, but, he said he has seen no evidence that the citations are written improperly.

68% Speed Limit Increased

Nearly 70 percent of people surveyed nationally want the 55-mph speed limit raised on interstate highways, with 37 percent believing it should be 65 mph or more, Northeastern University researchers said recently.

Those most likely to want a speed limit of at least 65 mph drive at least 15,000 miles a year, are between the ages 35 and 55, and have a family income of at least $35,000 a year.

The study by three Northeastern business administration professors, based on a questionnaire completed by 384 people, found skepticism over air bags by surprising support for more sophisticated safety equipment on automobiles.

The national survey found 31 percent wanted the 55-mph limit, while 32 percent wanted 60 mph, 29 percent wanted 65 mph and 7 percent wanted 70 mph or higher.

FBI Rejoins Probe Of Allegations About Atlanta Traffic Court

The FBI rejoined the Georgia Bureau of Investigation’s 18-month probe into allegations of corruption at Atlanta Traffic Court, FBI and GBI officials said recently.

The FBI, which worked on the investigation with the GBI for several months last year, re-entered the probe when the GBI began turning up evidence that federal offenses may have occurred within Traffic Court, said Joe Hardy, and FBI spokesman.

GBI Director Robbie Hamrick said the FBI has been "looking at certain parts of Traffic Court on and off for a year and a half."

Neither Hardy nor Hamrick would specify what types of possible wrongdoing or which officials are under investigation. "We don’t know where the investigation is going to lead or how high," Hardy said.

But he pointed out that one of the FBI’s functions is to investigate instances of public officials using their position to extort money from others. "One of the things we are looking at (within Traffic Court) is the (possible) corruption of public officials who may or may not have obtained money through official right," he said. "Maybe somebody is acting under color of the law in saying they’re going to get (a ticket) fixed."

Sources close to both Traffic Court and the investigations say that in addition to the possibility of actual corruption of officials, cases have arisen of people “pretending” to fix tickets. They say bogus “fixers” have been known to prey on people ignorant of the system, who don’t know that judges can exercise great leeway in setting fines. In such cases, the “fixer” convinces the judge to lower the fine, and then collects the lowered fine, plus a commission, from a person who believes the ticket has been “fixed” and the offense won’t appear on his or her record, the sources say.

U.S. Attorney Stephen Cowen said that he and FBI officials decided to re-enter the investigation. Neither he nor Hardy would say why the FBI was withdrawn from the probe last year.

Pennsylvania Approves Use Of Speed Detector By Local Police

A compromise measure that would allow local police to resume using a popular device for detecting speeding motorists was signed by the governor this past March.

The device determines the speed of vehicles by measuring the time it takes a car to travel between sensors on a road.

The State Supreme Court ruled last November that the Department of Transportation was wrong to classify the ESP as an electrical device that can be used by local departments.

According to the ruling, only state police could have used the machine because it was considered an electronic device.

Smile! You’re Speeding

Big Brother is really watching you if you’re driving in one area of South Texas.

Galveston County constables are using a combination radar unit, computer and camera that automatically photographs mo-
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torists driving more than 10 mph above the
speed limit. The photograph features the
car's license plate, the driver's face and the
date, time and speed.
The motorist later receives a violation not-
tice in the mail.
"To me, it's a high-tech tool to do that
type of work more efficiently. You can cov-
er a lot more ground, rather than chasing
down each individual," Chief Deputy
Constable Harvey Melcher told The Houston Post.
The equipment can be set on automatic
to operate on its own while placed along a
highway, but a constable is monitoring the
system while it is being tested. The pilot pro-
gram began in one precinct of Galveston
County in May.
The motorist's violation notice includes
date, time and location. If they wish, they
can go to the police station to see the actual
photo.
Houston resident Nina Byrd, who was
fined $62 this week, was surprised by the
equipment that caught her speeding.
"I can't believe it. I've never even heard
about this," said Byrd, 19. "I figured I
couldn't fight it [the fine] so I paid it. Big
Brother is watching. What's next?"
In all, 1,200 alleged speeders have been
photographed since May, more than all of
those ticketed last year by police in the pre-
cinct where it is being tested.

Copy Worldwide Short-wave Radio
Signals on Your Computer

Remember the fun of tuning in all those foreign broad-
cast stations on the short-wave radio? Remember those
mysterious sounding coded tone signals that baffled
you? Well, most of those beeps & squawks are really
digital data transmissions using radioteletype or Morse
code. The signals are coming in from weather stations,
news services, ships & ham radio operators all over the
world. Our short-wave listener cartridge, the "SWL",
will bring that data from your radio right to the video
screen. You'll see the actual text as it's being
sent from those far away transmitters.

The "SWL" contains the program in ROM
as well as radio interface circuit to copy
Morse code and all speeds/shifts of radioteletype. It
comes with a cable to connect to your radio's speaker/
earphone jack, demo cassette, and an excellent manual
that contains a wealth of information on how to get the
most out of short-wave digital DXing, even if you're
brand new at it.

For about the price of another "Pac-Zapper" game, you
can tie your Commodore 64, 128 or VIC-20 into the
exciting world of digital communications
with the Microlog SWL. $64. Postpaid, U.S.
MICROLOG CORPORATION,
18713 Mooney Drive,
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20879.
Telephone: 301 258-8400.
NEW AND EXCITING TELEPHONE TECHNOLOGY

The Ultimate Mobile Phone

As E.T. demonstrated in the movie, it can be a bit tricky calling home when you are in a remote location. For urban dwellers who are too busy to pull up at a gas station, we have cellular phones. The phone company has call boxes in some unlikely spots like the tops of mountains and the depths of national parks. But what if you are miles from civilization or in the middle of a disaster zone? Now there is a phone system available for the explorer or disaster relief worker.

Comsat, the company that supplies the INMARSAT satellite phone and data service for ships now has terminals available for land service. For the man or woman on the go, Telesystems, the manufacturing arm of COMSAT, has the TCS-9000 transportable communications systems. In two matching suitcases sits everything you need.

The TCS-9000 will provide direct dialing to any phone number in the world. It will send data at up to 56 Kbps. It will also handle regular modem speeds and has one channel that will handle 1200 baud data to the V.22 standard. While the voice channel is in use, a telex channel is available separately.

The antenna is a small thirty-five inch dish which comes with a folding tripod. Included with the kit are the instruments needed to find the nearest INMARSAT geostationary satellite. Once the dish is pointed correctly, the system is ready to use and needs no further adjustment. Total set up time from suitcase to dialing a call is fifteen minutes.

As one sits reading this in a metropolitan area where there are phones in every home, on every desk and at every corner, it can be hard to visualize that there are parts of the world where any phone service at all can be days away. Even in the U.S. there can be occasions when you are hours from a phone. The western desert, Alaska and Texas have spots where the nearest phone may be at the nearest gas station and that can be hours away. Africa, Asia, Australia and Latin America have massive stretches of land where there are no utilities of any kind, let alone phones and Telex.

In the past, for rapid communications from remote spots, we have relied upon HF radio links. Bush radio in Australia is a famous example. HF links are notoriously unreliable and often only communicate to a dispatcher in the big city who relays messages. Few HF links have any patching to other communications services. The other problem with HF links has been the schedule problem. If an operator is not at both ends of the link at the right time, no communication is possible. The final problem with HF links is that many of them are simplex links, with the infamous "over" at the end of each sentence. Simplex links can be difficult for an untrained operator to use. With the TCS-9000, the user gets a real telephone.

The TCS-9000 system can have several telephone instruments attached to it or can be connected up to a PBX (office phone system). Using one device on a PBX, an oil exploration camp or relief hospital can have a real, fully operating telephone system in the middle of nowhere. Disaster relief agencies have always had a problem communicating with "home office," or even the press. In the past, thousands have died because the only way to call for more relief was the old 'runner with a clef stick' system that was perfected 3000 years ago by the Greeks.

News gathering teams in remote or hostile territory now have a system to allow them to send back text, voice and photographs instantly. Now there is no excuse for not phoning mother on her birthday. "But I was in the Sahara desert!" is no longer a valid excuse.

So what is really involved? First, all the gear fits in two large suitcases. One weighs 41 lbs., the other weighs 67 lbs. Not exactly carry-on luggage. The power requirements are 385 watts. This translates to 3.5 amps at 110 volts AC. The unit is designed to be powered by a 110V AC source from 47 to 64 Hertz. Hopefully, it will be switchable to 220 volts AC soon. There is a thirty-minute battery pack available to power the unit where no power is available or when the generator dies. Here is the really nasty part. Price? About $40,000.

Telesystems also sells the TCS-9000 mounted in a four wheel drive, 3½-ton Chevrolet suburban station wagon. This system is called the VCS-9100. The antenna is mounted on a gyro to track the satellite while the vehicle is in motion. The antenna will track at speeds up to 30 mph on flat terrain.

The vehicle has an onboard generator, a portable generator and a sixty-minute standby battery power supply should the generators fail. Should utility power be available, the vehicle can be run on 110 or 220 volt power from 47 to 480 Hz. The vehicle is supplied with extra air conditioning and all the comforts of home. The vehicle can be loaded and transported on a cargo plane. This vehicle is going to be a big favorite with governments and disaster relief agencies. The ultimate all terrain, all nation command vehicle. The limo for the ultimate safari. Now if they could just find room for the VCR, color TV and cocktail bar, it might be the last word for commuting around New York City.
Uninterruptible Power System

Kalino Electronics Co., Inc. announced a new standby uninterruptible power system (UPS) to its “AEGIS(TM)” line of power conditioning equipment.

Designated the LINE-SAVER(R), Model LS500, it presents a standby uninterruptible power system for use in the home and small business computer market. It is engineered to give trouble free standby back-up power available in 120/240 volt, 60/50Hz, with 500WATTS-VA capacity. The unit utilizes “Pulse Width Modulation” (PWM) technology to regulate the RMS AC output voltage for greater efficiency to various load conditions. The PWM AC output will also increase battery efficiency to increase back-up time; 5-10 minutes at full load, 20-25 minutes at half load, 35-40 minutes at one-third load. In addition the unit is furnished with an internal 24V sealed rechargeable battery, two SPIKE-SPIKER(R) voltage surge protected and EMI/RFI filtered AC outlets, audible and visual power failure warning system, test mode indicator and switch, replaceable external fuses, compact in size with external 24VD battery connectors to allow for mobility and extended hold-up time. The unit weighs only 27 pounds and has a foot-point of only 0.64 square feet. The unit comes complete with a 6-foot detachable, 3-prong, heavy-duty grounded cordset with a CEE-22 connector. The suggested retail price is $795. For more details contact: Kalino Electronics Co., Inc., 6584 Ruch Rd., E. Allen Twp., Bethlehem, PA 18017, or mark #105 on our Readers' Service Card.

Two Compact Radar Detectors

Uniden Corporation of America, Personal Communications Division, announced two compact radar detectors, the Uniden RD 9™ and RD 35™.

"The Uniden RD 9 is the smallest self-contained radar detector currently on the market," says Roy E. Mulhall, corporate vice president of Uniden Corporation of America. "It measures only 4.2" deep x 2.76" wide x 0.71" high. Furthermore, it is the most advanced in terms of features. It has outstanding sensitivity and features separate X- and K-band LED and audio indicators. At its suggested retail price of $269 for this caliber of equipment, it is also very affordable.

Like Uniden’s other top-of-the-line radar detectors, the RD 9 features E.D.I.T.™ (Electronic Data Interference Terminating) circuitry, which assures accurate radar signal detection by helping to eliminate erroneous signal interference. The dual-conversion, superheterodyne, pocket-size radar detector can be installed in almost any size vehicle and comes with an attractive carrying case.

A two-position highway/city selector switch allows the user to select unfiltered sensitivity for highway travel or filtered sensitivity for urban travel, and a single three-position switch permits selection of either an audible, visual or combined alert when radar is detected. The unit may be either visor- or dash-mounted. A power cord supplied with the RD 9 can be used for either positive- or negative-ground vehicles.

The other unit, the Uniden RD 35, also features E.D.I.T. circuitry and, like the RD 9, is protected by a 12-month warranty. It is priced at $139.95.

The RD 35 may be either dash- or visor-mounted and warns the operator by sound and a red warning light when X- and K-band police radar signals are detected. Its E.D.I.T. superheterodyne circuitry is designed to virtually eliminate false alarm sources, such as nearby microwave relay stations, radar door openers and aircraft and boat weather radars.

Check with your nearest Uniden dealer, or mark #106 on our Readers' Service Card.

New Mobile Catalog

A new 56-page catalog published by Antenna Incorporated, the mobile division of CELWAVE, lists the company’s complete line of mobile antennas, portables and accessories for the mobile market.

A leading mobile antenna manufacturer, Antenna Incorporated says the catalog is designed for ease of use with products listed by frequency band. Styles for every application ranging from 25 to 1000 MHz are available. Base load, disguise, transit, quarter-wave, 3 dB gain, 5 dB gain and 5+ dB gain antennas offer a variety of uses. Special application antennas such as Tiny Tike™ and briefcase styles are featured in the new catalog. Complete mechanical and electrical specifications are offered for every model as well as product features and options, the company says.

This broad line of mobile and portable antennas is manufactured in Cleveland, OH and Marlboro, NJ.

This complete 56-page catalog can be obtained by writing CELWAVE, Route 79, Marlboro, NJ 07746, or making number 103 on our Readers' Service Card.

Portable Communications Service Monitor

Ramsey Electronics has introduced the COM-3 Service Monitor designed to analyze and test transceivers in the 100 kHz to 1000 MHz range. The new unit is available for immediate ordering.

The COM-3 features a programmable microprocessor memory that stores and recalls on command up to ten commonly used test setups. The new Service Monitor covers every band, frequency, and IF with parameters of 100 kHz to 1 GHz in 1 kHz steps. An easy-to-use keyboard offers programmable offset keys that simplify frequency entry for duplex or repeater radios, and incremental step keys facilitate the testing of a receiver throughout its frequency range.

One of the major benefits of the new COM-3 monitor is its portability. The unit has a built-in, rechargeable battery pack that makes it ideal for off-site testing, and the COM-3 is easy to transport since the entire unit weighs less than 10 lbs. For additional portability, a durable Cordura travel case with zippered pockets and shoulder strap is available as an optional accessory.

Manufacturer’s introductory list price for the COM-3 is $1995. For more information, contact Ramsey Electronics Inc., 2575 Baird Rd., Penfield, NY 14526, or mark #107 on our Readers’ Service Card.
I found the August POP'COMM editorial to be of great interest but also of considerable concern. The points made regarding the paucity of newcomers entering into the radio hobby ranks are, unfortunately, so true. While commercial publications can and do play an important part in creating and maintaining interest in Ham and SWL activities, I cannot help but wonder if SWL clubs in particular could not perhaps make a more aggressive and effective contribution in attracting new followers.

How about some signs (obtain permission before posting them) on the local high school bulletin board announcing an SWL Open House which would feature equipment demonstrations plus a Q & A session? If the school also conducts Adult Education classes, your invitation will be seen by old and young alike. Other bulletin board locations should also be considered such as the local Public Library, Supermarkets, Community Center, etc.

Club members could distribute one-page flyers within their neighborhoods announcing the holding of a SWL newcomer night. At the next local Hamfest, your SWL club could sponsor a booth and have an audio presentation of the various sounds to be heard on the airwaves. Club members could take turns manning the booth to answer questions, supervise hands-on operation of receiving equipment and furnish information hand-outs describing the club and its activities.

While I certainly do not claim that these measures will guarantee results, I think they could be a modest beginning in the necessary efforts to broaden the base of SWLers. From across the Atlantic we heard from Ary Boender in the Netherlands who made some fine DX catches with his intercepts of various time signals from around the world:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kHz</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15000</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>WWV, Boulder, Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15000</td>
<td>1634</td>
<td>WWVH, Hawaii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3810</td>
<td>0400</td>
<td>HD2IQA, Guayaquil, Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>JJJY, Tokyo, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4500</td>
<td>0948</td>
<td>VNG, Lyndhurst, Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To those readers who have asked questions regarding parts of the ITU Radio Regulations, I do not hold a copy of the Regs. I imagine that most Public Library systems probably hold reference copies of the volumes.

The mailbag brought identical requests from several readers. All were asking for identification and frequencies for WOO. This is a shore station located at Ocean Gate, NJ and owned by American Telephone & Telegraph. According to the 1985 FCC Listing the station is authorized to operate on the following frequencies:

- 4389.8 kHz 13108.4 kHz 17311.8 kHz
- 4405.3 kHz 13130.1 kHz 17327.3 kHz
- 4423.9 kHz 13133.2 kHz 22359.7 kHz
- 8742.0 kHz 13185.9 kHz 22609.8 kHz
- 8751.3 kHz 13192.1 kHz 22625.3 kHz
- 8763.7 kHz 17246.7 kHz 22705.9 kHz
- 8797.8 kHz 17293.2 kHz

Tim Magrann, CA sent in a tape containing 4F groups in Chinese. The recording was made at 1400 UTC on 8300 kHz and was a YL in AM voice. In listening to the tape, although I am not a Chinese linguist, my guess is that the dialect is Mandarin rather than Cantonese or Hokkien. As my reference aid, I used Languages of Asia and the Pacific by Hamlin.

In recent months numerous readers have asked about books for identification of LF beacons. I use a number of references, one of them being the Radio Beacon Handbook by Dr. Jurgen Trochimczyk, available from many POP'COMM advertisers. Another is the Aero/Marine Beacon Guide by Ken Stryker, 6350 N. Hoyne Avenue, Chicago, IL 60659. In addition to these, I also refer to the following:

- Eavesdropping on Radio's Rock Bottom, POP'COMM, December 1985
- Tuning in The "Shadow Empire," POP'COMM, February 1985
- Weather Watch, POP'COMM, January 1985
- 20+ Countries On A Table Radio, POP'COMM, February 1986
- DXing The "Top End," POP'COMM, October 1984

I hope these will assist interested readers in locating sources of identification for LF beacon transmissions.

In addition to some QSL cards and great loggings, Patrick O'Connor, NH provided the following QSL address: USCG Eastern Shores Group, S. Main St., Chincoteague, VA 23336-1510.

"Something very puzzling has been cropping up in the HF bands, particularly in the area of 10/11 MHz." So writes Jeff Hall, WA. He has encountered numerous transmissions whereby the letter F is sent continuously (hand sent) with periodic interruptions for calls like "FUIN DE 9L3G or NRSP DE 9ZAM." Jeff also saw some use of...
other repeated letters such as "K" and "OM" and suspects them of being related to the "F" stations. The various signals were heard between 0100-0800 UTC and took place on frequencies of 10515, 11172, 11175, 11176, 11254 and 12269 kHz. In looking over the material Jeff sent in, I note the similarity to the activity described in the June 1986 POP’COMM article by William Orr entitled “A New Family of HF Radio Beacons.” I also invite your attention to the series of articles by Mr. Orr carried in the December 1984, January 1985 and February 1985 issues of Popular Communications. These articles contain well researched information that provides an excellent analysis of HF beacons.

Tom Borawski, PA advises “I believe FEMA had an exercise with their station in Northern Virginia. They broadcast cipher messages over a family of frequencies with what sounded like different beam settings being used.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kHz</th>
<th>kHz</th>
<th>kHz</th>
<th>kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14675</td>
<td>2255</td>
<td>14534</td>
<td>2305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14524</td>
<td>2308</td>
<td>14500</td>
<td>2310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14494</td>
<td>2312</td>
<td>14480</td>
<td>2314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14460</td>
<td>2315</td>
<td>12190</td>
<td>2225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12180</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>10873</td>
<td>1455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4780</td>
<td>0130</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some superb photos and a note were received from Patrick Griffin, CO. His note said in part: “Sorry to say I haven’t done any utility DXing lately. I’ve been heavily into shortwave broadcasting the past few months. However, here are a few things that you might use. Enclosed are some photos of the antennas on Table Mountain just north of Boulder, Colorado. This site is jointly operated by several government agencies and I’m not sure what they actually do out there. There is a large vertical tower (VLF?), two very large steerable dishes, and about 22 pole-mounted log periods which were all aimed east during my visit. There are also several pole-mounted log periodics aimed east and upward at a 45 degree angle (meteor scatter?) as well as several wiretype antennas.”

Here is a hint for finding military commns which was offered by R. Taylor, CA. “When a military air unit is going to be conducting exercises in an area near large civilian airports, the FAA will issue a warning on their ‘Automatic Aviation Weather Service.’ This is a telephone number that has recorded weather information. An advisory will be given on this tape recording regarding the area of the exercises. The area indicated will be rather large, but it will give you a rough ‘guessimate’ of the location of the air operations. If you cannot find the number in your phone book, look for the number of the local FAA representative. He can give you the
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The WIRELESS TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER model WTT-20 is only about the size of a deck of cards and is easily carried in a shirt pocket. It is equipped with a miniature microphone which can be attached to a 9V battery. Simply speak into the microphone and you can be heard over any FM frequency. Up to 1 mile away! Use with any FM radio. Tuned to any frequency from 70mhz-130mhz. Easy to assemble kit includes all parts and instructions. Only $29.95 tax incl.

Call or send MO, VISA, MC for immediate delivery. Single kits orders include $1.50 S&H. FREE SHIPPING on orders of 2 or more. All orders shipped by U.S. Mail. COD add $4.00. Personal checks allow 30 days.

DECO INDUSTRIES
BOX 607, BEDFORD HILLS, N.Y. 10507
914-229-3878

CIRCLE 21 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Shortwave Receivers, Antennas
ICOM - KENWOOD - YAESU &c.
Call 212-625-2700
Open 7 days a week, Mon.-Fri. 9am-6pm, Thurs. until 8pm, Sat. & Sun. 10am-5pm

Barry Electronics
512 Broadway • New York, NY 10012
Sales & Service Commercial Radio For 35 Years

Please send all inquiries directly.

SWL Receivers, Antennas, Books
ICOM KENWOOD YAESU
313-469-4656
28360 South River Rd. • Mt. Clemens, MI 48045

PACKET RADIO
Now you can receive packet radio transmissions from amateur (including the new Japanese amateur radio satellite JAS-1), military and government stations on your VHF & UHF receiver with our "PACKMON" packet radio monitor.

The RIO modem and program cartridge plugs into the back of your Commodore computer. The only connection to your radio is for the audio. There's one adjustment to make - can you handle a screwdriver? The "PACKMON" displays its own tuning indicator on your computer's monitor screen. Once it's set, it's set. From then on, "PACKMON" and your computer take over. The received text scrolls off the screen and automatically goes into memory. You can recall the messages you have received.

Here's the bottom line: if you're handy at soldering circuit boards (no beginner, now) we'll send you a complete kit with instructions for only $39.95. Or, you can order an assembled and tested unit for only $50.00. Send us the model number of your Commodore computer (VIC-20, C-64, C-128) with check, money order, or VISA or MASTERCARD (add $3.95 shipping and handling) to:

NEWSCOM ELECTRONICS
18975 Allen Rd. • Trenton, MI 48183
Tel. (313) 479-2100

CIRCLE 40 ON READER SERVICE CARD

JAMAICA INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
PHONGRAPHS: 932-6338
TELEPHONE: 921-4041
FAX: 921-1212
ADDRESS: BOX 325
JAMAICA INTERNATIONAL
KINGSTON, JAMAICA

Please refer to the Company catalog reference and data.

10th March 1986
Gerald Brunn
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Brunn,

This confirms that the transmission you received 26th January 1986 between 1640 and 1644 UTC on Frequency 13065 kHz did originate from this station.

The transmitter used was a 1KW Redifon with a Conical Monopole Antenna attached.

Confirmation of a reception report from Gerry Brunn, IL.

number of the weather information recording. Most recordings have an announce- ment about such activity approximately one week before it takes place. The information only indicates which days, and what area points should avoid."

INTERCEPTS
198: Beacon DIX, Dixon NC at 0242 (Pat O'Connor, NH).
199: Beacon CLB, Carolina Beach NC at 0936 (Crawell, TN).
200: Beacon YEO, Loc Eon PQ at 0355 (O'Connor, NH).
201: Beacon GNI, Grand Isle LA w/for New Orleans area at 1025 (Crawell, TN).
202: Beacon YSU, Summerside PEI, Canadian Forces base at 0231 (O'Connor, NH).
203: Beacon SGT, Melbourne FL at 0341 (O'Connor, NH).
204: Beacon L, Laredo TX at 0510 (Homuth, AZ).
205: Beacon XSO, Tonopah NV loud & clear every night (Homuth, AZ).
206: Beacon DPG, Dugway Proving Grounds UT at 1145 after several months' absence (Homuth, AZ).
207: Beacon BDA, Gibbs Hill Light Station, Bermuda at 0412 (O'Connor, NH).
208: Beacon G, Galveston TX at 1042 (Crawell, TN).
209: Beacon C, Mobile Pt. AL, at 0830 (Crawell, TN).
210: Beacon L, Loma Light Station CA weak with fading during local daylight hrs so must be ionospherically propagated; 50 secs of L in CW then a 10 sec dash, then silent for 2 mins. Running 700 watts into a vertical antenna (Homuth, AZ).
211: Beacon R, St. John Light Station FL at 0423 (O'Connor, NH).
212: Beacon F, Pensacola Island Light Station CA continuous w/USCG 50/10 format. Running 40 watts into fiberglass vertical (Homuth, AZ).
213: Beacon H, Egnart Key Light Station FL. H repeated in CW for 50 sec, then 10 sec of steady signal at USCG 50/10 format. Located 30 miles offshore Tampa (Homuth, AZ).
214: Beacon CQL, Carbondale CO at 0500 w/strange chirpy keying that makes it stand out on this overpopulated freq (Homuth, AZ).

INTERCEPTS
301: Beacon EGE, Eagle CO. Miskeyed—long dash, a dit, then EGE 3 times. Perfect Canadian CG format! Some QRM from beacon HS but can be picked with a 1 kHz audio filter. Heard beacon 95, Standard, Alta., w/400 Hz dash after ID (under EGE) at 0530 (Homuth, AZ).
302: Beacon TS, Memphis (Elvis International) w/local area wx at 1000 (Crawell, TN).
303: Beacon RJ, Roberval PQ, at 0252 (George Osier, NY).
Free Consumer Buyer's Guide
With Guaranteed Lowest Prices

- Explains all about 100 channel Satellite TV and how to shop for an earth station!
- Lists GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES—we will not be undersold, save 30-50% over local dealer prices!

SYSTEMS: (receiver shown, Rayola 10.5 ft. mesh dish, motor, feed/73K LNB, 125 ft. cable). All items UPS shippable and easy to install.

Charapal Sierra 11 $1648 Mazon 76 $1680
Charapal Sierra 1 $1548 Panasian C2600 $1398
Charapal Cheyenne $1448 Panasian C2000A $1198
Drake ESR 9221 $1348 Tracker V $1498
Drake ESR 548 $1298 Tracker II $1278
KX 960 $1389 Uniden 900 $1500
KX 1095 $1360 Uniden 700 $1398
Luxor 990 $1648 Uniden 600 $1238

The new SATMAN Buyer's Guide is a necessity for any prospective or current earth station owner who wants to save big money on name brand satellites products. Buy direct, Do-It-Yourself, and save with SATMAN. Tell free ordering, no sales tax (1% only), major credit cards accepted, huge in stock inventory available, and free UPS shipping anywhere in the U.S. Check with SATMAN before you buy... We will not be undersold! Call now for your free 20 page SATMAN Buyer's Guide.

1-800-4-SATMAN 1-309-692-9182 Illinois
preposterous law that will be as laughable as the 55 MPH federal speed limit. Take a drive on an Interstate at 55 MPH and you’ll be run off the road by everything from 18-wheelers to 1964 Volkswagens!

What happens, then, when they get around to passing the next law that says it’s OK to watch TV Channels 7 and 9, but illegal to watch TV Channels 2, 4, 13, and 21? Then are we to be told that we can’t listen to Radio Moscow or other broadcasters somebody doesn’t like?

Hitler passed laws forbidding reception of the BBC. Right now, it’s against the laws of certain nations for its citizens to hear the Voice of America, Radio Marti and other stations operated by or affiliated with our government. Interestingly, while our government cries out loudly against such laws and efforts to deliberately jam the signals of those stations, it simultaneously considers the establishment of virtually identical laws that would apply to its own citizens! Ironically, the stations that would be “protected” by this Act are those that are turning a tidy profit from the use of the electromagnetic spectrum—and that’s a natural resource. I’d like to see the government’s response to a lumber company chopping down the trees in Yellowstone Park!

Something here smells like a mackerel in the moonlight!

And another thing, does the Electronic Communications Privacy Act seek to stop us from monitoring only those signals transmitted by American stations? Is the intention of the Act to prevent us from monitoring signals from stations (including ships) licensed by other governments? This is another unclear point that further exemplifies the gap between proposals put together by people who appear to know far too little about the deep waters into which they are wading.

In all, there’s a lot more at stake here than one piddling little piece of badly conceived, stupidly written, and unenforceable legislation.

Hopefully, you’ll be inspired to write to your Senators and Congressional Representatives to tell them what you think about this Act, it’s sinister and insidious portents, and the amount of valuable time it’s wasting while many vital and important matters cry out for their attention.

While I’m on the subject of writing to Washington, I want to comment upon the efforts from within the DX hobby to squash this Act. Several DX clubs are thoughtful enough to send me monthly copies of their excellent newsmagazines. I normally see the publications of SPEEDX, AO5C, ASWLC, GCSS, ANARC, LWCA, NASWA (FRENDX), ADXR and (of course, since we carry it in POP’COMM) SCAN.

DX clubs have universally opposed the passage of this Act, imploring their members to write to Washington. This is to be applauded, but it seems that perhaps too little original thought or creativity were brought to bear on the matter. The focus of the hysteria was somewhat misunderstood.

At one point, member of a club (I know not which) came up with a reason for not entrusting the idea that radio signals might be picked up by people’s homes and bodies even though nobody invited them to do so. Therefore, people shouldn’t be diminished in their right and ability to examine those signals to see what they’re all about. It’s like if you get a slinger in your finger, you always look at it to see if it was metal, glass, or wood (although nobody ever figured out what difference it made). Perhaps I’ve oversimplified the whole thing, but that’s mostly what it was all about.

Some clubs, rather than originating their own thoughts, took the easy way out and simply picked up on this particular theme with the barest possible variation. The members of those clubs, when writing to Washington, used this as the focal point of their objections to the Act. Countless Senators and Representatives are now imbued with fantastic visions of their constituents walking around with dots and dashes, rock music, CMT calls, and images of Ted Koppel flowing in and out of all of their body orifices.

Oooh! I just sneezed and once came an unidentifiable 10,778 kHz RTTY station, and an 89.5 MHz FM signal of Bob Dylan singing Blowin’ In The Wind.

This “signal-invading-the-body” argument is feeble stuff; it’s too tame, and lacking the sting to cause anybody to see the Act in its true light and then decide to vote it into oblivion. Sure, if you had a barrage of many other strong arguments, this could have been tossed into the stew for good measure, but as the centerpiece or focal point it’s a sure loser.

Aside from its basic tenuousness, it doesn’t even claim that the invading signals need to be examined because they are suspected of causing a threat to mental or physical well being. At least it might have been claimed that we thought that they were giving us bursitis, gallstones, halitosis, or causing CMT calls to come through the fillings in our teeth. Moreover, by extending the very same logic, one could take the position that they no longer wish to allow specific signals to continue invading home and body, and therefore certain transmitters must immediately stop operating. At that point, this whole concept totally falls apart.

Many readers sent me copies of the letters they wrote to Washington. Some wrote directly to me expressing their opposition to the Act. A majority of the letters were based upon this line of logic and looked as though they had been copied almost verbatim from some “master” form letter. Inasmuch as I opposed the Act anyway, nobody had to convince me to change my mind about anything. Had I been a Senator or Representative, I think that I would have believed the authors were unconvinced, and didn’t feel very strongly about the Act to the extent of having any of their own opinions.

Yes, the intentions were all fine, but there should have been much more individual thought and variation, less cribbing of this one rather flimsy argument. Washington should have been lambasted with a rich cornucopia of varied reasons as to why this Act is a bad idea.

Even if you’ve written before, why not try again—now!
The Radio Publications Group — The “Bill Orr Series”
These easy reading classics belong in the library of any active ham. Loaded with practical how to information, with tables, charts, and formulas arranged for handy reference.


Wire Antennas, 192 pages, paperback, $7.95. Order #R144.


Cubical Quad Antennas, 112 pages, paperback, $6.95. Order #R146.


World Radio TV Handbook 1986
The world's only complete directory of international broadcasting and TV stations — the established authoritative guide endorsed by the world's leading broadcasting organizations. A comprehensive country-by-country listing of short-, medium-, and long-wave stations, revised and updated to reflect actual conditions. Also includes special features on The Future Regulation of High-Frequency Broadcasting, Solar Activity in 1985, Technical Innovations at Radio Nederland’s New Transmitting Station, and more. 600 pages, paperback, $19.95. Order #T097.

World Press Services Frequencies
by Thomas Harrington
A comprehensive manual covering the field of radioteletype news monitoring — antennas, receivers, terminal units, monitors, and more. Contains 3 master lists of transmissions, frequencies, plus ITU list of over 50 news services worldwide. 84 pages, paperback, $8.95. Order #U173.

Broadcasting Law & Regulation
R. Terry Ellmore
A guide to the rules and regulations that govern commercial and non-commercial radio and TV broadcasting, including cable. 504 pages, hardcover, $24.95. Order #T213.

Protecting Electronic Equipment from Electrostatic Discharge
Edward A. Lacy
Provides an in-depth look at both the causes of ESD and the procedures and equipment used to combat it. 176 pages, paperback, $11.45. Order #T214.

Radio Handbook, 22nd ed.
by Bill Orr, W6SAI

Confidential Frequency List Revised 6th ed.
by Perry Ferrell
Bigger than the 4th edition, this new book has 30% more stations listed, more than 7500 operating between 4.28 MHz. Listings by frequency and call sign. Complete list of coastal CW stations plus Embassy, Aeronautical, Military, Time Signs, Feeders, VOMET, FAX, INTERPOL, etc. Details on schedules, emergency channels, alternate, and never-before-published IDs. Paperback, $15.95. Order #G196.

The Shortwave Propagation Handbook, 2nd ed.
by George Jacobs, W3ASK, and Theodore J. Cohen, N4XX
A new, revised edition of the popular guide to all your propagation needs. Contains up-to-the-minute information and charts, and guides you through producing your own propagation data. 154 pages, paperback, $8.95. Order #C137.

Beginner’s Guide To Reading Schematics
Robert J. Traister
A hands-on guide to understanding and using schematic diagrams that should be required reading for every electronics student and hobbyist. Here’s the key to mastering the fundamental concepts needed to design, build, troubleshoot, and repair electronic circuits of all types. Filled with step-by-step explanations and plenty of clear, to-the-point illustrations. 140 pages, paperback, $8.95. Order #T215.

Shipping charges $2.00 per order. Shipping charges waived on orders of $50.00 or more. Books shipped best way. All orders are processed the day they are received, but please allow 30 days for delivery within North America.
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State
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Check ☐ MasterCard ☐ VISA
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Is that all?
Well, how about a WAZ Award Program, a Five Band WAZ Program, the two greatest World Wide DX Contests in the world, a DX Awards Program, two 160 Meter DX Contests, a USA-CA County Awards Program, a DX Hall of Fame. Twelve of the greatest achievement and operating programs in the Amateur Radio world. All from CQ.
Since 1967, CRB Research has been the world's leading publisher and supplier of unique hobby and professional books and information including:

- Scanner Frequency Guides
- Shortwave Frequency Guides
- Military/Federal Communications
- Broadcast Station Registries
- Undercover Communications
- Survival Communications
- Covert Operations
- Electronic Espionage
- Surveillance
- Monitoring
- Cryptography & Codes
- Bugging
- Wiringtap
- Communications Antennas
- Electronics & Projects
- Fox Scanner Directories
- Computer Technology
- & Other Related Topics!

New titles are constantly being added to our exciting catalog. If it's interesting and unusual, we've got it. You'll see! Ask for our latest FREE catalog.

CRB RESEARCH
P. O. Box 56
Commack, NY 11725

FOR SALE: Kenwood R-600 general coverage receiver. 0-30 MHz, digital readout, $200. Rick Embry, Route 4, Box 626, Leitchfield, KY 42754. (502) 259-5330.

SONY ICF-2010 receiver. This awesome radio is brand new, still in original box. $220. Call Bob at 617-897-1919 even.

ANTIQUE RADIOS, schematics, tubes & literature Send SASE to VRS(PC), 376 Cilley Rd., Manchester, NH 03103 for large list.

MODIFICATION KITS (DX-400. R70/71A, ICF-2010, others), radios, filters, accessories. Prices—SASE, Catalog—$1. RADIO PLUS z., 3635 Chastain Way, Pensacola, FL 32504.

MILITARY ELECTRONICS. CPRC-26 Infantry, Marcop Radio, compact, transmits-receives 46-54 MHz, with battery box, antenna, crystal, $17.50 apiece, $32.50 par. SFC-510 Backpack Radio, transmits-receives 38-55 MHz FM continuous tuning, with battery box, antenna, $34.50 apiece, $69.00 par. R-390A Communications Receiver, 5-30 MHz all modes: $195 complete/checked, $115 complete/repairable. R-748 Receiver, 150-200 MHz single channel. AM $27.50, R-11R Receiver, 20-28 MHz FM $27.50 mint. ARC-27 Guard Receiver, 220-248 MHz single channel AM $12.50 mint 45-day replacement guarantee. Add $4.50/unit shipping excess R-390A, shipping collect. Bayronics, Dept. PC, Box 591, Sandusky, OH 44870.


SURVEILLANCE RECEIVER. LTV G-175, 30-260 MHz, AM-FM CW, CQI for recording adjustable band width: 10 kHz, 40/75/110 kHz, 300 KHz, sensitivity: AM 1.1 uV, FM 0.2 uV, 24 lb. good condition, $275. Frank Moreland, 3748 Yoshiene, San Diego, CA 92109.

ELECTRONIC SPYING is the name of the game. It's also the title of a startling book which reveals the closely guarded methods & equipment used by professionals & amateurs who eavesdrop on homes & businesses with sometimes legal (usually illegal) bugs & wiretaps. Written in non-technical language everyone can easily understand, ELECTRONIC SPYING has photos & illustrations showing exactly how they do it & where they get the equipment (much of it inexpensive & easily available). Leaves nothing to the imagination! Latest techniques covered & offers an in-depth wealth of information on the ever increasing electronic invasion unavailable from any other source. This book is used by law enforcement agencies as a reference manual. Only $7.95 (plus $1.00 postage) per copy from CRB Research. P.O. Box 56, Commack, NY 11725.

NEW TOP SECRET REGISTRY OF U.S. GOVERNMENT FREQUENCIES by Tom Kneitel. Yes, it's finally here! The NEW 5th Edition is now 168 pages BIG in large 8½ x 11" format (same page size as POP'COMM). Latest for scans, Covert frequency listings for FBI, FCC, Border Patrol, AF, Immigration, Secret Service, CIA, Customs, Coast Guard, Armed Forces, and more. Tens of thousands of call signs, frequencies, locations, locations. The ultimate scanner directory also reveals many HF listings plus complete historic roster of all federal land stations authorized in 1923 (60 years ago)! 5th Edition is $14.95 postpaid by Book Rate Mail, or add $2 if First Class Mailing wanted. Order your copy now! CRB Research, P.O. Box 56, Commack, NY 11725.

SIDEBAND OPERATOR? Join the oldest/densest network of 27 MHz SSB operators. More than 100,000 strong! Send self-addressed stamped long (10) envelope for FREE details and application (no obligation). SSB Network. P.O. Box 908, Smithtown, NY 11786.

LEARN MORSE CODE in 4 hours. My method works! $5.25 to J. L. Steiger, 375 Hiliade Rd., Seven Hills, Ohio 44131.

TUNE IN HIDDEN SCA BROADCASTS. Commercial free background music, Talking books for the blind, Medical news, Radio paging, etc. Adapter plans $4. Adapter kit $39.95. Catalog $1. OCTEM(1), Box 840, P.O. Box 56, Commack, NY 11725.

TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER. FM room transmitter schematic with detailed construction procedures using Radio Shack's numbered parts. Both, $6. Receivers available.peater Shack Electronics, 7223 Stony Island, Chicago, IL 60649.

Expert Repair on scanners, shortwave receivers, ham gear and stereo. FCC licensed. Timberline Electronics, P.O. Box 2064, Idaddy, CA 92499. 714-659-4018.

ATTENTION WRITERS: Manuscripts wanted on a wide variety of communications and monitoring subjects. SASE brings want list or send your suggestions, resume, credits. TIARE Publications, P.O. Box 493, Lake Geneva, W1 53147.

ESPIONAGE/EYMBASSY Communications Guide, by Tom Kneitel. What's behind mystery "numbers" transmissions, coded embassy messages, and stations operated by foreign governments in the USA & Canada. How nations monitor each other's official codes and communications. Illustrated. Includes latest/largest registry of stations (frequencies/call signs/locations/modes) operated embassies of the world's governments, intelligence agencies, U.N., Interpol, International Red Cross, U.S. State Department, FBI/VIH/UFH. Now you can tune in on Embassies & Espionage Communications. Price is $10.95 + $1 postage (USA/Canada/APO/FPO) from CRB Research, Box 56, Commack NY 11725.

MOTOROLA R-1121/TRC-87 military aircraft receiver 225-400 MHz includes speaker and antenna. Modified for 117 VAC. $400 or take offer. Dana Arthur, 8532 Columbus Ave., #23, Sepulveda, CA 91343-6055. (818) 893-3479.
PLI TONE DECODER. Remote control your station with pushbutton type tones over radio or v/e. Will decode two telephone type tones and turn on or off. Kit, all parts and board included. $39.95 plus $1.00 h/s. US funds only. M. Bohnhoff Productions, P. O. Box 1243, Wheeling, IL 60090.

NEW! AIR-SCAN 4th Edition by Tom Kneitel. At last, a complete directory of aeronautics communications stations/frequencies! Now in gigantic 120 page large-size (8½ x 11) format containing 40,000 listings (USA/ Canada/Mexico/PR), including worldwide UHF (2-30 MHz) frequencies. Guide includes location of 800 to 138-156 MHz UHF aero band scanner listings, also covers 30-50, 138-174, & 400 + MHz aero freqs. never before published. AIR-SCAN covers civilian/military airports, also "unlit" airports not open to public, FAA freqs, FSS, towers, Unicorns, airport security and operations freqs, new air- tone air/ground telephone freqs, "hidden" business-band aero stations, military, traffic choppers, aero underway freqs, federal agency freqs, school freqs, special events, fms., crop dusters, air ambulances and much more throughout USA. Large est directory of all-band aero radio communications ever published. Includes how-to text on aero monitoring and equipment selection. Only $10.95 + $1 shipping to USA/CANADA/ FPO/PO. Order from CRB Research, P. O. Box 56, Commmack, NY 11725.

CLANDESTINE CONFIDENTIAL keeps you up to date on the latest in clandestine broadcasting. 6 issues per year. $10 in U.S. $13 foreign. G. L. Dexter, RR4 Box 110, Lake Geneva, WI 53147.

JOIN A RADIO listening club. Complete information on major North American clubs for CB and SASE. Association of North American Radio Clubs, 1500 Bunbury Dr. Whittier, CA 90601.

NORTHERN AMERICAN AM/FM/TV CONVERTERS. Products of Esterman, P.O. Box 1402, Whittier, CA 90601.


MOBILE & LANDMOBILE RADIO TECHNICAL HANDBOOK has been written for current and prospective two-way radio technicians, operators, and engineers. It can be used as a radiocommunications textbook for home study or classroom. Two-way fundamentals, circuit layout and construction, maintenance and installation data, test equipment types and practical usage, two-way services and frequencies, transmission characteristics and classifications, solid-state fundamentals as related to transmission circuits, modulation systems, digital and microprocessor circuits, test equipment types and usage, antenna systems, landmobile systems and circuits, repeater, trunked, and cellular radio, mobile radiotelephone and radiotelegraph equipment, direction finders and locators, marine radio and FCC licensing information. 575-page SAMS book $24.95 + $2 P&H. Ed Noll, Box 27, Chalfont, PA 18914.

SWLERS. ARE YOU MISSING OUT ON TREAURED QSL'S? Many "third world" broadcasters still use "meter wavelength" frequency designations. Don't take chances, read BOTH books, without doing mathematics! "The SWL Frequency/Meter Conversion Handbook" includes conversions for every frequency in all 12 shortwave bands, along with helpful reporting and antenna tips 40 pages, 5½ x 9¾", attractively bound. Only $4.95 from Pacific Printing Company, 25207 Avenue Stanford, Dept. FA2, Valencia, CA 91355. (California residents add 3% sales Tax.)

JOIN a radio listening club. Complete information on major North American clubs and sample newsletter $1 from Association of North American Radio Clubs, P. O. Box 462, Northfield, MN 55057.

WANTED: CASH PAID FOR USED TRAFFIC/ RADAR EQUIPMENT. Write or call Brian L. Esterman, P.O. Box 8141, Northfield, IL 60093, (312) 251-8901.

COMMUNICATIONS PLANS, BOOKS, KITS! AM/FM broadcasting (licensed/unlicensed), 1750 meter transceivers, ham/CB amplifiers, surveillance bugs, etc. FREE catalog, P.O. Box 130-P, Paradise, CA 95969.

FCC COMMERCIAL GENERAL RADIO TELEPHONE LICENSE, Correspondence Course. 60 individual lessons for $89.50. Payment plan. Results guaranteed! Details free. American Technical Institute, Box 201, Cedar Mountain, NC 28718.

ANOTHER DAY WITH an empty mailbox? Improve your QSL retuns with Secrets of Successful QSLing by Gerry L. Dexter, Computerist, P.O. Box 221, Arlington Heights, IL 60005. (312) 952-8504. Ask for Rudy Valentine.


COMPUTER PROGRAMS for Commodore 64. Menu driven, providing logs for BCL/SWL. Update formats QSL records, other Disk or tape. Screen and/or printer. Send SASE for more info & sample printout. Manucy, P.O. Box 5624, Baltimore, MD 21210.

CB RADIO OWNERS! We specialize in a wide variety of technical information, parts and services for CB radios. 10M-FM conversions, repairs, books, plans, kits, high-performance CB'S - 11th year! Catalog $2 CBCi, Box 31500PC, Phoenix, AZ 85046.

LANDMOBILE AND LANDMOBILE TECHNICAL HANDBOOK has been written for current and prospective two-way radio technicians, operators, and engineers. It can be used as a radiocommunications textbook for home study or classroom. Two-way fundamentals, circuit layout and construction, maintenance and installation data, test equipment types and practical usage, two-way services and frequencies, transmission characteristics and classifications, solid-state fundamentals as related to transmission circuits, modulation systems, digital and microprocessor circuits, test equipment types and usage, antenna systems, landmobile systems and circuits, repeater, trunked, and cellular radio, mobile radiotelephone and radiotelegraph equipment, direction finders and locators, marine radio and FCC licensing information. 575-page SAMS book $24.95 + $2 P&H. Ed Noll, Box 27, Chalfont, PA 18914.
POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS
for the Holidays!

Here's what you've been looking for—an all new hard-hitting monthly magazine which gives a unique insider's view of what's really going on in the world of communications. POP COMM is your primary source of information—bigger and better than any communications magazine, with exciting coverage of scanners, shortwave broadcast & utility stations, spy stations, pirate and clandestine broadcasters, RTTY monitoring, survivalist communications systems, FCC news, wiretapping and bugging, voice scrambling/unscrambling, surveillance/undercover communications, satellite & cable TV, sophisticated telephones, & more. What you've been looking for all along! Take advantage of substantial savings over the newsstand price by subscribing now. Don't miss out on even one single issue of POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS—order your subscription now.

SUBSCRIBE NOW & SAVE!

Please indicate your name above. A gift card will be sent.

A Great Gift Idea

Send the following gift subscription to my friend at my expense.

POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS
76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801

Paid by: □ Check □ Money Order □ MasterCard □ Visa

□ 1 year - 12 issues $16.00
□ 2 years - 24 issues $29.00
□ 3 years - 36 issues $42.00

My account number is ____________

Name ____________________________

Street ____________________________

City ______ State ______ Zip ______

Canada and Mexico - one year $20.00 US, two years $39.00 US, three years $58.00 US. Foreign - one year $22.00 US, two years $43.00 US, three years $64.00 US.

□ 1 year - 12 issues $16.00
□ 2 years - 24 issues $29.00
□ 3 years - 36 issues $42.00

My account number is ____________

Name ____________________________

Street ____________________________

City ______ State ______ Zip ______

Canada and Mexico - one year $20.00 US, two years $39.00 US, three years $58.00 US. Foreign - one year $22.00 US, two years $43.00 US, three years $64.00 US.
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Yaesu has serious listeners for the serious listener.

Yaesu's serious about giving you better ways to tune in the world around you.

And whether it's for local action or worldwide DX, you'll find our VHF/UHF and HF receivers are the superior match for all your listening needs.

The FRG-9600. A premium VHF/UHF scanning communications receiver. The 9600 is no typical scanner. And it's easy to see why.

You won't miss any local action with continuous coverage from 60 to 905 MHz.

You have more operating modes to listen in on: upper or lower sideband, CW, AM wide or narrow, and FM wide or narrow.

You can even watch television programs by plugging in a video monitor into the optional video output.

Scan in steps of 5, 10, 12½, 25 and 100 KHz. Store any frequency and related operating mode into any of the 99 memories. Scan the memories. Or in between them. Or simply "dial up" any frequency with the frequency entry pad.

Plus there's more, including a 24-hour clock, multiplexed output, fluorescent readout, signal strength graph, and an AC power adapter.

The FRG-8800 HF communications receiver. A better way to listen to the world. If you want a complete communications package, the FRG-8800 is just right for you.

You get continuous worldwide coverage from 150 KHz to 30 MHz. And local coverage from 118 to 174 MHz with an optional VHF converter.

Listen in on any mode: upper and lower sideband, CW, AM wide or narrow, and FM.

Store frequencies and operating modes into any of the twelve channels for instant recall.

Scan the airwaves with a number of programmable scanning functions. Plus you get keyboard frequency entry. An LCD display for easy readout. A SINPO signal graph. Computer interface capability for advanced listening functions. Two 24 hour clocks. Recording functions. And much more to make your listening station complete.

Listen in. When you want more from your VHF/UHF or HF receivers, just look to Yaesu. We take your listening seriously.

Yaesu USA
1720 Edwards Road, Cerritos, CA 90701
(213) 404-2000

Yaesu Cincinnati Service Center
9070 Gold Park Drive, Hamilton, OH 45011
(513) 874-3000

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
FRG-9600 SSB coverage: 60 to 460 MHz.

Dealer inquiries invited.
## R-5000
### High performance receiver

**THE** high performance receiver is here from the leader in communications technology—the Kenwood R-5000. This all-band, all mode receiver has superior interference reduction circuits, and has been designed with the highest performance standards in mind. Listen to foreign music, news, and other public service channels with the VC-20 VHF converter. All this excitement and more is yours with a Kenwood receiver!

- Covers 100 kHz-30 MHz in 30 bands, with additional coverage from 108-174 MHz (with VC-20 converter installed).
- Superior dynamic range. Exclusive Kenwood DynaMix™ system ensures an honest 102 dB dynamic range (14 MHz, 500 Hz bandwidth, 50 kHz spacing.)

### Additional Features:

- **100 memory channels.** Store mode, frequency, antenna selection.
- **Choice of either high or low impedance antenna connections.**
- **Extremely stable, dual digital VFOs.** Accurate to ±10 ppm over a wide temperature range.
- **Kenwood's superb interference reduction.** Optional filters further enhance selectivity. Dual noise blankers built-in.
- **Direct keyboard frequency entry.**
- **Versatile programmable scanning, with center-stop tuning.**
- **Voice synthesizer option.**
- **Computer control option.**
- **Kenwood non-volatile operating system.** Lithium battery backs up memories; all functions remain intact even after lithium cell expires.
- **Power supply built-in.** Optional DCK-2 allows DC operation.
- **Selectable AGC, RF attenuator, record and headphone jacks, dual 24-hour clocks with timer, muting terminals, 120/220/240 VAC operation.**

### Optional Accessories:

- **VC-20 VHF converter for 108-174 MHz operation**
- **YK-88A 1.6 kHz AM filter**
- **YK-88S 2.4 kHz SSB filter**
- **YK-88SN 1.8 kHz narrow SSB filter**
- **YK-88C 500 Hz CW filter**
- **YK-88CN 270 Hz narrow filter**
- **DCK-2 DC power cable**
- **HS-5, HS-6, HS-7 headphones**
- **MB-430 mobile bracket**
- **SP-430 external speaker**
- **VS-1/VS-2 voice synthesizer**
- **IF-232C/IC-10 computer interface**

More information on the R-5000 and R-2000 is available from Authorized Kenwood Dealers.

**Kenwood**

TRIO-KENWOOD COMMUNICATIONS
1111 West Walnut Street
Compton, California 90220

CIRCLE 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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**Specifications and prices are subject to change without notice or obligation.**

---
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